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Commission Approves
Coal Price Hike Today

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

WASHINGTON (UPI) —The target did represent a policy
Price Commission announced that would be followed in the
approval today of the first of a future
Joe Pat James down the other
string of applications by coal He said the commission
dzo, to go through the production
companies for price raises to considered a larger
passfacilities of the Ledger and
help cover recently authorized through to be inflationary, but
Times He was impressed and so
wage increases for miners. But he declined to criticize the Pay
it cut back the request sharply. Board decision to allow the
are we, every day.
The commission chairman, C. miners the full wage settlement
Jackson Grayson, announced negotiated with the coal operaWe usually go to press every
approval of increases of 3.78 tors. He said "we are an
day about 1:15 so if you would like
per cent for Old Ben Coal Co., independent group" and there
to see the press run, just come on
in.
a subsidiary of Standard Oil of was no formal consultation
Ohio. The company asked for a
Continued on Page Twelve)
6.71 per cent increase because
We told Opal over at Rudy's
of a pay booat• el 15 per cent
that her meat loaf was almost as
MAIL CHRISTMAS PARCELS EARLY—Donald Crawford,
permitted by the Pay Board for
good as the one our wife fixes.
city letter carrier, mailed his Christmas cards this morning in
coal miners in the first year of
She admitted that she is a good
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS at t'alloway County High School for the school year 1971-72 are, left
keeping with the Post Office's request to mail Christmas
8 new contract...
cook
packages early. Chief Dispatcher, Lam. Hurt, is takial
to right, Wendy Williams, daughter of Me and Mrs, Roger Williams. Vickie Pat Lamb. daughter of
virpt
?rayson told rexie:
it the
.„'; ;;Alt and Mrs. Ray Broach, leleee./s7.c. rvege
Gale Broach.
Crawford's, eswelokel terileglow. The Post Office, berg weeeek
Mr. and Mrs. `•-r -at
ce Commission
its
— After at- it 8V tdo reminder to the public that to guarantee delivery of cards and
nestberger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernstberger, and I lin Frwin. daughter of Mr. and
decision on additional Labor
something well, there's no use in
Love Studio Photo)
packages, the following dates should be remembered: Out of
Mrs.Buren Erwin. Mrs. Sue Outland is the cheerleader sponsor
costs that could be -passed
beating around the bush about it.
The Hazel Elementary School
town packages by Dec. 1; local packages and out of town cards by
through" as increased prices will present a Christmas
Dec. 10: and local cards by Dec. 15. Postmaster Lester Nanney
upon the 5.5 per cent national program on Thursday, December
We are fast nearing the end of
issued a reminder to rural patrons that during the month of
guideline established by the 2, at seven p.m_
the Thanksgiving turkey. Wife
December, all letters must be stamped orjhe rural cariers cannot
Pay Board when it set up in
used some of the broth and
Priestly Scott, minister of the
k them up.
terto ---1-4.)4some of the turkey-is. NSase
business in micisedieregeaer
Green Plain Church of Christ,
cars were involved
The Old Ben price increase will give the devotion. Mrs.
it, boiled it for awhile and then we
'Tuesday at 5:34 p.m. on
collision
That's
good
put it on fresh toast.
approval also included an Edward
Russell,
PTC
miner president, announced that there the Jim Adams IGA parking lot,
eating. We still had a large piece
allowance for coal
of the white meat left which we
pensions which brought the would be no business meeting this according to the report filed by
the officers of the Murray Police
used for turkey sandwiches.
total increase permitted by the month,
commission to a level that was Grades One, Two, and Three Department.
No injuries were listed on the
Among the more prominent said to absorb slightly less than will present "Little Toy-Town
Sister over at Fulton discussed
By Dwain McIntosh
report.
participants in the seminars two-thirds of the coal miner Parade." This is
SAIGON (UP!)—Communist ly, and one officer told him that
the difficulty of figuring how
a musical
Involved were a 1967 Buick two troops resumed shelling the he believed "Tet of 1972 is
many shopping days until
wage settlement,
Dr. C. Dale Lemons, chairman were:
parade of Christmas toys and
door driven by Marcia Jones embattled Central Highlands going to be the worst ever,
Christmas. Years ago it was not of the Department of Industrial Dr. John McKetta, dean of the
First Action
animals which takes place inside
so difficult since you just counted Education at Murray State College of Engineering and The action on the coal price a toy shop on Christmas Eve. Crick of Almo Route One and a outpost at Polei Kleng in including 1968," when the
six days a week, but today with University, has completd 18 former vice-chancellor at the boost was the first on requests The fourth, fifth, and sixth 1964 Buick four door driven by Kentum province near the biggest Communist offensive of
of Texas and from about 20 mining firms for grades will present a pageant of Ghaian All Hessami, University Cambodian and Laos borders the war took place.
shopping centelts open all week months of service as program University
today, and appeared to be
The Station, Murray.
and many grocery stores open on director for a nationwide Man- chairman of the Natiorial Energy increases before the commis- the birth of Christ.
Police said Hessami was moving tanks into the highlands South Vietnamese infantry,
Sion.
Sunday, you have to count seven Society-Technology Forum Policy Commission.
characters include a narrator
ranger and armored troops
Boardman Moore, facilities Grayson said the Old Ben and a reporter who interviews the backing out from a parking space area for a major offensive.
days a week as shopping days. In project.
were pushing into the heavily
side
of
with
the
right
also jungled mountain slopes of
Communists
The
other words on December 1 you
Dr. Lemons, who came to planner for Chevron Research action was reached an an innkeePer. Joseph and Mary, the and collided
into
the
IGA
Crick
car
going
the
San
Francisco,
Calif.,
heaviest
shelling
Corp.„
launchedatheir
individual
company
days
until
served
as
basis.
But
shepherds,
the wise men, and
can figure 24 shopping
Murray in 1963, also
Kontum Province against what
attacks yet against a major intelligence reports said were
Christmas
moderator for the project's eight and president of the National he said the decision to Permit King Herod. A chorus will sing parking lot.
South Vietnamese drive into the two North Vietnamese infantry
major seminars across the U. S., School Boards Association, and no more pass-through for wages carols to accompany each scene.
unSLEEPS ON BENCH-An
Cambodian rubber plantation regiments and one artillery
leading J. Lee Hamilton, vice president than the 5.5 per cent Pay Board The seventh and eighth grades shaved
The city park situation is each attended by
man
told
O'Hare
causing a lot of talk There is no businessmen, industrial of the National Association of .tg a variety of Christmas International Airport authori- country 110 to 100 miles north of regiment—a total of about
doubt. Mee p4onning is needed repeeeentativea, educators and
Irtgert
ties 'Tuesday he insists on Saigon.
10,000 men
rhemhershir'
of which is madethe
up of
more thaL
now for a park of the future. local and federal government Manufacturers'
In Phnom Penh, UPI corre, The programs are under the perfect
weather to fly to
33,000 industrial organizations
South Vietnamese spokesmen
Murray is growing and generally
direction of all the teachers and Nashville, Tenn The man has spondent Kate Webb reported
en- across the country.
we support the idea of an ex- The seminars, each
Bobbie Berrill.
Ac- been sleeping on airport ben- Communist troops laced into said the principal thrust of the
panded park system. As to the compassing an area of six to A native of Bowie, Tex., Dr.
cornpanists are Mrs. Gwyn Key ches for six nights. Airport the northern half of a stalled Communist drive had been
against the Saigon government
mechanics of the plan, we are not eight states were held at Cape Lemons holds two degrees from
and
Mrs. Oneida White.
officials said he had a ticket government column on HighBobby Chester of Lynn Grove
sure. It would be nice, if the city Kennedy, Fla.; the Manned North Texas State University and has been arrested by FBI agents All parents
and interested and could stay as long as he way 6 north of the Cambodian ranger base at Polei Kleng,
capital, apparently trying to cut fewer than 20 miles from the
had the capital, to go ahead and Spacecraft Center in Houston, earned his doctorate at Texas A di from Paducah according to the person.s are urged to attend
wants
to ribbons isolated elements of Cambodia
purchase a new park site, but the Tex.; Ames Research Center, M University.
office of
Calloway County
border
and
12
miles
the 20,000-man force that had
city does not have the capital. San Jose, Calif.; United Flight
Attorney Sid Easley.
been trying to reopen the road. west of the town of Kontum.
The only way it can obtain it is to Training Center, Denver, Colo.,
Chester was arrested on a
Research
Center.
sell something they have in order Lewis
UPI correspondent Stewart
charge of "possession and
North Vietnamese artilleryto embark on the new venture. Cleveland, Ohio; Stout State
Kellerman, reporting from the
disposal of stolen government
men arched hundreds of rockhighlands
University, Menomonie, Wisc.;
capital
of
Pleiku,
230
property" and bond was set s'
ets into the base over a six
/
The Murray-Calloway County
Lebanon, Conn., and at the
miles northeast of Saigon, said hour
$1,000 by
United
States
period on Tuesday. CasuCommunist troops shelled the
Goddard Space Flight Center in Senior Citizens Club will hold its Magistrate Tyler C. Bourne, the
alties were listed as one South,/
Christmas luncheon on Friday,
Greenbelt, Md.
In addition to the apparent Le Khanh camp, manned by Vietnamese killed and one
county attorney's office reported. WASHINGTON (UPI) —With
10,
at
noon
at
the
December
technological
and
about
500
rangers,
outside
the
Among the
The April Federal Grand Jury strong bipartisan support, the impasse over equal time repeal,
wounded
educational areas explored were: social hall of the First United
House has approved legislation conferees also must try to town of Polei Kleng, all day
Ile Licensed Practical Nurses The technology-society Methodist Church. Members are will hear the case.
that supporters hope
will compromise differences over today. They fired massive
will have a Christmas party at relationship, or a look at the asked to note the change from the A warrant was also issued toe
become the first major cam- monitoring of campaign re- mortar barrages into it Tues- M
James
for
Tyler
of
Cadiz
the Southside Restaurant on importance of the technology of first Friday to the second Friday
day.
"receiving stolen government paign reform law in 46 years. ceipts and expenditures and
Thursday, December 9, at seven man on society and the im- Turkey,
dressing,
and
Kellerman said military sourexactly what is covered by the
The
bill
sharply
curtails
elecproperty
$100
or
qf
a
value
to
p.m.
ces told him U.S. pilots have
perativeness of education cranberries will be furnished by more" Easley's office said,
tion advertising by presidential spending limits.
One dollar gifts will be ex- growing out of these relation- the club and members are asked
The House voted to limit spotted "massive infiltration"
Tyler is now in the LaGrange and congressional candidates.
changed and all I.PNs are in- ships.
to bring salads, vegetables, or
The House ipassed the bill in spending by all federal candi- from nearby Laos and Camboreport
State
Reformatory
the
to
attend.
vited
••
The
responsibilities
of desserts. Gifts in the price range
a 373-23 vote Tuesday and sent dates to 10 cents per voter or dia into the highlands in recent
Reservations should be made education and the- role industrial of $1.50 to $2.00 will be exchanged said, but the April Federal
weeks. The North Vietnamese
higher.
whichever
is
$50,000,
it
to
a
House
-Senate
conference
Grand Jury will also take action
by Tuesday, December 7, by education can play in the total by the men and women.
troops used bulldozers to slash
with regard to his charges, a conimittee, where major differ- This includes spending for
calling one of the following educational picture, and
In charge of the arrangements
ences remain to be reconciled. communications media, bill- new roads through the jungles
A warrant has been sworn out
esman
added.
persons: Nell Denton 753-2805, The development of a workable will be Mesdames Birdie Parker,
Russell D. Hemenway, nation- boards, computerized mailings and then moved "numerous by Calloway County Judge
Barbara Moody 753-1423, Fay partnership between industry, Lela Shackelford, Gussie Adams, "The charges against Chester
tanks" along them.
Robert 0 Miller for the arrest of
Tyler stemmed from the al director of the Committee of more than 200 letters and
Puckett 753-5120, Ruth Chambers education and government to Virgie Clark, Martha Golden.
banks The sources told Kellerman a man who allegedly stole an
telephone
costs
of
for
Congress,
an
Effective
a
officials
of
by
local
yery
753-3176, or Nancy McClure 492- better meet the educational Ruby Harrell, Robbie Harrison,
they expected major fighting to automobile from Parker
Ford,
rge amount of tools in Trigg hailed the House version as manned by at least five
8640.
develop in the highlands short- Inc in Murra!,
needs of society today.
Bertha Jones, Olene Lamb,
persons
"veto
described
it
and
proof"
ounty approximately three
Josephine McLemore, Edna
James Parker, an official of
Its ago," a spokesman for the as "far stronger than anyone
SIX CITED
ONE
McReynolds, Meme Mattingly,
Parker Ford, made an affidavit
ty attorney's office said " thought possible when we
Six persons were cited by the
Sheriff Clyde Steele and his Mattie Parker, Miss Erin
concerning the alleged theft. The
Murray Police Department deputies cited one person for
of these tools allegedly began." The House turned back
warrant charges Ronald Oliver,
yesterday and last night. They public drunkenness on Tuesday Montgomery, Mr. and Mrs. long to the Tennessee Valley an attempt to insert in the
By United Press International
Vernon Roberts, and Mr and
meastre a provision to limit
who gave his address to Parker
were four for public drunkenness, night.
thority," he added.
Mrs.
an Tolley.
individual contributions to fe- BELFAST, Northern Ireland break off a conference on the as Route 6, Paris, Tennessee,
one for disorderly conduct, and
deral candidates. Republicans Detectives in Northern Ire- aid bill and ask the House if he with "conversion
of
an
one for driving on suspended or
had warned this clause would land said today they believe an should accept the so-called automobile".
revoked license.
Irish Republican Army (IRA) Mansfield amendment
inspire a presidential veto.
Parker said in the affidavit that
The House refused to repeal execution squad lured a British
ROME—The United States Oliver came to Parker Ford On
the equal time provision of the soldier into a death trap as he
Communications Act, which Journeyed to visit friends. Pvt. for the first time is discussing the morning of November
===ourz==z=rgz
inhibits television debates. The Robert Benner, 25, Was the the possibility of a dollar (Monday) at approximately 9
Kentucky weather forecast:
repeal is included in the Senate fourth soldier to be killed in devaluation as part of a a.m, and asked to take a 1969
Western monetary realignment, Mustang out on trial and show it
such fashion this year.
Partly cloudy to cloudy and
bill.
a highly-placed West European to his father who had previously
continued cold through Thursday
• This is the most controversial
with slight chance of light snow
difference in the two bills which DACCA—Pakistani -. military diplomat reported today. The done business with Parker Ford.
"Since that time he has not
or scattered flurries mainly south
House and Senate negotiators spitesrnan said today that source, a participant in the
will try to remedy in time for Indian troops have opened a meeting of finance ministers of brought the automobile back to
portions Thursday. Highs today
KiNiLioo ROO
and Thursday in the 30s and low
final approval before Congress new front in the Ftangpur- the "group of 10" richest our place of business and
NFICOME
40s. Lows Thursday morning
Dinajpur area of East Pakis- Western nations admitted that checked with his mother at Paris
adjourns later this month
mostly in the 20e.
In a series of votes, House tan, where heavy fighting'raged this does not mean the United and she told me she hasn't seen
members showed they will not earlier in the week. Indian States has agreed to such Ronald in two years," Parker
said in the affidavit.
approve repeal of the equal spokesmen confirmed the push, acttn.
time
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
House saying it was an attempt to
provision for
He left with a 1968 Dodge
WASHINGTON — The White bearing a South Carolina license
The
Kentucky
extended
candidates, partly out of fear knock out Pakistani artillery
House
Conference
on
Aging
Indian
weather outlook Friday through
that broadcasters could give which has been ,shelling
plate, Parker said. Parker added
votes today on reports calling that he had
Suiiday:
unlimited free time to one border areas.
checked with the
for national health insurance, state police and
Chance of rain or scattered
candidate at the expense of
they reported to
Tholaws
snow mainly east and north
Rep.
against
mandatory
—
retireWASHINGTON
another.
him that the Dodge had been
portiens Friday ending Saturday
The equal time provision mas E. Morgan, D-Pa., 'today ment, greater food stamp reported stolen.
and chance of rain over the state
requires broadcasters to give offered a possible way out of benefits and adequate income
again Sunday. A warming trend
the same amount of air time to the current foreign aid deadlock for the nation's 20 million
Duplicate Ba
ridge
Three Purchase Area 4-Hers are among the 37 Kentucky young people attending National 4-H all candidates seeking the same by proposing a special House senior citizens Other groups
Saturday through Sunday. Lows
In the Xs and low 30a Friday to Congress In Chicago Nov. 27- Dec. 3. Shown here at the door of the Kentucky Room—the suite e here office. The White House has vote on a Senate-passed end- will vote on asking President The open Duplicate Bridge
the upper 30s and lower 4(ks Kentucky delegates and their friends from other states gather between 4-H Congress sessions --are warned that the President the-war amendment contribut- Nixon to end the Vietnam war, Club that meets at the Holiday
Sunday. Highs in the 40s Friday (left to right) Betty Veatch, 111. 301 Mom( Dr.,('linton (Hickman County): Karen Alexander, 17, 1103 would veto a bill in which ing to the impasse. Morgan, establishment of a "federal Inn on the first Thursday of each
to the upper 40s and in the 50s Coldwater Rd., Murray (Calloway ('ounty); and Keith Deweese, le, Rt. 2, LaCenter (Ballard repeal applied only to presiden- chairman of the House Foreign department for the elderly and month will in the future be by
County). President Nixon is scheduled to speak to the 4-H Congress delegation on Wednesday, Dec
Sundhy.
tial candidates.
Invitation only.
Affairs Committee, offered to tax relief for the elderly.

Children Of Hazel
School To Present
Program, inrsday

Two Cars Involved 1
In Collision Here gi
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Dr. Lemons Completes Service
As Head Of Nationwide Project

i
TVA Tool Thefts Mrs.
Man Arrested

Senior Citizens To
Meet December 10

Christmas Party
Planned By LPNs

Communists Troops
Resume Shelling Of
Central Highlands

/

House Approves Campaign
Reform Measure Tuesday

an Takes Car
Out For Trial,
Fails to Return
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The Weather
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Judge Waylon Rayburn, Chapter chairman of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American National Red Cross, announced
the completion of the disaster plan for Calloway County.
Open house will be held December 3 at the new city elementary
school on Williams Avenue just off West Math Street. The name
of the school will be announced at that time.
Harvey Ellis was speaker at the meeting of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau Young People held November 27 with Max
Smotherman, president, presiding.
The Chestnut Street Barber Shop opened here today, according
to their ad in the Ledger & Times.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Carraway are the parents of a baby boy;
Marty Joe,born _November 22 at the Murray Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Bro. S. E. Byler will begin his pastorate at the Memorial
Baptist Church on Sunday.
Sylvia Kay LeseiAter, *cant daughter of .teir,,a40 Mrs. Bobby
Lassiter of Paducah,formerly of Hazel, died November 29.
Darrell Mathis of Fort Knox and Donald Stom who is being
transferred to Fort Meade,Md., were here for the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hawkins spent the holidays with
relatives in Bay City, Mich.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Lassie in "The Painted

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If you would know how it is to be ground up in the
machinery of bureaucracy, and then refrigerated,
talk to a man driven mad, a man whose wife and
kids have been crammed for weeks and months into
two motel rooms while they wait for the FHA and the
VA to process a simple mortgage application. It is
something like undergoing the Chinese water-drop
torture or sitting down, toothless and forkless, to a
steak dinner.
"Cruelty is more cruel when
the pain is prolonged."
—George Herbert

Construction Contracts
Up 20 Per Cent, October

The 7th annual "Youth For
Truth" program at Benton,
The popular writer from Kentucky is planned for the
By Helen Price Stacy
Mulberry Hill—his farm is in Lee weekend of December 4 and 5.
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.
seems only a short time ago that county—and Mrs. Shackelford This is the most successful youth
the attractive brunette with the was present for the reception at event of its kind in the midwest
breathless, little-girl voice that the park near Slade. The artist and annually draws about 1,500
speaks adultly called me aside and writer blend the print and the teenagers, a spokesman said.
during an art show at Natural essay into a true collector item. Yearly,"Youth For Truth" has
Bridge State Resort Park and Knowledgeable about botany featured some of the nation's
said,"Guess what my Christmas and nature, Shackleford, who is most outstanding youth speakers.
present is going to be this year?" with the University of Kentucky Among those appearing on the
It was October and a warm, Cooperative Extension Service, program this year are Steve
sunny Sunday afternoon with has written an easy-to-read piece Botts and Phil Griffin of Nashmuch of autumn, Halloween, that is packed with information. ville, Tennessee.
Thanksgiving and snow yet to go Both artist and writer live in a
Under the name, "On the
before Christmas, but Mrs. Nellie scenic area that encompasses Move", these young men anMeadows had made up her mind, Red River and the gorge, Ken- nually address thousands of
and with cooperation of Mr. tucky River and its tributaries, young people throughout the
Meadows had decided to the land of Boone; Jonathan Swift nation.
In -addition to apreproduce
watercolor and Indians who once roamed pearances on religiously oriented
her
paintings of Kentucky wild- traces in the cliff and canyon programs, they also speak for
flowers into prints. She had been country... and the land of more educational,
political, and civic
painting for several years and than 1000 wildflowers and shrubs. groups.
had come to the realization that The Powell County artist Botts is the winner of more
she wanted to move into a devotes most of her time to than 100 trophies for excellence in
painting and guest appearances,
broader field with her work.
public speaking. He was selected
"My husband Roscoe has but enjoys bowling with her to appear in "Who's Who in
a
Clay
City American
already told me he would make husband,
Colleges
and
the
prints my Christmas businessman, and helping
'ties". He was chosen
Univerai
oversee Red River 1:11tor":—
present."
11.»
ice's 100 most outBut also present that day was Mbseurir located in Clay City. standing young men by the
Her
son
Meadows
Larry
is
an
Beattyville
writer Nevyle
American
Academy
of
•MAYW
41OULD 1-IME MCC A DEAL MR T1211C0
Shackelford who wrote a piece authority on Red River and the Achievement of Dallas.
about Mrs. Meadows' plans. And gorge which includes Swift's Griffin is not only an
acclaimed
He has hiked
he caused Mr. Meadows to have Camp Cr!ttek.
public speaker but also is noted
throughout
the region, rappelled
to look around for another gift,
for his musical ability. He is now
for an art print company soon the cliffs, canoed the rapids, a music
teacher th.
.Vashville
spetunked
-Ns
studied
had the artist
Itentract.
public schOOLS. He
also an
Dear Editor:
plants
and
geological
formations
Since then the Clay City artist
outstanding athlete and was
has visited with hundreds of and researched the legends and named
Tennessee's Most OutI am releasing a Furches clubs,
schools and libraries and languages of rocks, trees and the standing Trackman
By Anthony Harrigan
while in high
Family History, from the local has
Indians
who
left
their
mark in the
made numerous personal
school.
Publishing
Hunter
Co.,
12about
extcurivi VICE PRESIDENT
appearances to promote her gorge.
15-71, and since many Furches
The new Nellie Meadows print "Youth For Truth" will also
Southern States Industrial Council folks live in your town or near prints and as a result has en- shows
huge boulders that in eons feature Danny Cottrell, indeared herself to countless
your area, I wonder if you would people, young
past had tumbled to the canyon structor of Speech and Comand old.
give the book "The Furches
floor. On one side is a canoe and munications at Freed-Hardeman
In
her
first
print
series
were
U. S. RETREAT IN ASIA
College, and Gary Martin, Staff
Folks" some space in your paper. eight
wildflowers—violet, fishermen and on the other a
Member, Office of Admissions,
Many Furcheses and inlaws chicory, spiderwort, goldenrod, green background of trees.
The Nixon administration's abandonment of a policy of con- live in Guilford, Forsyth, Davine,
Harding College.
tainment of Communist China has enormous, though little and Indell counties. Farther dandelion, thistle, cattail and The Meadows family of Clay Registration will begin at 12:00
City
and
the
Shackelfords
partridge
of
pea.
She
then
came
out
noticed, strategic implications. In urging that the Peking regime west,in N.C., many are clustered
noon Saturday, and a full
be seated in the U.N., and thereby setting the stage for the ex- around Granite Falls, and West with larger prints of the tulip Beattyville make a talented schedule of activities is planned
combination, especially when the
pulsion of Taiwan, Mr. Nixon enhanced the world role of Mao Tse- Jefferson, N.C. There are a poplar and Kentucky creeper.
for the afternoon and evening—
Recently in Hemlock Lodge, painting of one and the writing of
tung's government and altered the balance of power in Asia and scattering in Charlotte.
climaxed at 7:15 p.m, with a
another
are
revealing
of
Natural Bridge State Resort
Ken,
the Pacific.
musical program by a Harding
The Appalachian Range is a Park, she unveiled
her first in a tucky's magnificent scenery and
The effect of these developments almost certainly will be to divider for Western N.C. and
College ensemble.
its trees, rocks and flowers.
series
of
prints
which
shows
her
consolidate Red
China's power over Asia, including South Eastern Tennessee Furcheses.
Sunday's program will begin at
Vietnam and South Korea and to push America's defensive line There is a concentrated group in interpretation of the upper Red For Nellie Meadows who in 10:00 a.m. and will conclude with
late
1968
River
Gorge. Unlike her other
decided to offer her
back to the Central Pacific.
In other words, the de facto . and
around Johnson City,
a special youth-parent service al.
recognition of Red China as the No, I power in Asia entails an • (Tenn.), and, they are also prints, the gorge scene was done work in limited edition prints, her 7:00 p.m, with Cottrell as!
abandonment of the power position in Asia which the U.S. won in spread out from Knoxville to in oils and indicates still another growth in the field of art has been speaker.
like the unfolding of one of the
World War II and which it maintained for a quarter century Boon N.C. --Greenville, Erwin, dimension to the artist.
"Youth For Truth" is under the
Prior to the showing in flowers paints.
thereafter. Such are the fruits of the Asian policy devised by Mr. Elizabethtown, Mt. City.
supervision of the Benton church
when
It
is
she
about
tells
the
Hemlock Lodge,she had called to
Nixon and Dr. Henry
Kissinger, the President's principal
of Christ, and is sponsored by the
Marion,
Ky,
Eastern tell me
about the written print "truly wonderful people I've
foreign policy adviser.
churches of Christ in Marshall
Marycard, and the Dover,
met"
that
gets
she
breathless
and
an
essay
that
accompanies
With Red China recognized and accepted and Taiwan rejected Deleware areas are well
almost, for of her blessings she County. All activities are conand humiliated at the U.N., the rationale for America's role in populated. There are scatterings each one. "Nevyle has written
ducted in Chambers Memorial
South Vietnam and South Korea is shattered. It seems only a in the mid, north, and south- the most beautiful essay I ever most of all cherishes her friends Gym at Benton High School.
the
many
and
people
has
met
she
read."
matter of time before those anti-communist countries are
Food and lodging will be provide4
western U.S.
Even several
in her visits throughout Kenabandoned.
by families throughout Marshall,
families in California.
The
Almanac
tucky.
Already the left-libs in the United States are talking about
County.
The beginning of all southern By United
Press International
leaving the future of Taiwan to Peking and the Taiwanese. The Furcheses began with a Tobias
Today
is
.$
TREE
XMAS
OFFICIAL
Wednesday,
Dec.
1,
notion being cultivated is that the U. S. should look the other way Furches, who came to the banks
.
a
the 335th day of 1971.
WASHINGTON (UPI —The
Now You Know
while the Free Chinese are captured by Peking's forces. Perhaps of Dutchman Creek, in 1781, from
the means of settling Taiwan's future will be discussed when Keat County, Delaware. Earlier The moon is between its first nation's official Christmas tree, By United Press International
quarter and new phase.
a 65-foot Fraser fir from North A minbar is a pulpit in a:President Nixon visits Peking.
Furcheses, formerly as French
Abandonment of the Red China containment policy leaves Huguenots, landed in upper There are no morning stars. Carolina's Pisgan National Fo- Moslem place of worship
unsettled the future of Japan, the third most powerful industrial Maryland, went farther north, The evening stars are Mer- rest, was being put into place
country in the world after the U.S. and Russia. It is not likely that then came to N C. for permanent cury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter. on the ellipse behind the White
Those born on this day are House today.
the proud and ambitious Japanese will become a satellite of settlement.
under the sign of Sagittarius.
The official lighting ceremony
Communist China.
Dutchman Creek's specific
American
take place Dec. 16. The
will
actress
Mary
MarIt is far more likely that Mr, Nixon's shattering of U. S. Asian area, for Tobias' settling, was 4'2
White House Christmas tree,
policy will lead to massive rearmament by Japan. The free mile from the Cane community tin was born Dec. 1, 1914.
which goes inside the Executive
Chinese, in turn, may have to seek a close political and military in Davie, Co. (N.C. and 4 miles On this day in history:
TONITE thru SAT.
association with Japan in order to survive. Malaysia, the from Farmington and 6 miles In 1917 Fr. Edward Flanagan Mansion, is also a Fraser fir —
founded
Crossrnore,
Boys
from
a
Town
35-footer
near
Phillipines and Indonesia are likely to feel the same necessity. It from Mocksville.
NUMMI
Omaha, Neb.
N.C. —due to arrive Dec. 8.
is obvious that these countries can no longer depend on the United
As the editor I am releasing In 1953 the New York Stock
States to guarantee their security against Chinese communist about 12-1 some 600 letters to
AIWA SUITE
Exchange announced that for
aggression.
Furcheses inlaws, churches, the first time
in
history
A militant, nuclear-armed Japan would be able to contain the schools, and public libraries, and
IIIVAIREEN STAPLETON
investors could buy issues on
Red Chinese colossus, but at what price? No one can determine in friends.
Some college
the installment plan.
advance the scope or character of Japan's military ambitions newspapers and quarterlies, as
lARIARAIVUISS
In 1958 fire swept through
one of the 72 elevator operaonce aroused. But the Nixon administration has made such an
well as to "The State', (N.C.) "Our Lady of the Angels
liE
tors in the Senate Office Buildarousal inevitable by exposing Japan and other free Asian
magazine.
Church" in Chicago killing 93 ing in Washington who have
countries to vast new dangers by signalling America's withTo give you additional in- children and three nuns.
been ordered to cut their hair
drawal from Asia. Japan also may be driven into a new formation,! am also sending you
In 1965 the Havana to Miami has refused, saying his hair is
relationship with the Soviet Union.
a zeroxed copy of my form letter refugee airlift began after
an shorter than Sen. Edward KenReviewing the recent, shocking changes in America's policy
to these some 600 mediums. If agreement had been reached nedy's.
towards Asia, one gets a picture of a disastrous security setback
you should need a picture or with Premier Fidel Castro.
The elevator operators, who
for the United States. For a generation, the nation's strategic further information please call
THEATRez
are political appointees and
frontiers have been along the petimeter of Asia—from Korea in
upon me. This is the first com- A thought for today:
generally college students, will
Samuel
Vietnam
in the south. But all that is changing.
the north to
plete research done on this
lose their jobs if their hair hides
Okinawa, a key point in America's forward strategy, will be family history, and covering all Johnson said, "Gratitude is a
either their ears or collars
fruit of great cultivation."
returned to the Japanese. The island's future utility as a base for
The Gels of \
of American civilization and back
American forces is questionable. It is reasonable to conclude that into Europe.
HILL,"
1
A
WOMAN
:1',1
American forces may have to retire to Guam and the Central
I will appreciate anything you
WITHOUT A STITCH
Pacific. U. S. influence on mainland Asia and in its offshore
promote
this effort.
will do to help
islands, felt there since the mid-19th century, is likely to disapSincerely
pear.
Ironically, the United States wouldn't have become involved in
J. Frank Furches
a war with Imperial Japan if Americans had been content to
Box 128, Clemmons, N.C.
withdraw into the Central Pacific. Americans weren't willing in
the 1940's to have their national destiny limited by Asian am- ELEPHANT PROFITS
bitions. The security of America's Pacific flank and its position
BANGKOK (UP!) —Gov.
on the Asian strategic frontier were maintained in World War II Chalong Watcharkorn of the
at the cost of thousands of lives and much national treasure.
Northeastern Province of Sumin
The heroic successes of the 1940's have been undermined, said Monday the province made
however, as a result of the policy apparently developed by the a $10,000 profit on this year's
German-born Dr. Kissinger.
elephant roundup.
It is hard to believe that Mr. Nixon, who long urged a policy of
roundup, held
last
The
firmness and strategic realism in the Pacific, bought the weekend, is one of Thailand's
Kissinger doctrine of withdrawal and accommodation to Red top tourist attractions.
China. Yet the policy is a fact, not simply an ugly dream. Thus
The governor said part of the
COLOR •
Asian policy may appear in the history books as the profit would be used to develop
the new
greatest disaster of the post-World War II Pra
two elephant-breeding villages.
WRIEFORFElid

Fr -r,cOVRADE

SENSING
THE NEWS

NEW YORK, N.Y., —Contracts seven per cent decline.
for future construction work
On a cumulative basis,
totaled $6,567,695,000 in October, nonresidential building totaled
20 per cent more over the same $21,619,418,000 at the end of 10
month a year ago, it was reported months, showing a three per cent
today by the F. W. Dodge gain
Division of McGraw-Hill In- October residential building
formation Systems Company.
contracts retained the pattern of
All three major construction gains that have been characcategories turned in year-to-date teristic of most of 1971. A total of
gains, with housing and the $3,170,781,000 in residential
nonresidential group ahead by contracts was recorded for the
the biggest margins—plus 37 and month, a 37 per cent increase.
plus P per cent, respectively," Both one-and two-family homes
said George A. Christie, vice and apartment units continued to
president and chief economist of share in the October gains, as
Dodge. The firm, which produces they have during most of the
Dodge Reports on construction year.
activity and Sweet's Catalogs of
"The cumulative figures show
product information, is a leading how balanced 1971's housing
source of information on the growth has been," Christie exconstruction market.
plained. "At ,the end of ten
"October's seasonally-adjusted months, the one- and two-family
Dodge Index of construction and the apartment components
contract value represented a each had year-to-date gains of 41
break from the strong 150-plus percent. The residential total, at
pattern of the past three mon- $28,938,103,000, was ahead by a
ths," said Christie. "The Oc- slightly smaller 39 per cent at the
tober index of 137 was 11 per cent end of 10 months." He pointed
below September's 154.
The out that the year-to-date increase
continuing surge in housing and in the hotel-motel-dormitory
the steady
recovery of the component of total residential
nonresidential category, building was much less than the
however, indicates that October's gains made by the larger housing
137 index was an exception to a component.
generally more buoyant trend." Contracts for nonbuilding
The Dodge index uses 1967 as its construction increased three
per
100 base.
cent and totaled $1,332,348,000 in
At the end of 10 months, a total October. "Both the sewer, water
of $67,122,087,000 in construction and utilities categories of nonprojects reached the contracting building construction turned in
stage, a 16 per cent gain over the good gains," the Dodge
comparable period in 1970.
economist noted. "A 15 per cent
Contracts for nonresidential decline in highway contracting,
buildings totaled $2,064,566,000 however, resulted in only a slight
for the month, 11 per cent above advance for the total nonbuilding
the October 1970 amount. component."
Commercial buildings, ahead by The ten month figure for
one-third, paced the October nonbuilding construction was
nonresidential total, while $16,564,566,000, four per cent
hospitals, strong all year, turned above the year-ago amount.
in a 25 per cent gain. Public and
educational buildings, also strong
through most of the year, Elderly people, especially,
declined in October, however. should be extremely careful
Industrial
building, which when walking on ice or'snow. A
There is no respect of persons with (rod. -Romans 2 11
trended well below the 1970 rate misstep on a slippery piece of ice
If there were, who of us would not find himself beyond the lirr,
could
have
a
very painful ending. of God's mercy?
for most of the year, recorded a

Bible Thought for Today
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Hair-cut issue
grows in Senate

pun

r -FANNY

1775 WAR RELIC'
Part of the boom chain used
by colonists to inflict the first
major defeat on the Royal
Navy durliNg the Revolutionary
War has been salvaged by a
crane operator from the bottom
of Machias River in Maine.

(MURRAY
Walter Matthau and Maureen Stapleton are a middle-aged
couple whose marriage reaches its climax on their anniversary,
in the first of three segments which comprise Paramount
Pictures "Plaza Suite," in Technicolor, Now at the Capri Theatre.
The Neil Simon trilogy also co-stars Barbara Harris and
Lee
Grant

ti

NOW OPEN
FRI.-SAT.-SUN
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Rebecca Wagar Is
Honored At Shower
Held At Church

Summers-Burkeen Vows Read

--

Miss
Rebecca
Wagar,
December 28th bride-elect of
Randy Cunningham, was complimented with a household
shower on Thursday, November
11, at the fellowship hall of the
Martin's
Chapel
United
Methodist Church.
Guests were welcomed and
invited to sign the register at the
beautifully candle-lit register
table by Miss Vickie Cunningham
and Miss Debbie Lee.
Hostesses for the occasion were
Mrs. Susan Cunningham, and
Mrs. Brenda Nix.
They
presented the honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Jack Wagar, and
her mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
W.A. Cunningham with lovely
corsages of carnations coordinated to match their dresses.
Mrs. Susan Cunningham and
Mrs. Debbie Lyons led the guests
in sOrrke thought-provoking
games i•elated to the forthcoming wedding. The winners,
Miss Clarissa Lee and Mrs. Hilda
Whitnell, presented their prizes
to the bride-elect. Mrs. Faye
Garrett also presented her door
prize to Miss Wager.
The guests who were seated
under a canopy of muliti-colored
streamers secured by a white L
MRS JOHN DAVID BURKEEN was before her recent
wedding bell hanging over ther Irbtarrisge, &net Lea
Summers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
gift table, watched the honoree s.Sumrners of 211 E.
Due West Avenue, Madison, Tenn. Her
open the gifts presented to the husband is the son of
Mr.and Mrs. Johnny Burkeen, 1337 Cardinal
couple by over sixty persons who Drive, Nashville Tenn., and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
were either present or sent gifts. W. Burkeen of Alm° and
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman of Murray
The hostesses then invited the Route One. Both the bride and
groom are 1971 graduates of Isaac
guests to the refreshment table. Litton High School, Nashville,
Tenn., and are now employed
Above the table was hanging there.
another'ariiiithite wedding -weirieigarwar
bell. The table was covered with
Festive Fondue Party
a lovely yellow cloth that was
Beef fondue fits well into the
accented by blue and white
holiday picture for small informstreamers. Delicate white tapers
al gatherings. A cook-your-own
were glowing at the center of the
The Murray Open Duplicate treat, it frees a homemaker for
table.
Bridge Club will meet tonight hostessing. Simply supply inch
Refreshments of cakes, nuts, I Wednesday
) at Gleason Hall, cubes of sirloin steak, a fondue
mints, and punch were served.
North 12th Street, at seven p.m. pot containing hot oil and sauces
The cakes carried out the wedReservations are not necessary for dipping.
ding bell motif with tiny wedding
and for information call Wally
bells on each cake.
Yellow Swan.
mums and bride statuettes
Winners last week were Mr.
completed the decorations.
and Mrs. Henry Holton, first, and
Colley and Rose, second.
Clore Counter
Mr. and Mrs. R.R. Parker of
Murray Route Three had their
Jerky Makes
If you're trying to lose
children and families as guests
weight, nibble mushrooms
Comeback
freely. They yield about 90
Jerky, a favorite food of the for the Thanksgiving holidays.
They were their sons, Lt. Col.
calories per pound
pioneers, is making a comeback
as an appetizer and snack food. ( ret. ) Dale Parker of Las Cruces,
DON'T GET UP NIGHTS!
Originally a staple because it New Mexico, and their daughter'
it salves *wit eac and 12 hour• to
Hirt relief-- 1r your money back •t
traveled well without refrigera- and family, Mr. and Mrs R. C.
any drug counter. When functiortai
tion, it now scores success pri- Snell, Jr., and children, John
kidney duiorder• c•u•e BACKACHE.
leg pains, burning. frequent or •c•nty
marily because of its flavor and Chuck and Jennifer Anne, of
How, t•ke gentle BUKETS 3-tabs-ad•y treatment Help nature flush kid.
Also
nutritive value. Keep jerky in Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
ney• and regulat• amaze. NOW at
present was Mr. Parker's sister,
mind for holiday parties.
Holland Drug.•
Mrs. Grace Jones.

Duplicate Bridge
Club Plans Meet

Parker Family Here
For The Holidays

Three quick ways to check
if you're overweight.
Stand up -

Swiss
discovery makes
every woman's
dream come true!

pinch your tummy=
can you hold a fold
of flesh Bad,
very bad.

Spare tire?

....

Look
at the back of your thighs,
are they (good grief) creepy?
Bulge, when you sit?
They shouldn't.

FREE!Tiros

Terimal Accelerated
Therm treatments to
tie first 21 mine taking
sir Course as a result
if tilt advertisomee

1

IF YOU QUAUFY FOR
THE ABOVE CALL 753-2962
NOW FOR FREE FIGURE
ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION

GUARANTEED
WEIGHT LOSS
(IN WRITING)
go

PILLS

NO DRUGS

EXERCISE OR CALORIE
COUNTING'

One quick and easy way to
Lose weight.
? CHRISTMAS ?
Why Not a Shapemakers
Gift Certificate
Phon• 753-2962

Gain a new outlook on life and feel betted Cell Now

makers

!AY

EN
;UN

FBIRTHS,j
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dale
Hudson of Murray Route Three
are the parents of a baby boy,
Layton Dale, weighing seven
pounds eleven ounces, born on
Wednesday, November 24, at
6:37 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed by
the Calloway County Road
Department.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
David Hudson of Murray Route
Three and Mr. and Mrs. Jewel
Jones of Kirksey.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Effie Hudson of Cadiz, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Jones of Murray, and
Rhyman Colson of Hardin.

Pe
3 mi. East of Murray
on Hwy. 94
MURRAY, KY.

753-2962

peak

Grandparents shouldn't
go overboard with gifts
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Why do some grandparents feel that they
can give their grandchildren anything they want for Christmas without even consulting the parents?
Our children have more toys than they know what to do
with, and my parents have just told us what they plan to
give their grandchildren for Christmas and we have told
them that we disapprove. In the first place, we think the
gifts are very inappropriate for our children, they are far
too expensive, and we have no place to store them.
My parents say they are not asking us, they are telling
us Abby, don't you think they should respect our wishes'
And what can we do about it?
UPSET IN PA.
DEAR UPSET: Yes, I think your wishes should be respected. You could VI-eaten to return any unapproved gifts
and make good your threat V they insist on sending them
anyway. But this would undoubtedly make it "rough sledding" for your relationship at Christmas. so i don't recommend it.
bait ART:#
- .am one of those unforttinatewomedwh
had only sons. Out of six children, I never had one daughter. Talk about rotten luck. That was the worst I know
what I am talking about because last Christmas I knew
what a broken heart felt like.
The five older boys are married, and on Christmas and
Thanksgiving, too, each went to HER mother's.
My younger son has a girl friend, and,..ligs..empto HER
house. Not one of my sons asked me if I had plans.
I am not a whining, complaining, clinging vine type I
am self-supporting, and can look after myself. This was the
first Christmas without my husband, and I thought surely
one of my boys would invite me to spend Christmas with
him I'm sure if I had had daughters, things would have
been different What do you think'
MOTHER OF SONS
DEAR MOTHER: It's hard to tell. Some mothers have
received the same treatment from their daughters. And
some sons treat their mothers like queens. The little verse,
"A son is a son 'til he takes a wife, but a daughter is a
daughter all her life." "ain't" necessarily 'so!
DEAR ABBY: I am a 50-year-old man tdivorcedl who
has been single for five years, with no desire to marry again
until I met a charming 45-year-old woman [also divorced].
I plan to ask her to marry me and feel confident that she
will accept. My problem: I don't feel I should buy her an
engagement ring because she is already wearing diamonds
on both her bands which would put to shame any diamond I
could Mord to buy her
How could I handle this?
UNSURE IN OAKLAND
DEAR UNSURE: Skip the engagement diamond and
make up for it with a more elaborate wedding ring.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "AMAZED AT YOU AND YOUR
FILTHY MIND": I DID consult with psychiatrists before
publishing my answer, and they agreed unanimously that no
healthy-minded mother sleeps with her 11-year old son.
I And in one twin bed. yet!

•
•
•

Tammy Lynette is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Downs of Farmington Route One
for their baby girl, weighing
eight pounds eleven ounces, born
on Wednesday, November 24, at
1:28p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Terry
Allen, age three. The father,is
employed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr,and Mrs.
David C. Downs of Murray Route
Five and Mr. and Mrs. Noel
Robertson of Mayfield Route
-Seven. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Lula Robertson of the
Meadowview Nursing Home and
Mrs. Effie Adams of the Convalescent Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Miss Sharon Kay Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Bell of Murray Route One announce the
W-eagagement and approaching marrtsge Ol d'.imeriOiter, Sharon
Kay,to Ronald Ray Prescott,son of Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Prescott of
_Murray -Route Four.
Miss Bell is presently employed at Big K. Mr. Prescott is
employed at Brandon Brothers, Inc.
A December wedding is being planned.

J. N. Williams Chapter (ff-Tre-United Daughters Of Confederacy Holds Meeting
The November meeting of the remedies
sounded quite
J.N. Williams Chapter of the pathetic; the ones for preventing
United Daughters of the Con- small pox and for lessening the
federacy was held at the char- effects of small pox scars
ming and comfortable en- especially. Most of the remedies
tertainment center of the Murray were taken from an old scrapBranch of the
Hopkinsville book which dated back to 1832.
Federal Savings and Loan Program books for 1971-1972
Company.
were distributed to the members
A delicious home-cooked present.
luncheon was served to eighteen
The December theme will be
members by the hostesses, Mrs. "Christmas In the Old South"
W.Z. Carter, Miss Cappie Beale, and will be observed with a
and Miss Williams who were luncheon at the home of Mrs.
assisted by Mrs. Hess Crossland. John J. Livesay at New Concord
The tables were beautifully on Wednesday, December 15. It
decorated with flowers and or- is hoped that all members will be
naments in the Thanksgiving Day present.
tradition.
After the reading of the
minutes and the treasurer's
report, a collection was made for
buying coupon books for
hospitalized veterans.
Mrs. John J. Livesay, the
speaker of the day, wittily
presented a talk on "Recipes and
Remedies of the Old South". She
read a number of recipes from a
very old cookbook which seemed
to cover every phase of cooking,
ranging from the making of calf's
foot jelly through egg nags and
syllabubs to the correct way to
cook "Cawn-Feel Pees."
The speaker also gave recipes
for a "real good" three-layer
cocoanut cake which called for
sixteen eggs in the batter and
another dozen for filling and
icing, and for Jeff Davis punch
that was served for parties at the
Confederate White House.
The "remedies" described by
Mrs. Livesay occasioned a great
deal of laughter, especially the
remedy for ridding a house of red
ants by introducing six or eight
large black ants; then followed
five or six remedies for getting
rid of black ants. Some of the

Wednesday, December 1
Church with Mrs. Ola Joyce as
Exhibitions of paintings and leader.
drawings by Bob Thad, prints
and jewelry by Dortha Hen- Baptist Women of the Grace
derson, and paintings and prints Church will meet at the church at
by Ben Mahmoud will be at the one p.m.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Building through December
Thursday, December 2
n.
Mrs. Vivian Fain-is will be
Junior recital of Gary Arm- leader for the week of prayer
strong, trumpet, will be held at program at the Hazel Baptist
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Church at 1:30 p.m.
Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
The Town and Country
Mrs. Earl Lee and Mrs. Albert Homemakers Club will have its
Crider will be leaders for the Christmas dinner at the home of
meeting of the Baptist Women of Mrs. Otis Erwin, Doran Road.
the Elm Grove Baptist Church at
The Women of the Moose will
seven p.m. at the church.
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
Rev. Paul Dailey will conduct p.m.
the week of prayer program for
foreign missions at the First The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.
at the club house at 1 30 p.m.
Mesdames
Morrison The children and families of
The Baptist Women and Youth with
Organizations of the Sinking Galloway, W. B. Graves, James Mrs. Thomas Sammons were
Spring Baptist Church will meet Hamilton, Carney Hendon, and here for the Thanksgiving
Edgar Morris as hostesses.
holidays. They arrived on
at the church at seven p.m.
Wednesday and returned to their
, The Cherry Corner Baptist Mrs. James Carlin will be homes on Sunday. '
Church
Baptist Women program leader at the week of
They were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
and the Baptist Young Wornrn prayer program at the First
Crenshaw of Atlanta, Ga., Mr.
Baptist
church
at
9:30
a.m.
will have their meetings at the
and Mrs. Charles Sullivan of
church at seven p.m.
Grace Baptist
Church Houston, Texas, Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Girardot and, daughter,
The Faxon Mothers Club will Women will meet at the church at
Dina, of Baton Rouge, La., Mr.
meet at the school at 1:45 p.m. one p.m.
and Mrs. Richard Vaughn and
The Baptist Women of Flint
Mrs. George Cossey will be son, Andy, of Nashville, Tenn.,
Baptist Church will meet at the
program leader at the week of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Winograd of
church at one p.m.
prayer program at the Elm Chicago, Ill., and her two sons,
Grove Baptist Church at 9 9:1 Jim Boyd and his son, Tony, of
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge ELM.
Indianapolis, Ind., and Mr. and
Club will meet at Gleason Hall,
Mrs. Joel Boyd of Murray, and
St. Leo's Catholic Church at
John Irby Sammons, Jr., teacher
Ftiday, December 3
seven p.m. For information call
and coach at Georgetown, Ill.
Wally Swan, phone 753-8&18
Grace Baptist Church Women
will meet at the church at one
Her children and family who
The
Wagon p.m.
Welcome
live here in Murray were Mr and
Newcomers Club will have iLs
Mrs. John I Sammons and
coffee for members or persons
Elm Grove Baptist Women will daughter, I.ynn, Mr. and Mrs.
who have attended one meeting meet at the home of Mrs. Keys Steve Sammons and son, Jason,
at the community room of the Keel at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. and Mr and Mrs Gene Paul
Murray Federal Savings and Alfred Keel as the leader.
Sammons.
Loan Company, 7th and Main
Streets, at ten arms.
The First Baptist Church
The only child absent was
Women will meet at 930 a.m. at Thomas Ross Sammons and
The week of prayer proo- Arn the church with Mrs. R. A. family of Alamogordo, New
will be held at the Hazel Baptist Slinder as leader.
Mexico.

Mrs. Sammons Has
Her Family Here
For Thanksgiving

AM.

TUE.

December Wedding Planned

vat

If you can't see your ribs
you're overweight.
Sorry,
but it's
true.

raw

WEDNESDAY--DECEMBER 1, 1971

A baby boy, James Daniel,
weighing seven pounds twelve
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs..
James L. Cox, 39 Hillcrest Drive,
Paris, Tenn., on Wednesday,
November 24, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. •
They have one daughter,
Elizabeth Drucille, age six.
The grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. T.L. Cox and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Daniel, all of Paris, Tenn.

Body Fuef
Sugars and starches are
classified as carbohydrates.
Both furnish energy or fuel
for the body. This energy is
needed by the body to carry
out activities such as walking and running.

Exciting news for lemon lovers
featuring the Revlon -kissed lemon.
Big sizes, big values on winter
care for skin and hair—just
when you need it most! Nice Nice.

fl

vAD

M~D

6
z

H

•
UMW

LIMO%
/0r/fIV

Lemon
Moisture
Lotion

Lemon
Conditioning
Shampoo

Lemon
Bath
Oil

A creamy-whip
of lemon
moisturizing
lotion. Nongreasy. Quickly
absorbed. To
smooth over
hands, elbows,
legs and body.
A big, big
14 ounce size,
value, 2.45

A concentrated,
extra-rich
lathering
shampoo for all
hair types. Rich
in protein and
conditioners,
with quick, easy
rinsing too.
Twice the
regular size, a
2.50 value

Just a few
drops make
a bath a
lemon scented

onlY175

only 150

SAVE .70

SAVE 1.00

beauty
treatment
that moisturizes
even the
driest skin.
The regular
2.50 size

ow 100
only h,
SAVE .50

Begley Drugs
Central Shopping Center
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Nabisco
Chocolate Pinw-

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

"))
Colonial

SUGAR

Jergens
"Lotion Mild"

Bakers

BATH
BEADS

ANGEL FLAKE

Instant Maxwell House

COFFEE

BABY FOOD
442 oz 9c

49C

(with coupon)

PRODUCE

Jell-o
3oz box 10

Frosty Acres

Meat Dinners

FOR GROWING FAMILIES
FRESH TEXAS

TURNIPS

Orange Juice

U.S. NO. 1 IDAHO RUSSET

Margarine
1 00
5

Frosty Acres
12-oz. can

POTATOES

lbs. $

10-lb. bag

FANCY RED JONATHAN

APPLES

Frosty Acres Pre-Baked

Waffles
Frosty Acres

Baby Limas

CHILI

10-oz. pkg

with BEANS

15 oz can

GRAPEFRUIT

25

mea

Twin Pack

PORK ROAST
Lean Boneless

FANCY YELLOW RIPE

BANANAS

lb

39'

STARK 1ST
LIGHT CHUNK

b39

Star-Kist
•

imemminommimimmummilik

Lean, Meaty

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
COLONIAL

4

Pork
Cutlets
69c

•
4.4.044.••••••••••••••••••00L•

1 Pork
i Spare
i Ribs 49c

SUGAR

49c co

•

Offer Expires 12/8/71

•

4.4,04MINIP41
,
1OOOOOO

FLAVORITE BRAND

SLICED BACON

1-lb
pkg

Fresh Pork

•

NICe

Good Only at Parker's Mkt.

Count
25

Clean

K RAFT

Neck
i Pig
Brains
1-lb. cup 29;
Bones 1 9c Feet 19c

t
' SAVE 25;

MUSTARD

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A _6 OZ JAR OF
,v,s TAW

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
Parker's Mkt

25 oz jar
2_5_t _ONE COUPON PER
FAMILY • OFFEN EXPIKS 12-8-71
..

PARKE

II

0111111111111E1.

Mel.#0411
,
•••.,
.....Nr.
•
•••••,en.

K rey Pork

, 594;

5-lb bag
ir

PAPER
TOWELS

LEAN, MEATY BOSTON BUTT

.
Pork
i
Steak .,
49c i

10'
69'
49'

SCOTT

AT HARD TO SEAT
PRICES

4s

4-lb. bag

NEW CROP RUBY RED

5-oz. pkg.
JUST-RITE

Lean, Tender

Ib

Yellow Solid

12 oz pkg
LUNDQUIST HONORED
TRENTON, N. J. (UPI —
Carl Lundquist, former United
Press International sports writer now a public relations
executive, was among five new
members selected Monday for
induction into the Babe Ruth
Barball Hall of Fame.
gabe Ruth Baseball President
Richard W. Case also announced the selection of the
Aetna Life and Casualty Company, the J. Debeer and Sons,
Inc., the late Jack Gilliam of
Front Royal, Va., and the late
Frank Stapleton of Portland,
Ore
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Gold
Milw

Unusual
gifts can
bring joy
Ties and socks or maybe a
pair of pajamas are traditional
gifts for dad. Mom usually ends
up with an apron or two, perfume, bath powder, maybe a
book. Your best buddy can
probably count on a bottle of
booze.
But there are a lot of gifts
that, while more difficult to
think of, will also be remembered longer.
There is the case of one
woman who was so tired of
getting her husband the sale
old thing year after year that
she finally decided to come up
with something REALLY
different. She did. On Christmas morning his Oft wasn't
under the tree. All there was
was a card which read: "Look
out the living roan window."
He did. There in the driveway
was a 1937 fire truck. Unforgettable is hardly the word.
„Other gifts — smaller in
scope — can be as well
received. All it takes is some
`IreS*7,tvieltht•
It yOu'fiiive a hard-to-please
youngster in the house, how
about some
books
or
magazines? Don't laugh; such
items can be more well
received than you might think.
A subscription to a favorite
magazine or perhaps a gift
certificate at a local bookstore
might just strike a winning note
Christmas day.
If you have a boy — or a girl
for that matter — with a
mechanical bent, what about
an old automottle engine for
him ( or her) to rebuild? Or if
room is a problem, try a
lawnmower motor or an outboard engine.
For those interested in
nature, an ant farm, bee hive or
aquarium might be the ticket.
And one thing to keep in mind:
if they are maintained
properly, they'll offer years of
enjoyment.
For mom there is a variety of
offbeat items. Why not a short
vacation' It might just be at
that fancy motel at the edge of
town for a weekend, or for the
wealthy it might be a trip to
Hawaii or the Bahamas.
Or maybe a telephone extension in the kitchen or the
garden for her. Or a year'sworth of appointments at her
favorite hairdressing salon.
And how about a couple of
month's maid service. She'd be
sure to enjoy that.
Dad usually comes out on the
short end of the candy cane at
Christmas. Change all that this
year. Give hirn a certificate
good for steam room sessions
and rubdowns. If he's handy
with tools, buy him that drill or
saw that he wouldn't normally
buy for himself.
Or surprise him with paneling for his den or TV room or
a year's-worth of shoe shines.
If dad is a sports buff, how
about a mini-television set or
radio so he can listen to games
anywhere.
If dad is a car buff, a glance
at auto accessory catalogs will
give you a wealth of ideas. Here
are a few way-out suggestions
for the fellow who has
everything: chrome plated
valve covers, map lights,
driving or fog lamps, musical
air horns, vinyl roof covering
kits, "winking cat" taillight
blinkers, floor shifter, cassette
tape player, repair manuals.
If dad is an auto enthusiast
that's a car buff with money)
how about an old car? You can
pick up a 1949 Chevy for $100 or
a 1953 MG-TT) for $2,000.
For those friends who drop
by on Christmas day with
unexpected gifts in hand, be
prepared this year with
if inexpensive novel items
You
might get those miniature joke
trophies at less than $1. or
potted holiday plants for about
$5. In between you can find
miniature liqueur bottles,
youngster's alarm clocks,
theater qckets

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 1, 1971!

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE
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Golden State Warriors Defeat
Milwaukee By Three Last Night

Murray High Opens Basketball
Season Saturday Night With
Initiation Of New Gymnasium

By GARY KALE
the Warriors a half-game ahead
tendonitis lost the momentum
UPI Sports Writer
of Seattle in the battle for
The Golden State Warriors,
by frittering away a 26-point
second place in the Pacific
like the New York Knicks, are
third quarter lead to Seattle.
Division after the Sonics edged
learning that a team must be
Spencer
Haywood's jumper
BY MIKE BRANDON
strong one.
New York, 110-109. In other
category. Last year the two
basically sound to win without
from the key broke a 107-10'7 tie
A new season in a new gym.
The Tigers are rated eighth in teams met three times with the
games, Chicago nipped Atlanta,
a key player.
vrith 42 seconds left as Seattle
The stage is all set for Saturday the District according to the poll Tigers taking two victories.
86-86; Cincinnati stopped BalThe Warriors, with center
The 6-fout- tunward trom San night when the Murray High of coaches taken by
scored 10 straight points for a By United Press International
the Paducah The prelimiary contest will
timore 118-103; Houston defeatNate Thurmond sidelined by a
110-107 lead. Haywood scored 27 Scott and Ervin sounds like Jose State scored 16 of his Tigers open their 1971-72 Sun-Democrat. The Lakers
ed Buffalo, 115-101, and Phoenix
are begin at 6:45 with the varsity tilt
10-stitch gash in his hand
points, two less than player- a law firm, in fact, the pair is points in the second quarter as basketball campaign by en- listed in the honorable mention , beginning
spoiled Geoff Petrie's season
around 8:15.
Adincurred while dunking a ball in
coach Lenny Wilkens. Dave formidable anywhere near a the Pacers outgunned Memphis, tertaining the Calloway County
ion is seventy five cents for
a Thanksgiving Day game, beat debut by downing Portland, 121- DeBusschere also netted 29 for court—a basketball court.
33-16, in the session.
Lakers in a battle of arch-rivals.
adults and fifty cents for
the Milwaukee Bucks, 106-103, 111 in overtime.
the Knicks.
The Lakers will have the adCharlie Scott radared in with Guard Freddie Lewis was
students.
gzinding
York,
New
out
a
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
Tuesday night and now seem to
Chicago moved within four 46 points Tuesday night and high man for Indiana with 24 vantage of having played five
Name M71-71 Tiger Roster:
winning
streak games of first place
have a whammy over the seven-game
Milwaukee Julius Erving scored 31 and points. Rookie Johnny Neu- games before the Tigers take to
Ht...Yr.
BASKETBALL
with
SCHEDULE
Willis
benched
Reed
by
in the Midwest Division by coralled 19 rebounds to lead the mann led the Pros with 15.
National Basketball Association
the floor Saturday night. "We
Dan Luther
6-11
/
2 Sr
beating Atlanta. Tom Boerwink- Virginia Squires to a 134-129 Former Kansas ace Dave
champions.
NBA Standings
fly have not had enough time
1971-72
Jimmy Bramley
5-10 Sr.
Golden State defeated Mil- By United Press International le's two free throws broke an 83 win over the Pittsburgh Con- Robisch scored 21 points and to be ready for the contest with
Adam Lanning
6-41
/
2 Sr.
-83 tie, but Lou Hudson's basket dors in an American Basketball caught 14 rebounds to spark the Calloway," said Tiger memtor
waukee, 107-100, Nov. 20 to
Eastern Conference
6-2 Sr.
Dec. 4- Calloway County-- Home Porter McCuiston
moved the Hawks to within 86- Association East Division con- Rockets, who also got 21 points Bob Toon. "We are a young Dec. 7• Trigg County
account for half of the Bucks'
Atlantic Division
— Home Thurman Foster
5-81
/
2 Sr.
four losses this season.
from Ralph Simpson. Simmie ballclub and we can be just as Dec. 10- Tilghman
W. L. Pct. GB 85 with 1:28 left. There was no test.
----- Away
Ronnie Dunn
6-2 Sr.
Dec.
14Benton-------Away
scoring the rest of the way. Bob
Cazzie Russell's free throw Boston
14 9 .609
The victory pulled the Squires Hill scored 19 for the Chapar- good as the boys want to be. If Jan. 7 -Hickman
6-01
/
2 Jr.
County • HOMe Dean WWi.s
with 10 seconds left and Jim New York
they really work hard we should Jan. 11- South Marshall
13 10 .565 1 Love led Chicago with 22 within two games of idle rals
---- Away Mike Cathey
5-11 Jr.
jell
into
a
good
working
Barnett's long jumper at the Philadelphia
11 12 .478 3 points, Hudson had a game-high Kentucky in the battle for the
unit
by
Jan.
14•
Fancy
Farm .........Home George Landolt
ABA Standings
6-01
/
2 Jr.
Jan. 18- Benton --....------Home
buzzer provided Golden State Buffalo
8 14 .364 5/
top spot in the East.
1
2 30.
By United Press International mid season.
6-1 Jr.
Jan. 21- Mayfield
Away Joe Resig
"As of now,I am not really sure Jan. 25• Farmington -- Home Joey West
Central Division
with its winning margin. But it
Nate Williams scored 29 John Brisker tallied 34 points
East
6-6 Jr.
was the board work of Clyde
W. L Pct. GB points and Nate Archibald for the condors, who have not
Home Charles Scott
W. L. Pct. GB who will be starting the game. Jan. 28- Sedalia 5-101
/
2 Jr.
Jan.
29Calloway
County—
Away
We
have eight or nine guys who
Lee, moved from forward to Baltimore 10 13 .435 ...
added 28 as Cincinnati closed to been able to defeat Virginia in Kentucky
15 6 .714
5-10 So.
Feb. 1- South Marshall -- Horne Ray Lane
will be vying for starting spots. Feb. 4- Ballard
Cincinnati
8 12 .400 /
center, that killed the Bucks.
1
2 within a half game of first four meetings this year.
Virginia
14 9 .606 2
6-11
/
2 So.
Memorial— Away Tyrone McCuiston
8 14 .364 11
Lee scored 20 points and Cleveland
/
2 place Baltimore in the Centrap In other ABA contests, Utah Pittsburgh
Away Danny Hudspeth
11 14 .440 6 The only spot that is sewn up is Feb. 11- North Marshall
5-11 So.
the
center
Atlanta
position of Porter Feb. 12- Fulton City -------- Away Gary Dick
5 17 .227 4/
collected 18 rebounds as Golden
1
2 Division. Jack Mann paced the downed the Floridians 127-114, Floridians
10 14 .417 6/
1
2
6-3 So.
Feb. 15- Carilsle.County--- Away
Western Conference
State controlled the boards by a
Bullets with 20 points.
Indiana
beat Memphis 114-U New York
and
/
2 McCuiston," concluded Coach Feb. 22- Mayfield
Dean
9 13 .409 81
Lanning
6-41
/
2 So.
------------ Home
Midwest Division
55-50 count. Kareem Jabber
Denver stung Dallas
Carolina
8 13 381 7 Toon.
6-1 So
Feb. 25- Fulton County ---- Horne Tony Thompson
Murphy
Lantz
Calvin
and
Stu
McCuiston
is
the
only
returning
W. L Pct. GB
grabbed 24 caroms and netted
• The defending champion
106-9
Chris Miller,
West
6-1 So.
-hall;
ach tallied ‘,18 points foc,
starter trateI4 uocoo...easitibsts
Milwaukee
21 4 140
39
7
'1180/)
G21
Pd.
rJ
L
*5-10
W.
So.
Houston
rout
in the
of Buffalo.
BOBBY TOON • COACH
won 17 games and lost eight whfli
15 6 .714 4
"I'm too small to p y center Chicago
applied by Floridian Utah
Glen Jackson
.17 7 .706
5-10 So
Braves,
he
guilty
23
of
JERRY
SHELTON
-ASST.
gaining
COACH
Phoenix
the
District
Cham11 11 .500 8/
against a guy like Kareem,"
1
2
guards Mack Calvin and Larry Indiana
Mike McPherson
13 9 .591 3
6-1 So
vers, were led by interim Jones to
9 13 .409 10/
said the 6-foot-10 Oee of 7-foot-2 Detroit
1
2
lengthentheir winning Dallas
1
2 pionship for the •second straight
10 13 .435 8/
Walt
coach
Hazard's
points.
28
Pacific Division
Jabber. "But we got a lot of
streak to seven games, in a Denver
9 13 .409 7 year.
W. L Pct. GB Buffalo coach John McCarthy contest featuring well-balanced Memphis
help. It's great to
win,
9 14 .391 1/
1
2 The Tigers are not as quick as
In the past years but have a little
Los Angeles
20 3 .870 ... was hospitalized Tuesday with scoring.
especially against the best."
Results
Tuesday's
more size to work with than in the
18 9 .640 5 an intestinal obstruction.
Joe Ellis led the Warriors Golden State
Virginia
Pittsburgh
129
134
aist
past. The bench appears to be a
15 9 .625 51
/
2 Rookie
with 25 points, Jeff Mullins Seattle
Floridians
Utah
127
114
&lino
Beaty
led
Utah with X
Dennis Layton, who
Houston
8 18 .250 14
scored 24 and Russell 22.
ELLIOTT NAMED
missed a 15-foot jumper with points and received help from Indiana 114 Memphis 88
3 19 .136 18 two
"We have to get more Portland
Jumbo Jim Elliott, head track
seconds remaining in Willie Wise with 24, Jimmie Denver 108 Dallas 91
Tuesday's Results
physical and more motion, or
I Only games scheduled)
coach at VWanova, was named
regulation time, made amends Jones (22) and Glen Combs (19)
we're going to be in trouble," Cincinnati 118 Baltimore 103
Wednesday's Games
Tuesday to direct the Philafor it by scoring seven points in as the Stars maintained their
complained Milwaukee coach Golden State 106 Milwaukee 103
slightly over a minute of three-game margin over In- Pittsburgh vs Carolina at delphia Track Classic here at
Larry Costello. 'This is a game Seattle 110 New York 109
Charlotte
the Spectrum on Jan. 21. The
overtime as the Suns handed diana in the West.
of strength. They out-toughed Chicago 86 Atlanta 85
Floridians at Dallas
event is the city's only major
Portland its sixth straight
Calvin tied Beaty for game
us and we didn't deserve to Houston 115 Buffalo 101
i Only games scheduled)
)indoor track meet.
defeat and 15th in the last 16
honors with 28 points, Willie
win. Sometimes I wondered Phoenix 121 Portland 111 ot
games.
Jones
Larry
and
(Only
21
had
games
Long
scheduled,
what we were doing out there."
Wednesday's Games
Golden State's victory kept
Petrie a co-rookie of the year 18.
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
last season underwent knee Rookie Dornell
Hillman came
Atlanta at Detroit
surgery nine weeks ago. He off the bench and
connected for
Seattle at Philadelphia
scored 11 points in 27 minutes 23 points in 29
minutes as
Houston at Cleveland
of play but showed his rust with Indiana kept pace
by sending
Portland at Phoenix
a 4-of-15 performance from the the last-place Pros
reeling to
Only games scheduled)
floor.
their 14th defeat in 23 games.

Scott And Erving Lead
Squires Over Pittsburgh

(pressure

See The Neu. Purple

BASSET— HOUSE
It
GREEN.-- ACRES

Vancouver
Tops Black
Hawks 4-2 OVC Names Murray State's

sc. lib tidied Press International
There's an old folk saying
that goes, "Make do with what
you got."
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( UPI)—
Vancouver followed that ad- Tennessee Tech coach Don was announced Tuesday after- end James Wilson of Eastern
vice Tuesday night, getting only Wade was named Ohio Valley noon. On the squad were six Kentucky, tackle Terry Kokin21 shots on goal but connecting Conference coach of the year players from champ Western da of Western, tackle Mike
on four of them. The Canucks today in a poll taken of his Kentucky and five from Tech. Defino of Tech, guard John
Fisher was the only member Chuy of Tech, guard Jim
kept the Chicago Black Hawks fellow mentors.
from gaining a tie with
Tech's junior linebacker Jim of the team selected unani- Inglis of Middle Tennessee,
Minnesota in the National Youngblood was named top mously. Youngblood received and center Bill Sykes of
Hockey League West with a 4-2 defensive player and Murray seven of the possible eight first Western.
victory.
running back Rick Fisher was place votes
Eastern Kentucky's Jimmy
Other defensive players inWayne Maki scored the chosen
the best offensive
Brooks was the only offensive cluded ends John Matlock of
decisive goal just 47 seconds player.
into the third period on an
Wade's team came in second player to be selected to the all Tech and Jim Hughes of Austin
assist by Orland Kurtenbach as place this year to Western star team for three straight Peay, tackles Bonnie Sloan of
Austin Peay and Terry Thompthe Canucks won for only the Kentucky with an over-all mark years
Rounding out the backfield on son of Western, linebackers
seventh time in 25 games.
of 8-2.
Dave Balon staked Vancouver
Fisher rushed for 1078 yards offense was Tech's Jeff Axel, a Frank Head of Murray and Jim
to a 1-0 lead wph a 15-foot back- for an average of 4.7 per carry. running back, and quarterback Barber of Western, and backs
hander past Chicago goalie
Youngblood, a 6-3 235 poun- Leo Peckenpaugh of Western. Ray Oldham of MTSU, James
Tony Esposito at 10:43 of the der, made 89 individual tackles Other members of the offen- Porter of Eastern Kentucky,
sive unit were wide receiver Robert Morehead of Western
first period. The Black Hawks during the season.
tied it on Dennis Hull's seventh
The conference all star team John High of Morehead, tight and Mike Rucker of Morehead.
goal of the season in the second
period, but Wayne Connelly
pocketed his sixth goal of the
campaign about four minutes
later to give the Canucks a 2-1
edge.
Wayne Maki made it 3-1 but
his older brother Chico answered back 3:01 later with a
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
another team in the nation's baseball people that tno, must
score for Chicago.
Andre
UPI
Sports
Editor
capital
to replace the departed be done, at the majority of
Boudrias added an insurance
tally 56 seconds from the final PHOENIX (UPI)—A delega- Washington Senators by the the Congress insists that it be
tion of Washington D. C. start of the 1973 season.
done."
siren.
The loss leaves the Black officials, headed by five Con- "We impressed upon them The delegation was asked
Hawks with a 16-6-2 record and gressmen, told major league the necessity of returning whether its insistence that the
34 points, one less than the baseball today it "must" put baseball to Washington and we return of baseball to Washingleft it up to them how to do it," ton "must" be accomplished
North Stars.
NHL Standings
Gary Unger scored a goal By United Press International said Rep. B. F. Sisk (D-Calif.). was accompanied by any threat
The delegation, which said in of congressional action, such as
and two assists as the St. Louis
East
Its
bid to the top officials of the a review of baseball's status
Blues stretched their home-ice
W. L. T. Pts
anti-trust laws
unbeaten streak to five games New York
15 3 4 34 game was received in a under the
"friendly
"We
not go into that.
did
manner,"
arrived
with a 5-2 victory over the Montreal
in
13 3 6 32
simply indicated
Phoenix
Sisk
said.
"We
late
last
night
and
California Golden Seals.
Boston
15 5 2 32
were
done"
what
to
be
closeted
had
with
Baseball
Unger, on a hot streak with Toronto
8 7 8 24
AHL Standings
11 points in his last four games, Detroit
7 12 4 18 Commissioner Bowie Kuhn and
scored his llth goal of the Vancouver
East
7 14 4 18 other baseball officials until
season in the second period and Buffalo
W. L T. Pts
4 14 5 13 130 a.m IMST)
"There are three ways by Boston
assisted on goals by Jim
18 2 2 34
West
Roberts in the first and Jack
11 8 426
W. L. T. Pts which a new team could be Nova Scotia
Egers in the third period.
9 7 5 23
16 4 3 35 found for Washington," said Springfield
Minnesota
Rep Frank Horton (R-NY). Rochester
Unger's performance helped Chicago
8 12 3 19
18 6 2 34
The first would be through Providence
Blues' rookie goalie Jim California
6 11 5 17
8 14 3 19
expansion
of the major leaWest
McLeod to his seventh win in Philadelphia
7 11 4 18
eight :darts.
W. LIT. Pts
7 12 4 18 gues; the second would be for a
St. Louis
13 4 3 22
Ivan Boldirev and Gary Pittsburgh
8 14 2 18 present big league owner to Hershey
Crouteau scored for California. Los Angeles
9 7 5 M
5 17 1 11 move a currently existing team Cleveland
to Washington. The third would Baltimore
9 12 4 22
Tuesday's Results
be for a group in Washington to Cincinnati
7 11 7 21
vomir St. Louis 5 California 2
purchase
a team and move it.
Richmond
8 11 3 19
Vancouver 4 Chicago 2
"We told them we are Tidewater
4 15 3 11
Only games scheduled
prepared to do it any one of
Tuesday's Results
Wednesday's Games
those three ways," Horton said. Boston 4 Richmond 1
Los Angeles et Montreal
"We left it up to them how they Baltimore 4 Cincinnati 3
St Louis at Toronto
will do it."
Springfield 2 Nova Scotia 2
Buffalo at New York
Spokesmen for the group (Only games scheduled)
Pittsburgh
Detroit at
which also included Washington
Wednesday's Games
California at Minnesota
Mayor Walter Washington, said Nova Scotia at Providence
Phone 753-9999 ,‘ (Only games scheduled)
the group "impressed on the (Only game scheduled)

Peoples Bank

SHOP AT HOME

Rick Fisher Player Of Year

Major League Leaders Told
They Must Replace Senators

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Do something
you can do
something about
Do you feel you would
like to make a bigger
contribution to your
community ... to local
government ... to your
school ... and you don't
really know how to go
about it?
There is something you can
do. Form your own
hometown booster club.
Shopping home town
businessmen entitles you
to membership.
It's the best club you can
join. The only qualification
for membership is to
support the people who
support you. That's easy.-

COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE. SHOP AT HOME
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Austin Peay To Open
Season Against UTM
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THE CARR RATINGS
S• OON CARR

TOP TWENTY TUNS • NOVIDESSA
1
2
3
4
5
6

NEBRASKA
ALABAMA
OKLAHOMA
MICHIGAN
AUBURN
PENN STATE
GEORGIA
03LORADO
L. S. U.
TEXAS

-

118.8
118.0
115.2
110.7
108.8
107.8
107.0
106.4
104.5
104.2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

28, 197/:

- 104.0
STATE
- TENNILSSES
- 103.5
CLARICSVILLE, Tenn. -"We last year at Martin Junior
- NOTRE DAM
- 102.1'
- HOUSTON
still have some things we need to College, will open
- 102.0
opposite
- STANFORD
101.6
get straightened out, was the Jackson at the other forward
- ARKANSAS
100.8
answer given by Lake Kelly, position.
- FLORIDA STATE
- 100.1
8
- MISSISSIPPI
head coach of the Austin Peay
- 100.0
Junior Greg Kinman 6-9, 220),
9
- IOWA STAT?
98.9
State University basketball the No.29 rebounder in the nation
10
•
- TOLEDO
98.5
aquad, when queried about the as a sf.phomore last year,
is
COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS NOVEMBER 28. 1971
opening game of the 1971-72 scheduled to open at the center
I - TENNESSEE STATE
86.9
11
- 79.6
WEBER STATE ,
season.
2 - Mc/MESE STATE
position Wednesday night.
- 86.4
12
79.4
ARKANSAS TECH
DE1AWARE
We have less than 72 hours to However,
85.1
13
79.3
TRINITY-TEXAS
Kinman's
4ESTERN
KENTUCKY
84.3
14
get them worked out, Kelly stated availability is in doubt due to
LANG BEACH STATE
79.2
a
5 - LOUISIANA TECH
- 84.0
15
LIVINGSTON-ALABAMA
78.4
from his office Monday morning. severe bout with a stomach virus
6
EASTERN MICHIGAN
- 83.0
16
NORTH DAKOTA STATE
78.1
7 - URAMBLING
"We kept the squad here during most of last week. Kinman
- 82.4
17
77.6
BALDWIN WALLACE
8 - SOUTHWEST TEXAS
- 82.3
18
76.9
TENNESSEE TECH
the long Thanksgiving weekend finished last year with a 13.6
9 - AKRON
- 82.1
19
N. W. LOUISIANA
76.5
to work on our problems.
10- TAMPA
- 81.9
rebounding average and a 13.7
20
76.4
HOWARD PAYNE
We saw some encouraging scoring average.
8
•
AVOR
LANES
COLLEGE
OF
12-4-71:
things and feel that by tip-off
PRO FOOTBALL OF 12-5-71:
The one guard position that is
CALIF.
S.L.O.
28
CALIF. POMONA
BALTIMORE
time Wednesday night, we will be set for Wednesday's game is Tom
BUFFALO
24
JACKSON STATE
14
ALABAMA A & M
CHICAGO
3 DENVER
much closer to being ready--at Santel. The only senior among
MIAMI -FLORIDA
3 SYRACUSE
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
7
NEBRASKA
least we'd better be."
35 HAWAII
DETROIT
PHILADELPHIA
21
the four sure starters, Santel will
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA
28
STATE
HOCSTON
PITTSBURGH
1
Kelly will be making his debut open his-Third season at guard.
SAN DIEGO STATE
21 NORTH TEXAS STATE LOS ANGELES
2/
NEW ORLEANS
as a college head coach and he is
TENNESSEE
PENN STATE
Last year Santel averaged 8.4
MIAMI
NEW ENGLAND
10
anxious to make it a successful points a game and was credited
MINNESOTA
SAN DIEGO
10
MINERAL WATER BOWL - 12-4-71,
AND
ATLANTA
one. His First outing will be with 67 assists, second on the
3
MISSOURI VALLEY
7
BETHANY-KANSAS
ST. LOUIS
GREEN BAY
I
against an old rival of APSU, the squad.
WASHINGTON
14
NEW YORK GIANTS
• UT Martin Pacers.
PRO FOOTBALL OF 12-4-71:
PRO FOOTBALL OF 12-6-71 ,
The other guard position is still
DALLAS
17
NEW YORK JETS
In fact, the Pacers' head coach, not determined according to
SAN FRANCISCO
7
KANSAS CITY
SEASONS RECORD.
HIT 1622
MISSED-453
PCT -7N2
TIED-I6
Bob Paynter, will also be making Kelly. "We have narrowed it
COPYRIGHT 1971 BY THE CARS RATINGS SERVICE
his collegiate debut, having been down to r go people and will just
appointed as the head mentor at have to see this week which one
UTM last spring.
starts," Kelly said.
Sports Parade
We know absolutely nothing
The two players in the thick of
about UTM," Kelly pointed out. the fight for the starting job are
,"They have some new personnel, senior Jerry Stephenson 1, 6-2, 185)
nAt coach and, we are sure, a and sophomore John 'Reid 5-10,
aew system
But, for that 170).
matter, we are in the same boat.
Stephenson, a senior, averagecF
It should be a very interesting 17.7 points last year and was the
game."
team leader in assists with 91 for
Four of the five starting the year. He is the leading
By MILTON RICHMAN
themselves an athletic director. can't do it myself I'll go to Leo
assignments for the Governors' returning scorer from last year's
UPI Sports Writer
On Monday night they made and say so-and-so has a
Season-openis;.ft.64/een settled varsity.
PHOENIX (UPI)-The Chica- more history. They named a problem."
with the fifth starter-one of the
Reid, who has spent the past go Cubs have solved the whole "team information and services
The Right Mali
guard slots-still not determined. two summers at the
US 0 problem perfectly.
coach" or what it really boils
The Cubs pickea the right
The two forward slots will be Olympic Basketball Tryouts,
led Next time there's any trouble down to, a public relations man in Hank Aguirre.
manned by new players for the the freshmen in scoring
last year at all, Hank Aguirre will keep coach, the first of his kind.
He's the
pleasant, nonGovernors. Howard Jackson 6- with a prolific 25.9 average.
the clubhouse door closed 15
abrasive type, the perfect one
Head-Scratching
7. 190) and Eddie Childress
The varsity game is scheduled minutes so everyone can cool The original announcement to act as a buffer between
185) have drawn the starting to get underway at 7:30 p.m.
A off.
provoked a lot of head- Durocher and the players or
fobs.
preliminary game, between the Who?
scratching.
Durocher and the press.
Jackson, a sophomore, tran- freshman teams from both
World's Worst Hitter
Was Hank Aguirre being
Meanwhile, Leo says he
sferred
APSU from Oakland universities, will get the 1971-72 Hank Aguirie. You remember
hired as a liaison man between wasn't at all upset about that
City (Ind.) College last year. He season underway at 5:15 p.m. him, don'tcha? A pretty fair
13e0 Durocher and the press or announcement two weeks ago.
''as coached by Kelly in high
Following
Wednesday's lefthanded pitcher and the Leo Durocher and his players? The one out of Acapulco saying
chool and is set to take the place opening game,the
Governors will world's worst hitter.
As usual, the Cubs didn't make he was through.
'Si graduated All-Ohio Valley host the University
of North The Cubs released him in the whole thing completely
"I heard it on the radio but it
Conference performer Larry Carolina at Charlotte
Saturday, July of 1970 but they never clear.
didn't worry me," he says. "No
oble.
Dec. 4, in the final home game really forgot him because he It turns out Hank Aguirre, a matter what, I had my
Childress, a junior college untll Jan. 8, 1972.
was one in a million, a guy a personable, 40-year-old Detroit- reservations for the 17th of this
norable mention All-America
whole lot like Brooks Robinson er of Mexican ancestry, proba- month for Acapulco."
in that the players all liked bly will be pressed into service
him, management liked him on both counts. And with Leo
and the press liked him.
Durocher's complete blessing,
So Monday night the.(Jab too.
pulled off another first. The
Says Leo regarding Aguirre's
were the first to use all their function between himself and ?Xi
coaches as revolving managers the Cbus players:
and the first to go out and hire
To Help Leo
"He's here to help me, to
help the players and to help the
front office. If there's anything
going on, I'm gonna nip it
comrades use to gauge the sucBy GEORGE HOWER
Copley News Service
cess of a day - aside from the
quick. I'm not gonna let it get
obvious consideration whether
out of hand."
the day produced a
SAN FRANCISCO - Mother
- is to
Durocher means the way it
check how many yards they alNature did a good job disguisNEW YORK (UPI)-The low- did last summer when Cubs
ing Frank Nunley. In blazer
lowed. It's "a fine daiAlor the ering of margin requirements owner Phil Wrigley took out big
defense" when the 49ers hold to 50 per cent could set the ads in the Chicago newspaper
;and slacks he could be taken for
opponents to '250 yards or un- stage for a sustained move in and paid $40,000 to announce
Jack Nicklaus. He also looks
der."
like a successful banker, which
the market, E.F. Hutton says. what everyone really knew
Capitalizing on breaks is an- The last time they
he may be someday.
were already, namely that he was.;11;
other mission the defense sets lowered, the firm
_ You know. It's the Clark Kent
says, was in boss of the ball club, following"
thing. Superman underneath, for itself. "The team that gets July,
1962 when the Dow Jones a noisy clubhouse hullabaloo
but in a San Francisco 49er unithe breaks and takes advanindustrial average was at the involving__ Itun
Santo, .,Joe
tage of them will go to the Suform. The difference is Nunley
575 level. A sustained rally Pepitone, Milt Pappas and Leo.
changes in a locker room in
per Bowl," Nunley says, and
As far as Aguirre's duties
Candlestick Park instead of a
defense and special teams can ensued taking the average up to
pay telephone booth, and even
score more ways than offensive 720 before the rates were with the press are concerned,
after he changes he still doesn't
units fumble runbacks, pass increased in November, 1963, Durocher has this to say:
"A Helluva Man
have the tapered, broadinterception returns, kick re- the firm says.
shouldered, tight-waisted look
"I can't be in nine different
turns, or bloctd kicks and reWhen uncertainty is wide- places at one time. What if I'm
many pro football players
turns).
have .
The 49ers try to create fum- spread despite improving eco- in center field or at second
That's one reason why one of
bles. When we hit, we hit nomic conditions, investment base before a ball game and
his teammates, defensive lineopportunities are created, ac- you can't get to me? You see
hard," Nunley says.
man Stan Hindman, dubbed
In one TV game, Nunley cording to Dean Witter dr Co. Aguirre. I think he's a helluva
Frank "Fudge Hammer."
barreled into New Orleans "The time to take advantage of man. I didn't want to bring an
Hindman christened Nunley, quarterback Archie Manning in them is now," the firm says. outsider in."
Fudge Hammer, when Nunley
a manner a TV announcer The outlook for the economy The decision to bring in
tx-oke a hand and protected it
thought less than sporting. The and corporate profits, combined Aguirre, who has 20 years
in
by wearing a semicast.
announcer credited Nunley with the current levels of bond pro ball, was
Durocher's,
and
The hand looked like a hamwith a cheap shot.
and equity prices, provides a when General Manager John
mer. Stan kidded that he didn't
'Heck. I've hit guys a lot strong basis for essentially Holland
first heard it he said
know how a player could look
later than that," he says.
aggressive portfolio strategy, "great idea." Accordingly, Hollike Nicklaus and hit like a
But he also made it a point to the firm says.
land called the tall, dark-haired
Mack truck.
talk to Manning after the game
Aguirre in Detroit last Tuesday
Beneath the camouflage is a
and Manning admitted to the
and put the proposition to him.
232-pounder linebacker He's five-year vet Nunley that it is
The series of
high-level Hank jumped at it because he
the defensive captain for the
hard to pull up. "We don't have
49ers and he's paid to dissuade
hydraulic brakes in our legs," discussions in the coming had always gotten along fine
weeks could lead to resolution with Durocher and he found
people like Gale Sayers arid
Nunley smiles.
Mary Hubbard from coming
Nunley trained for his not-so- of the stalemate over the that after being out of the game
his way.
gentle art of dissuasion by currency situation created by a year and a half he missed it.
Frank's buddies at linebackmaking All-America at the President Nixon's new econom- "I did" some thing after the
er are outside linebackers
Uniyersity of Michigan while ic policies, according to Stand- call," says Aguirre. "I thought
Dave Wilcox and Skip Vandermajoring in business and tak- ard & Poor's. If this is done, how two coaches right in
bundt.
ing three minors- history, sci- the firm says, the threat of Detroit-Bill Van Breda Koff of
They like to hold reunions ence and public health.
trade disruption would be the Pistons and Doug Barklay
around, or on top of, ball carHe worked in the off-season amelioriated and, as a signifi- of the Red Wings-had left
riers, because, Nunley says, at Detroit's City National Bank cant by-product, sizable foreign their jobs within the
last
"rather than be aggressive" as a public relations and new funds attracted by going values month.
carrier
ball
play,
a
accounts
executive
next
the
trainee be- could be expected to seek
Gives His Opinion
"will run to a hole and look to fore moving to the San Fran k employment in
our stock "Van Breda Koff said 'I just
see who's going to hurt him" cisco area this last summe?'. markets
can't reach the players anyFans ask him if, like other
Nunley is defensive quartermore and it was pretty much
players, he goes to and from
back and one of the best in the
the same reason with Barklay
practice with a briefcase in
National Football Conference.
Townsend-Greenspan & Co., I
concluded that communication
hand.
The three main functions of any
also commenting on the between
manager and player
'You mean 'success kit?'" negotiations, said an agreement
defensive unit are, first, to prewas even more important than
he asked. "No. Most of the guys would
vent the touchdown, get the
a
yield
significant
ball, and, if possible, to score. just carry comic books in them improvement in confidence, a everyone has been led to
believe. This job I've got now, I
• One yardstick Nunley and his
anyway."
commodity which is "in disdon't see myself as any
tressingly
short
supply
at
the `messenger
o.,immoimmoionwoomp.oviiwnimm.•.0111. 411•11. awn"
box,' I see it a lot
moment." An agreement also is
more irriportant than that. If
"likely
to
some
cause
marked
iFor Senior Citizens)
one of our players has a Top.
shifts in domestic monetary
State Approved and Licensed
problem and is understandably k
policy
and perhaps short-term
to be open January 1, I72
leery about going to Leo with
Write to Box No. 2, Murray, Ky.for Reservation jU.S. interest rates," the firm it, he can come to me.
try
says
0411M100 411•0"0411.11160 AIMS.011111116o
16111.o 4=11.0 411•64)411•11.o
to straighten it out, and if I
ARIZONA

Cubs Name Aguilirre ,A.S. New
'Public Relations Coach'

Murray State Basketball
Season Will Open Tonight
Murray State will launch its State 16-10, and Western Carolina
likely be 6-8 Marcelous Starks at
basketball season tonight at 25-5.
center and 5-9 Steve Barrett at
Murray against Arkansas Tech, Tech has four lettermen back
guard, both up from last season's
the first of four straight home from last year including allundefeated freshman team.
opponents for the Racers.
conference guard Terry Hankton
Starks averaged 19.6 points and
Cheyney State will be in and all-conference forward
20.6 rebounds for the frosh, and
Murray Saturday, Illinois State David Combs.
Hankton, 6-4 Barrett 17.0
points.
Dec. 11, and Western Carolina senior, averaged 19.7 points and
Starks had 21 points and 25
Dec. 13. The racers' first road 12.1 rebounds. Combs, a 6-6
rebounds in the varsity-freshmen
game will be Dec. 15 at Bradley. senior, had 22.9 points and 9.6
game las week. Barrett sat out
The first four Racer Foes had a rebounds. TheEpther lettermen
the ga
with an ankle injury,
combined won-loss record of 87-23
are 5-11 guard Vim Edmonds and which . now
seems
fully
last season. Arkansas Tech was
6-4 forward Jafhes Cunningham. recovered. Taylor had 30 points
20-5, Cheyney State 26-3, Illinois
Arknasas Tech Coach Deward in the game, Ronnie Williams 21,
Dopson, coach of the year in and Mancini 10.
NAIA District 17 last season, says
Luther said that he was quite
his biggest problems this season pleased with his team's perwill be depth and size, problems formance in the game, parthat also bother Murray State ticuarl!, with the organization it
Coach Cal Luther, who begins the showed. 'They also played some
season with only 3 lettermen and fine defense in the first half,"
he
a squad of only 9 men.
said, "which enabled them to
The Racer lettermen are 6-3 break out to a good lead. Our big
junior forward lies Taylor, 6-2 problem is depth. With only
9
senior guard Ronnie Williams, players on the squad and only
and 6-5 senior forward Bill three of them experienced, we'll
Mancini, Taylor, all-conference be in real trouble if we lose a man
last year as a sophomore, on fouls."
averaged 15.8 points and 8.8
Luther expect.. his depth
rebounds. William, who started problems to be
somewhat
all season, averaged 8.4 points alleviated after
Christmas if
and Mancini, a part time starter, Steve
Bowers,
another
averaged 8.5.
sophomore 'guard, can recover
liness's other two starters will suilici.eraiy ,c,.,tede
surgery te
play.
Bowers averaged 19.2
points as a freshman.
SMITH WINS
NEW YORK (UPI) -Stan The Racer freshman team,
Smith was named winner of the which appears to have the horses
season for
Pepsi Grand Prix of Tennis for another fine
series Tuesday and earned Murray, will play Ft. Campbell in
;25,000 for taking the title. He a 'preliminary to the Murraypicked up 10 points in the last Arkansas Tech game.
The
event, the South American prelim will be at 5:30, the varsity
game at 7 30 p.m
Open, for a total of 187
_J
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Do Your Christmas Shopping at

FASHIONS ton MEN .4
HANDlha‘ IFT'S
MONOGRAMING

s

MAYFIELD SHOPPING

BA

PLAZA

Mayfield, Kentucky

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Nunley hits hard
but looks gentle

4f,

Wall Street
Chatter

JUST ARRIVED
Last Shipment of the Year cf
•

•

•

•

8,000 COCA-COLA GLASSES!!
* LAST CHANCE TO COMPLETE YOUR SET! *

TF
With Thi

Ge.
FIRS

SA

Big Cokes
in authentic
lememor
Coca-Cola glasses.
With every Coke you buy,you get
a glass to keep.FREE.

FERN TERRACE LODGE

o,

Offer good at your neighborhood Burger Chef
at 1304 W. Main, Murray. The only limit is
the number of Cokes you can drink.

CO
DIA
NA
PR
PE,
NE

Bakers A

Coco
Bakers Sc

Coco
Bakers

burger
chie+
r IMMil y

Reostsurst

Choi
Del WI-

Rais
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
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for Your Shopping Convenience
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store In Murray That Offers
Only U.S. Prime Beef!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
* U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED *

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 1, 197

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

. .:..
A

•

TO LIMIT

Southside Shopping Center

Murray Kentucky

•

Folger's Instant
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24
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59;
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,Sl
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BEEF
LIVER
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lb
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.......
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,
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L

GROUNDE BEEF
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-0•S
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,
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,

•

PORK BRAINS fresh
Large
BOLOGNA By the Piece
NECK BONES Fresh
,

",.
.

\. -,_.,:,• -*
(4*

ii
if It.

t
Lb.
.

lb
lb.

c
39
39tt
t

lb. 257

Breast

59

Legs

45' lb

Backs & Necks

1O

Fresh

s
G

TOMATO soup

:
. 141
51
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•

..:1:
1

1
•
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.d"
7

308 $ 1
cans
A

DUNCAN HINES

4
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.,:ltt
$6.

151
/
2-oz. can

HUNT'S

20-oz. bott
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qt.
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SEALDSWEET
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THURSDAY ONLY

FRIDAY ONLY

VVith This Coupon and Grocery Purchase
6 bottle crt.

With This Coupon and Grocery Purchase

COCA-COLA49ct CRACKERS
Buy

F IK7s7
Buy one box at reg. price and

one at reg. price anti

Crt. Free
GetOneOne
Coupon Per Family Per Day

SATURDAY ONLY
With This Coupon and Grocery Purchase
LIBERTY
BROWN 'N

SUNDAY ONLY
With This Coupon and Grocery Purchdr

ARMOUR'S

39C RoLLs sERvE 2/58; FRANKS

GetOneOne
Box Free
Coupon Per Family Per Day

FIRST.PRIZE

,Buy 2 pkgs. at reg.

Bleach

14-oz. ph.

62t Purex

6
1

gal.

Per Day

t.:6- • - • t.
( t Instant
35

Bakers Southern Style

Wisk

LIBERTY COUPON
6-oz.
jar
With this coupon and an add. '5.00 or more
purchase, tobacco & dairy prod. exc.
.,
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Liquid
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1
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29` Liquid
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ICE MILK
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Coconut

12-oz pkg.

Buy one at reg. price and

price and

TURNER'S
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KRAFT'S TASTY LOAF

.99,

LEMON FLAVOR INSTANT 4-oz. jar '

4.:

13 oz. box
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Twin Pack
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ossword Puzzle

Beware of the gyp
in Santa's clothing

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

OROO MOM0 OM
MOO 3U00 00P
OS 0003 000
ZO 0MM
0
0000
0000 000
OZ000 00100 MM By PATRICIA MeCOR MACK
OU2300 00M000
NEW YORK (UPI) — Trying
DEN MMINM 03000
000 00012 0000 to stretch the Christmas shopM000 0000 MM
ping dollars, you look for
000 00M
0 0
0
ins.
000 0000 0E09
Some bargains you'd better
MPM 0000 0001
approach with a wary eye or
you'll wind up being gypped,
33 Flying-mammal 42 Genus of
cautions the Better Business
maples
3.4 Physician
Bureau of Metropolitan New
43 Greek letter
(ibbr )
44 Ocean
York.
35 Outcome
45 Metal
37 Cooled lava
In the spirit of 'tis the season
47 Capuchin
39 Parr
monkey
to be wary, the Bureau suggest40 Arti
49 Man's name
ed watching out for the followlanguage
50 Scottish cap
ing:
—Sidewalk sales. Sidewalk
vendors won't be around after
Christmas day to make exchanges or refunds.
—Sidewalk gyps. Beware of
phony pearls, counterfeit
=W.
watches, fake cashmere sweaters(usually brushed riiyon)and
phony whistling animal toys
(dishonest salesmen are known
to carry whistles around in their
mouths. The major phony gyp:
phony Perfumes. Cheap scents
are bottled under names bearing
remarkable resemblance to
those of leading brands. Most are
pre-ticketed pnce tags which are
then "reduced"to give you the
impression you're getting a
whale ofa bargain.
United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
—Solicitations. Ask to see

2 Mature
3 Forming a
completing
1
'' 7Moccasin
.Diminishes
Part
Swift
4
Outfit
.
5 In music high
The self
6 Trader
,Wideawake
7 Mistake
'
,Period of
; time
8 Let it stand
9 Renovated
Precious stone
10 Mans name
ook fixedly
11 Ship
Household
channel
19 Near
PII Stroke
.
0! Numbers
21 Zest
22 Exclamation
t
rc'e
i
23 Three banded
Pronoun
armadillo
Pilaster
24 Possessed
25 'Simian
26 Doctrine
:6 ._irgan of
hearing
27 Conjunction
30 Mountains of
29 Goal
South America
30 Roman bronze
31 Repeal
32 Dines
33 Start
34 Fear
35 Ethiopian
title
36 Afternoon
Party
38 Rage
39 Wager
Girl's name
Former Russian •Itk5CCAl'AZEM
'“ rulers
* Cry of
•
derision
* Music as
P. written
6 Reason
* Seine
Goddess of
fin healing
Acclaim
Gudo's high
:. note
i4 One no matter
,. which
g5 Nerve networks
ACROSS

oaon

the license of a solicitorl
especially that of a person
rattling a tin can for the cause of
"needy children." Reserve your
donations for the legitimate
charities that need them.
—Unknown deliveriet. Don't
accept unknown C.O.D.s for an
absent neighbor. Tell the messenger to return when the
person is home. You could be
paying for an empty box.
—Comparative price claims
on Christmas merchandise. A
Christmas tree selling "regularly" for $19 and reduced to $10
early in the season is suspect.
Because of the seasonal nature
of the merchandise, a claim of a
former price is aheurd.
—Wholesale prices. Don't
believe retailers who claim
they're selling at wholesale
prices. —Low-cost watches. Check
the guarantee by the manufacturer or the seller, rather than an
independent repair service.
The Bureau says some Christmas shopping problems stem
from the fact that a consumer is
a soft touch. Knowing there are
such people, especially easy to
buffalo in this season, a legendary tittle old lady made out last
Christmas..
•
She went around town selling small handbags that she said
she had made herself. The little
old lady told prospective buyers
she had spent hours and hours
working at her loom making the
bags and then more hours
attaching the delicate beadwork. It was a plausible story.
And who in the world can turn
down a little old lady when the
handmade bag was priced at just

1111111011111111Mitiall111
ii11111111gillE1111111101111111
dli

;

01111111111111Iiiiii1111111111111iiiiii
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..,. Wooden pin

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

(Murray Only)

Reg. Box

9;

some of the people who
couldn't turn her down saw
blues red, green, purple and
several shades of orange when
they spied the identical bag
selling in local stores for $3!
Unordered merchandise is
delivered at home with greater
frequency during the Yule
season,according to the Bureau.
Whether sent to raise funds for
some unfamiliar cause or as a
frankly commercial adventure,•
it remains an objectionable
practice that creates no obligation on the Part of the recipient,
the Bureau says.

$1.25 Value

Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
r.
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

ettvelui

Cidekel•

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

Kentucky's Largest
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday.
Bob Atkins, Horse Sale Mgr.

I

TVA Systems Promote Heating Conservation
Single copies of the pamphletIwriting the TVA Information '
With winter just around the adequately insulated structure
corner, ways of saving on winter can bring down heating and "Ways to Use Electricity Ef- Office, New Sprankle Building,
electric bills are being em- cooling expenses even further ficientlY - may be obtained by Knoxville, Tennessee 37902.
phasized in educational campaigns by TVA and the region's
local electric systems. A third of
the region's homes, over 650,000
of them, are heated electrically.
Information on heating conservation methods such as insulation, caulking, weatherstripping, closing dampers on
$33unused fireplaces, and utilizing NEW YORK ( UPI) —A
was filed
There's a Winner Here[wry Day!
heat from lighting is included in million lawsuit
against the National Hockey
U e TVA pamphlet "Ways to Use
Electricity Efficiently," which is League in Brooklyn Federal
Neil Shayne,
being distributed by most of the Court Monday by
region's local electric systems. president of the New York
World Hockey
Full insulation is one of the franchise of the
most important factors, TVA Association.
says, because it can cut home The suit, asking treble
heating costs by as much as 55 damages under anti-trust law,
FREE
percent and cooling costs by 30 charged that the NHL and 19 of
percent compared to a home its top league and club officials
K-201
Clairol
conspired"
to
"connived and
without insulation.
Instant Hairsetters
Full insulation can pay off even prevent the new WHA franchise
suggested retail)
($23.99
professional
engaging
in
"from
before the savings begin to show
up on the consumer's electric bill, hockey in the New York area."
PLUS . . . FREE
the agiPncy says, by cutting the Shayne, an attorney, said in
$5.00 Sanitone
connived
and
suit,
"they
the
home builder's original inDrycleaning
vestment. This is because it can conspired with each other and
Certificate
cost much less than the ad- pursuant to a conspiracy for
ditional heating capacity needed the sole purpose bf preventing
me from engaging in profeswith inadequate insulation.
sional
hockey in the .New York
Each week we're giving away free, three Clairol Kindness
50
more
than
staged
TVA has
Instant Hairsetters and three Drycleaning Certificates
demonstrations of the value of area" and "by acceleratini
worth $5,00 each. Six winners—one every day. And you
Insulation for home builders their planned expansion in
can be a winner! See details in the entry form.
prior
their
own
••%.1%.,Ii-ktip.
of
across the T-":
-•"•
yacCri ;2•WPrrier-e•v1y ti;er:"WW7•"-Wiict744.-.7.•
—:77;
cooperation with local power annotinceinettv and against the
drycleaning process that gives your clothing tf4at like-new
distaibutors and builder's wishes of one of its own
appearance and feel. So treat your clothes to kindness,
with our Sanitone drycleaning. And be sure to enter our
associations, to encourage this members despite the fact that
KINDNESS GIVEAWAY.
key method of conserving heat. under the league's own rules
The program also has been and by-laws unanimous consent
winner every dee
TAM!'5
conducted for FHA personnel. was required."
Mee Clairol K.291 Intt•nt
Hairseryers and three $5 00 SanNamed
in
the
suit
were
the
Recommended quantities of
•••••—•.—
1}
Insulation are six inches over the NHL, Chairman of the Board
°epee t
•
% Pt
IthsenIrvuhri.rit,theWr.1
ceiling, four inches plus a vapor William Wirtz, NHL President
Lu
homprorodedmateraliorltry
barrier in the outside walls, and Clarence Campbell, Vice Presitwo inches and a vapor barrier dent Don Ruck, Irving Felt and
BOONE'S
under the floor. The addition of William Jennings of the New
York
Rangers
and
the
owners
storm windows and doors to an
of all 14 NHL franchises.
CLIP THIS
ANTI4tUSTLER DRIVE
The NHL recently announced
ENTRY FORM
WOLVERHAMPTON,
En- that it would expand next
IMP
rids,
:CT
& BRING IT
inszrear=
gland (UPI)—The vigilantes season to Long Island and
Ntwarzeillialall exe
TO US
will be prowling the darkness of Atlanta. It denied Monday that
TODAY!
Wolverhampton's Grant: Thea- it had amended its by-laws to
ter tonight in an all out frontal require less than unanimous
ENTER TODAY—ENTER EVERY WEEK AT
assault on a new kind of rustler consent to make the expansion.
Last Week's Winners
15.00
Certificate
—the candy-wrapper kind.
The NHL has said that the
Mrs Amous Perry
"We have one of the most Long Island franchise must pay
Clover Jones
inattentive and noisy audiences it $6-million admission plus $5Constance Jordan
5 Nadi
Hairsetters
Laundry IL
I've seen." said theater official million indemnity to the RangDorothy Grogan
Story Ave.
Robert Smith. "Our team ers for moving into their
Mrs. Donnie Foust
Cleaners
es Main
hopes to catch the culprits at it territory. Treble damages,
Linda Oliver
dignity
of
and restore the
Mayne said, would amount to
'7he Cleaner interested in You"
$33-million.
-vererrhoeryetterteetsettetetettellh
•
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Shayne Files
Suit Against
NHL Monday

SIA

KINDNESS
WIN . .

WI

Sandone
KINDNESS'

BO0N E'SIthath&Ipmain

0

DOF
PET
CHE
PEP

Hogs Bought Daily
Monday through Saturday.
Carl Marshall, Buyer

IsITION

FAR MERs

We at Murray Livestock Co. are making every possible effort to provide you with the best market for your livestock. To do this
we feel a change in policy is necessary from time to time. This we are now doing ... Beginning December 6, 1971, we will not be affiliated
directly with Reelfoot Packing Co. in our hog buying operation, but will be independent buyers. We make this move only because we feel that
we can better serve you, the livestock producer, and not because of any disagreement with the Reelfoot Packing Co. Mr. Carl Marshall will be
our hog buyer as he has been for the past 30 years. With our independent program we feel that we will be in a much better position to give
you top dollar frail grade and weight of hogs. Try our new approach to this vital marketing program and we are sure you will be pleased.

Ric9I,

0.

Murray Livestock Co.
Sale
Every Tuesday
1:00 P.M.

West Kentucky's
Largest Stock Cow
Dealer

Bill Dodson, Owner
Phone 753-5334

15

•

Exp

(;oo
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Swift
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ihru Tuesday, Dec. 7th

Swift Premium

Wieners

BACON

L' U1 411111

lib 69'

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Fields

BEEF

Round Steak
99ct

Whole

Fryers

2

* FROZEN FOODS *

viain
uplar
tnts
A%e
Kato .

lay.

)W

doz.

DONUTS
PET WHIP TOPPING
STILLWELL
CHERRIES
BANQUET
PEACH PIES

qt
1 lb.
1% lb.

59'
39'
45'
29'

CRACKERS

SALT

FRUIT

16-oz.

26-oz.

Bakers Angel Flake

COCONUT

CAKE
FLOUR

FACIAL
x

Liquid

TISSUE

doz.
lb.
lb.

Or

HI-C DRINKS

49'

Viva

Gerber Strained

NAPKINS

BABY
FOOD

140 Ct

25t
49'
59'
29'
9'
exun
GRAP;EFRUIT
JELLY N'
-LA
C
28Ou
COCA
o
PEANUTBUTTER
JUICE
tiPlw
49'
49'
JUNE PEAS
MUSTARD
RICE
LIT
=- kx:Egt›—
14'
23
5 LB.
GOLD
rpm MEDAL 59
INST
ANT
CHEER
L.FLOUR
BREAKFAST
9tu
SAVE
70
50C
45'

46 oz

3
/$

Bama

•No Deposit

18-oz_

•No Return

Teenie Weenie

Riceland

K raft

l

JOHNSON'S--e

No 303 Can

h t);

WITH COUPON

Pillsbury

MEDALGoI

.)11

npUlt

Expires Dec:

5 Flavors
1oz

Good at _ Johnsces

JOHNSON'S

King Size

00

Infant Formula

ILAC
29t

SI M

14-oz.

46-oz.

Grape

2 lbs

No. 303 Can

IVORY

39'
29'
39'
10'
10'

3 lb.

Swansdown

COCKTAIL
25'

King Size

4 lb.

APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
ORANGES BAGGED
BANANAS
TURNIPS

Red & White

2/89'

*

JONATHAN OF GOLDEN DELICIOUS

Red & White

Keebler Club or Town House

lb
.39

* PRODUCE

EVE RFRESH

)RM
IT

.
schweger

Brau n

Swift Premium ProTen

13-oz

Solid Dehte

OLEO
With $5.00 Purchase Excluding
Tobacco And Dairy Products.

1 lb.

5'

Red & White

BLEACH
c 48'
_
JOHNSON'S COUPON '

SAVE 15'

with this coupon when you buy
a 1-1b. can of

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
at Johnson
Cal01
Coupon Expires
7Q t with
Only
J coupon
/
Can
Dec. 7, 1971 1-lb.
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Hearing Loss From Loud Noise Is Gone For Good
By Dwain McIntosh

Murray

State

University, sees from prolonged exposure to noise involves deterioration of the
to is a slow but gradual process-6o hearing nerve, according to

the updating of federal law
Hearing loss from

prolonged

provide

greater

protection

for people do

exposure to loud noise can never

workers

be restored.

hazard as a major breakthrough.

exposed

to

a

not realize what is McDill, hence his contention that
prevention is the only answer.

noise happening to them.

"And then one day they notice

He believes the new law will
wind afford preventive protection. It
33 years since Congress had Safety and Health Act of 1970, rustling the leaves on the
inspections and
trees provides for
enacted safety legislation en- which became effective April 28 nor can they hear the
birds investigations of industry at the
compassing provisions for in- of this year, he said it "will save singing, the subtle
kinds of direction of the U. S. Secretary of
dustrial hearing conservation- many people from some degree sounds everyone
takes for Labor or the Secretary of Health,
Walsh-Healey Act of 1936.
of hearing loss they never suspect granted
until they are gone Education, and Welfare on a
Dr. Jim McDill, associate until too late to do anything about permanently."
regional basis.
professor of special education It."
Hearing damage from exMcDill was one of 50 parand an audiologist
with
the
He explained posure to noise cannot be ticipants in an industrial
hearing
speech and hearing clinic at "Most often the loss of hearing repaired or corrected because it conservation
workshop sponNet until last year it had been

Referring to The Occupational they

cannot

hear

THE CARR RATINGS
BY

sored by the National Association
of Hearing and Speech Agencies
in Chicago last month.

DON LAN

Focused on the new safety and

DDP FORTY TEAMS - 1971 4 72 - PRESEASON BASKETBALL PREDICTIONS,
1 - U. C. L. A.
- 98.0
21 - PROVIDENCE
- 90.4
2 - NORM CAROLINA
- 97.3
22 - ST. BONAVENTURE
• 89.9
3 - SOUTHERN CALIF.
- 97.2
23 - MICHIGAN
- 89.8
4 - MARQUETTE
- 96.3
24 - VILLANOVA
- 89.4
5 - OHIO STATE
- 96.1
25 • EASTERN KENTUCKY - 89.2
6 - HOUSTON
- 94.7
26 - OKLAHOMA
- 89.0
7 - MARYLAND
- 94.6
- S. W. LOUISIANA
- 88.6
8 - SOUTH CAROLINA
- 94.2
28 - PACIFIC
- 88.5
9 - KENTUCKY
- 94.0
29 - MURRAY STATE
- 87.9
TO- JACKSONVILLE-FLA. - 93.4
30 - VANDERBILT
- 87.1
11- LOUISVILLE
- 93.3
31 - WASHINGTON
- 86.9
12- LONG BEACH STATE - 93.0
32 - PRINCETON
- 66.8
13- NEW MEXICO STATE - 92.6
33 - AR120NA STATE
- 86.7
14- FLORIDA STATE
- 92.5
34 - DUKE
- 86.6
ST.
15JOHNS-N.Y.
• 92.2
35 - PENNSYLVANIA
- 86.5
16- INDIANA
- 91.8
36 - PURDUE
- 86.4
17- KANSAS
- 91.6
37 - MIAMI -OHIO
- 66.3
18 851011121 YOUNG
- 91.4
38 - UTAH STATE
- 06.2
19- TENNESSEE
- 90.6
39 - MEMPHIS STATE
- 86.1
20- MO.CAROLINA STATE - 90.5
40 - WESTERN KENTUCKY - 85.9
MAJOR OOLLEGE BASKETBALL GRUB OF DECEMBER 1...1971I
.FAVORITE
MARGIN
OP
ININORI/E
MARGIN
orjoiixirr
AIR FORCE
14
REGIS
NAVY
32
ALABAFAA
NEBRASKA
la .10OKING' .
ARLINGTON
WAYLAND
19
NEW HAMPSHIRE
24
BOWDOIN
AUSTIN PEAT
9
MARTIN
NEW MEXICO
17
WHITTIER
CENTENARY
14
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
NEW MEXICO STATE
ANGELO STATE
37
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND STATE
26
NO.CAROLINA ST.
47
ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN
CITADEL
17
CAMPBELL
NORTH TEXAS
NICHOLLS-LOUISIANA
17
COLORADO
11
SAN DIEGO STATE
OHIO STATE
9
GEORGIA TECH
COLUMBIA
39
C. C. N. Y.
OHIO UNIVERSITY
41
MUSKINGUM
CORNELL-NEW YORK
18
SCRANTON
OKLAHOMA
SAMFORD
25
'
.
CREICETON
33
OSHKOSH
ORAL ROBERTS
6
ILLINOIS STATE
DARTMOL'TH
16
CONNECTICUT
OREGON
MONTANA
38
DAYTON
11
BOWLING GREEN
PACIFIC
34 44AlliARD
DETROIT
31
HILLSDALE
PENNSYLVANIA
37
KINGS-PENNSYLVANIA
DRAKE
40
PLATTEVILLE
PENN STATE
14
BUCKNELL
DUKE
RIC/PK/ND
32
PITTSBURGH
GETTYSBURG
22
EAST TENNESSEE
MERCER
18
PORTLAND STATE
RENO
18
EASTERN KENTUCKY
3
S. W. LOUISIANA
PRINCETON
RUTGERS
3
EL PASO
24
HOUSTON BAPTIST
PURDUE
KENT STATE
8
FAIRFIELD
22
SO. OONNECTICUT
ST. FRANCIS-N.Y.
BROOKLYN POLY
33
PAIR. DICKINSON
18
KINGS POINT
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
ALBRIGHT
28
FLORIDA STATE
46
OGLETHORPE
ST. LOUIS
ST. DOLTS-U.N.
29
FOR
YALE
14
ST. fETERS
MILWAUKEE
16
FURMAN
WDEPORD
17
SANTA CLARA
31
DAVIS
GEORGIA
48
SEWANEE
SETON HALL
34
WAGNER
HOLY CROSS
26
STONEHILL
SOUTH CAROLINA
10
AUBURN
HOUSTON
STANFORD
12
SOUTHERN CALIF.
5
ARIZONA STATE
IDAHO
WHITWaRTH-WASH.
20
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 24
SUL ROSS
IDAHO STATE
STANISLAUS
22
SYRACUSE
27
BUFFALO
ILLINOIS
BLTLER
21
TENNESSEE
33
IRVINE
INDIANA
30
BALL STATE
TENNESSEE TECH
CHATTANOOGA
2
IOWA
23
HARDIN SIMMONS
TEXAS
10
MISSISSIPPI
JACKSONVILLE-FLA
34
BISCAYNE
T. C. U.
3
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS
XAVIER-OHIO
27
TEXAS TECH
2
WESTERN KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY
17
NORTHWESTERN
TOLEDO
3
EASTERN MICHIGAN
LAFAYETTE
MORAVIAN
22
TULANE
27
BIRMINGHAM SO.
LASALLE
31
LEHIGH
UTAH
12
LOYOLA-CAL1F.
LONG ISLAND
20
BENTLEY
UTAH STATE
43
AUGUSTANA-S.D
LOUISVILLE
9
FLORIDA
VERMONT
17
MIDDLEBURY
MARCRETTE
45
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
VILLANOVA
17
PHILA. TEXTILE
MARYLAND
32
BROWN
VIRGINIA
26
'WASHINGTON K LEE
MAsSACHUSETTS
37
ST. AlISKLM6
V. M. I.
7
WEsT VA. WESLEYAN
MIAMI -OHIO
311
MARLETTE
WAKE FOREST
19
CANISIUS
MICHIGAN
NOTRE DAME
3
WASHINGTON
PORTLAND
33
MINNESOTA
NORTH DAKOTA
27
WEST TEXAS
39
FORT LEWIS
MISSISSIPPI STATE 21
SOUTH ALABAMA
WEST VIRGINIA
18
EAST CAROLINA
MISSOURI
9
MICHIGAN STATE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
37
PARKSIDE
MURRAY
39
ARKANSAS TECH
WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN TECH
38
OTHER COLLEGE BASKETBALL GAMES OF DECEMBER I. 1971
AKRON
35
MALONE
JACKSONVILLE-ALA.
3
8E1183
ALABAMA STARE
31
PAINE
JERSEY CITY STATE 19
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
ALFRED
i*XXXION
21
J. C. SMITH
26
ALLEN
AMERICAN INT.
17
NORTH ADAMS
KEEN! STATE
FARMINGTON STATE
23
ASHLAND
36
WALSH
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 25
PIKEVILLE
ASSUMPTION
16
MERRIMACK
LAKELAND
JUDSON
17
AUGUSTA
12
FLORIDA A 6 M
LeMOTWE OWENS
RUST
34
AUGUSTANA-ILL.
17
ST. AMBROSE
LEWIS
CHICAGO CIRCLE
20
BALDWIN WALLACE
27
JOHN CARRoLL
LINCOLN -PA.
COFFIN STATE
23
BEMIDJI
26
SUPERIOR
LORAS
17
ST. MARYS-MINNESOT,
BENEDICT
71
CLAELIN
LOUISIANA TECH
14
LOUISIANA COLLEGE
!ROCKPORT
26
ROBERTS WESLEYAN
LOWELL TECH
S. E. MISSACHUSETT5
25
serrsto STATE
44
TORONTO
LYCOMING
28
BOWIE STATE
CALIFORNIA TECH
32
LIFE BIBLE
MAR 1ST
YESHIVA
24
CALVIN
24
TRINITY -ILLINOIS
MOORHEAD-MINN.
CONCORDIA-EINA.
25
CENTRAL MICHIGNA
27
ALMA
MORNINGS IDE
BUENA VISTA
IS
CHARLOTTE
45
TUSCULUM
NEW HAMPSHIRE COL. 26
LYNDON
CHICAGO
24
ROOSEVELT
NORFOLK STATE
28
LIVINGSTONE
C. W. POST
16
DOWLING
NO. DAKOTA STATE
17
HURON
OffLAKE .
ADRIAN
11
M. E. LOUISIANA
5
SANI4W4HAM4.
DELTA STATE
16
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS NORTHERN MICHIGAN 16
LAKE SUPERIOR
DRURY
7
LANGSTON
N. W. LOUISIANA
3
S. F. AUSTIN
EARLHAM
14
HOPE
OBERLIN
CASE WESTERN
18
F D. MADISON
17
NEWARK RUTGERS
OTTERBEIN
ALLEGHENY
33
FINDLAY
14
NORTHERN KENTUCKY
RHODE ISLAND COL
36
LOVELL STATE
FISK
LANE
14
RIVERSIDE
QUINCY
FLORENCE STATE
24
LAMBUTE
ROANOKE
10
LEBANON VALLEY
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
27
FLORIDA TECH
SO. DAKOTA STATE
BRIAR CLIFF
27
LANAIS
26
FREDONIA
S. E. LOUISIANA
EAST 1EXAS BAPTISI
16
GOSHEN
26
CONCORDIA-INDIANA
SOUTHERN TECH
SHORTER
11
GRAMBLINC
21
WILEY
SPRING HILL
WEST FLoR110
GREAT FALLS
27
ALASKA METHODIST
TENNESSEE STATE
34
FORT VAI.I.01
GRkrN BAY
45
MILTON
MANNER
THOMAS MORE
14
HAMPTON
27
LUTHER RICE
CENTRE
UNION -KENTUCKY
21
NAWTHoRNE
36
BERKSHIRE
HAVERFoRD
URSINUS
19
ICNTER
18
yoRK-NEW YORK
ARMSTRoNG
VALDOSTA
12
HUNTINCToN
19
:is
GRACE
CARROLL-W1,
:w8,
VALPARIASO
SS,,IN
TH(MAS
PIEDMON1
WESTERN CARoLINA
12
11,1;4,0,, 1./1...S1.1:YAM
12
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
WINDHAM
WESTERN NEW EKG.
37
COPYRICHI 1971 15'1, 1H CARR RAIINGS SERVILE

1

the

FAMME
HAWN
OPPONENT
BASKETBALL GAMES OF 12 2 71
ANTLERS CHRISTIAN 16 - TARLETON STATE
BELLARMINE
6
CAMPBELLSVILLE
BLOOMSBURG
45
BAPTIST BIBLE
BOSTON STATE
PLYMOUTH
21
CENTRAL WASHINGTON 35
CARROLL-MONTANA
COAST GUARD
CURRY
30
COLLATE
ITHACA
17
Ll1LVER STUCK-MN
14
CENTRAL METHODIST
DAKUTA WESLEYAN
HAMLINE
22
DUQUESNE
MOREHEAD.KENTUCKY
19
FASTERN NEw MEXICO 19
FORT LEWIS
EDINBORO
KENYON
15
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
LYNCHBURG
25
HAWAII
OREGON STATE
5
HOWARD PAYNE
22
ST. EDWARDS
HOCSTON•
CALIFORNIA
7
INDIANA STATE
25
SUL ROSS
IOWA STATE
ARIZONA
1
LONG BEACH STATE
41
• CORPUS CHRISTI
LOYOLA ILLINoIS
ST. ;01iNS MINA.
12
LOYOLA -N.0.
BIRMINGHAM SO.
MANHATTAN
RHODE ISLAND
MARTST
NYACK
71
MEmPHIS STATE
41)
ROLLA
MIDDI.E TENNESSEE
TENN. WESLEYAN
IN
. MISSOURI WESTERN
KANSAS CITY
3
NIAGARA
1
ARMY
NORTH CAROLINA
NICE
29
oRLAMOMA STATE
CALIFORNIA pOPRNA
21
uNEONIA
NEW PAM
22
PEPPERDINE
QUINCY
12
9I'LEAS
NEW YORK MARITIME
16
RANDOLPH MACH%
14
LEEMAN VALLEY
DAKGIA
WESTMAR
IS
, W. `IISS,fl_R1
RoCKHLRST
WEST CHESTER
f2
:PAP. A
31.
TEXAS WESLEYAN
7
STAT1
ST. loREPHS•INDIAN
4
SoVINERN MISS.
fIXAS
RUSH
25 -.FULLERTON
%IoN.TENNESSEE
BRYAN
14
','ANDERBILT
S. N. t.
AUGUSTANA•S.D. %MAIER STATE
4(1
WESTERN CAROLINA
CARSON NEWMAN'
4
WESTERN KENTUCKY
BAYLOR
3

rAfORTIT

MEIN

oppowENT

BASKETBALL GAMES OF 12-3-71.
WUFFORD
12
ASHEVILLE
TROY STATE
1
ATHENS
AUGUSTANA-ILLINOIS 16
DCBUQUE
STANISLAUS
14
BOISE
MOUNT ST. MARYS
19
CHEYNEY STATE
CARLETON
16
COE
Fla..LERTON
12
COLORADO STATE
EDWARD WATERS
as.maus
21
MuNTANA STATE
14
CREIGHTIM
McMURRY
34
El. PASO
ALASKA
14
GREAT FALLS
AUSTIN
12
HOUSTON BAPTIST
DePAUW
ILLINOIS WESLEYAN 11
PHILLIPS
19
LANGSTON
N. W. MISSOLRI
LOS ANGELES STATE 25
SAN DIEGO STATE
16
NEBRASKA
BARUCH
35
NEW YORK TECH
CHICAGOLSTATE
21
NORTH DAKOTA
CALVARY
NORTHWOoD.INDIANA 214
EVANSVILLE-1.5.U.
17
OAKLAND CITY
GEORGIA STATE
OGLETHORPE
14
CALIFORNIA POMONA
31
ORAL ROBERTS
PENN STATE
7
PRINCETON
BRYANT
RHODE ISLAND 00L. 16
FRANCIS MAR 11*
37
ST. ANDREWS
BASSotz
17
ST. ANSELMS
INDIANA PA.
9
ST. FRANCIS -PA.
BENTLEY
16
ST. LEO
STANFORD
3
SAN FRANCISCO
S. E. OKLAHOMA
S. W. OKLAHOMA
21
NoRWICH
18
STONEHILL
NASSON
16
SUEFuLK
ITADEL
41
I
U. C. L. A.
SAN JoSE STATE
26
UTAH
MONTANA
20
WASHINGTON STATE
BERRY
WEST FLORIDA
' 12
CARROLL-NEN/ANA
WHITWORTH.WASH.
21
BATES
19
WORCESTER PoLY
IDAHU SIATE
VYQMING
17
BEANPol CLASSIC Al 114101 • 14.2 6 j- ii.
76.4
NoNTHEASTERN
Ai.7
HARVARD
BOSTON U,69,7
WSW, COLLEGE- - 00.5
CLASSIC
1t• 6 4: 71 ZEUGMAS YOUNG
BRIGHAM YoUNG.- 91.4. ST.JOSEPHS-PA.A5.1
WASHINGTON
KANSAS STATE-80.7
86,9
-

health law, the

workshop was
held to acquaint audiologists with
the law and to prepare them to

in

become consultants
industry
or on the community level.
"Many industries have
volunteer

programs,"

good

McDill

noted,

and many states such as
Wisconsin, where they have had
good laws for years, have been

progressive pioneers in this area.
But a federal law
much-needed

provides

base

broader

a
of

NOISE

protection."
The
law
applies
to
all
businesses engaged in interstate
commerce except mining and
railroad

to

measure

McD111

(left), associate

eagaferla* eagorpla ar,soipe form of ear protector. Prototype'

_

McDill cites two factors as the
yardsticks

Jim

metal shop. Under the provisions of a new law passed by the U. S.
Congress last year, industrial operations with a noise level of 90
decibels or more must provide workers with protection through

which are

industries

covered by other laws.

LEVEL SURVEY-Dr.

professor of special education and an audiologist at Murray State
University, uses a sound level meter to take a noise survey in a

exposure to

loud noise caures deterioration of the hearing nerve,
be restored, according to McDt11.
I Photo
Wilson Woolley)

and the hearing loss cannot

the

potential damage of noise
to
hearing-the intensity of the noise
'
and the duration of exposure. A
formula will be used to measure ,
industrial noise to
determine

M.r

whether it threatens to have a
detrimental effect on

workers'

hearing.
How does an industry know if
its
operation
exceeds
the
maximum noise level?
"A noise survey using a sound
level meter is the only sure way
to know," McDill said. "A sound
registering 90 decibels or more on
the meter will require some
remedial action under the new
law."
He added
that insurance
companies, engineering firms, or
a speech and hearing agency
such as the clinic at Murray State
often conduct sound surveys as a
free service.
McDill

also

offered

Informal

way

to

a

more

measure

in-

noise.

dustrial

•-lt a man
be heard or

Nestles

Del Monte Sale.

GRAHAM
Crackers
3 forS1CP°

GREEN BEANS
FRENCH STYLE
GREEN BEANS

Keebler
Chocolate
Covered

BEETS

49'

sounds muffled for a '
couple of hours after he leaves
the job, he is probably in an
environment where there is

t,.

much noise."
Industries
found to have a
noise hazard will be required to
provide protection for

workers

through engineering controls or

of ear

by some form

plugs, muffs, or

protector-

helmets

with

built-in muffs.
"A primary objective should be
educational

program

employees,"

McDill

they

accept

will

for

said, "so
hearing

SLICED

Chocolate
Chips
12-oz.
pkg.

303 can

52(

27'
27'

30? can

GLASS

Grahams

303 can

Angel Flake

Cocoanut
14-oz.

WHITE or YELLOW

is forced to shout to
if his ears ring and !

speech

an

Flavor Kist

CORN

Nabisci

Graham
Cracker

PEAS

27'
27'

303 can

Cream Style

303 cAn
FAMILY SIZE

TOMATO CATSUP
Crumbs
TOMATO WEDGES
39' FRUIT COCKTAIL

Kraft

M'mallow
Creme

__pt. 27'

have

accepted

safety

glasses, safety shoes and safety
'hats
As

a

measure

protection,

McDill

of

self-

thinks

in-

K rispy

42'
303 can
27
303 can 3/s1
20-o7

Eng,
Walnuts
Pecans
Hickory
Nuts

tr:

Crackers

employees, followed

SOFTASILK

"Industrial nurses

tests,"

he

said. "Then

He envisions the creation of a
workshop at Murray State for the
training of industrial nurses and
as

an

management

orientation
personnel

for
in

CAKE FLOUR

in-

dustries with a noise factor.
"Hearing conservation in industry is best summed up in one
word--prevention--and
the
Murray State clinic is available
to lend any possible assistance to
Industry to insure that workers
bearing loss that will

avoid

eventually interfere with normal
day-to-day communication."

FROZEN FOODS
-- FROSTY ACRES -Mix or Match!

Broccoli Spears
Baby or Ford hook Limas
Speckled Butter Beans
Cut Green Beans

4 for s 1 00

GENEROUS TO A FAULT
PARIS
UPI(-Serge Guidot
ti, 20, was a bit too generous to
others Monday, police said. He
entered the Breuillet Railway
Station, stepped into a momentarily unmanned ticket booth,
and

began distributing

tickets,

free, to travellers.
Police said they stopped him
when he had already given
away $116 worth of free
train
tickets.

line
il.LYWOOD(UPI) Ilan
nil-Barbera Productions, wlin It
has specialized in animated 7.
toonm (The Flintstones) will
enter motion picture feature
New

prOdUCLIOD Wlbh 'liareBAc,
dramatic western.

1,

,

CHERRIES

the

audiologist could examine and
interpret the files on a once-ayear basis."

a

him

number dur
listed

vices, Box 213,
Sanders,

Grade A

2

save 40C

phoi

mington, Kent

Fruit
Ea
Contact

Murray (
members
Fashion,

CLAXTI
Cl
GET YC
MOBILE HOM

MEATS

rates. Broad co
claim service.

Whole Fryers

25c

ProTen

don't

think

when

you thin)

ol

me. Harding GE
Insurance

an

Agency. Phone '

Sirloin Steak
Chuck Roast

ibs1"
ib 79c

Sliced & Dermed

lb 33'

VU MB
Gr
lb.
L4
charcoal g
SeSeMe

S

dressed to I
two napkins

Smoked Jowl

doz
Parkerhouse Rolls pkg. 49
SWANN'S COUPON

th(

Pasco , Jr

39'

In the Piece

Frosty Acres

first.

results

MARASCHINO

working

under the supervision of certified
audiologists could administer the

If you kn

boy's mord)

OAP
ALLE

by annual tests to monitor their
hearing.

75 3Between
and 7:00
Evening

2

dustries should provide tests to
determine the hearing capacity.
of all new

If
MISS Y(
Ca

ELECTROLU]

White
Chocolate

protection with the same attitude
they

53c

FREE ESTIM)

installation. Ph

29c

IRIAN(
Hazel Road

Sliced All Meat

59,

Bologna

CHRISTMAS'
Shapemakers
Phone 753-21462.

Craddock s

As of this di

WITH THIS COUPON WIN
YOU BUY A l0-oz. JAR OF
INSTANT

1971, we will n
for any debt otl
Leon and M

MAXWELL HOUSE'
COFFEE

Burkeen

At Swann's Market
10-oz. jar only S 1 35

WIN
Colorist

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OIER EXPIRES

Bumble
-

Dec 9 1971

Bile

Albacore

Solid White

Solid White Tuna

SPAGHET
Thursda
All

You

Ca

TRIAN1

R 1, 1971
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12:50 FULLY CARPETED, HI
NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
$3250.00. Lots of real nice quality Lustre
for cleaning carpets? It's
mobile homes on lot. Special 1972
super! Rent electric shampooer
three bedroom double wide, only $1. Big
K.
D4C
$6995. Financing available on lot.
We trade for anything of value.
23" BLACK AND white console
Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltine Highway, Paducah, television,$50.00. Phone 7536863.
D2P
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C

FOR RENT
FURNISHED apartNEW
ment, built-in kitchen, dining
area, living room, one bedroom,
three closets, bath and hall.
Carpeted throughout. Nicely
furnished. Adjoins college. All
private. Phone 753-8648.
TFC

AUTOS FOR SALE

Call •
753-1916 *
•

••••
&It

Santa myth
goes on

1964 OLDS 88, two door hardtop,
white with red interior. Power
steering and brakes, factory air.
D2P
Phone 753-6058.

By ROBERT BE['Ts
1967 MUSTANG DELUXE, V8,
Copley News Service
automatic, power steering.
$975.00. Phone Mayfield 247-8316
A six-year-old boy asked his
D2C eight-year-old chum: "If I stop
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wak or 247-1327
TWO MALE Bird Dogs, 18 to wall carpet with central heat
believing in Santa Claus, does it
months old. Partly trained. and air. $110.00 per month. Phone 1965 PONTIAC FOUR door mean I stop receiving ChristTFC hardtop, power steering, power mas presents?"
Phone 753-1208.
D2P 753-7850.
%.brakes, factory air. Excellent
The older boy told him: "So
TWO BEDROOM mobile home. tires. Good condition. Phone 753- long as your parents go on be36" TAPPAN ELECTRIC range,
D2C lieving in him, you've got noth$25.00. Also girl's size 12 coat, A nice quiet beautiful place to 4445.
live, one mile from city limits.
23-1'16X35"
ing to worry about."
$3.00. Phone 753-3241.
D2P Phone 753-5109.
DIP 1966 CHEVROLET two door
Do children still believe in
.009 Thick
,hardtop, white, red interior. Santa Claus these days, when
BEDROOM brick duplex. Power steering. Spare never
even the man in the moon is no
These plates are perfect ONE GREEN table lamp, 41" TWO
Electric heat, air conditioned, been used. 36,000 actual miles. more?
high. One black fire set, includes range furnished. Available now.
753-4889.
for siding or roofing
D2P
"You bet they do," says one
stands, poker, shovel, and brush. $100.00 per month. Phone 753department store Santa. "I'd
18
volume set World Book En- 6931.
barns, for placing around
D3C
be wasting my time othercyclopedia, plus reading and
1969 VOLKSWAGEN. Excellent wise."
bottom of mobile homes study guide and
up to date annual TWO BEDROOM duplex with condition. Can be seen at Sear,.. The only concession kids
supplements and yearbooks. stove,
N to kee,p. out tt,ie kind
in SouthaicIA 9,34
,
099ing Center oe4 make to modern times, apparrefrigiaxator..
Very good condition. Phone 753-'ditioner,
,washer and dryer. $90.00 phone 753-3:Krrafter 6:00 p.m.D3C ently, is that some think Santa
and snow, and for many 377A.
D2C per month, with $50.00 deposit.
arrives by spaceship. More oldother uses such as
fashioned ones like to think of
Phone 753-5792.
DlOC
FOR
LEASE
OR
RENT
RAY-TEL CITIZEN band two
him piloting a helicopter But
"building out"
way radio, 5 channels with talk
the younger tots still ask after
NICE FURNISHED apartment, STORE BUILDING, formerly
mice or rats.
indicator, receive only and
his reindeers.
electric heat. Phone 753-6044. D1C Martins Store on Hazel, Route
It gets embarrassing when a
squelch control. $65.00 or best
one. Has gas pump. Can be used little boy asks for a ride with
•
offer. Phone 753-8994 after 400
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished for store or other use. Phone 435- him in his spaceship, or helip.m.
D2C apartment
Call at
Home of Al! You Can Eat"
with stove and drapes. 5261.
D6P copter. He wriggles out of that
Ceramic tile bath. Available
one by telling them it is so
TWO
CORVAIR
vans
antique
and
Highwo 641 N Murray, Ky.
January 1. Phone 753-7457. D4C
chockful of presents for chilorgans.
Phone
753-3473.
D3P
WANT
TO
BUY
N.
103
4th St.
dren all over the world that
-\
there's no room for passengers,
Murray, Ky.
PIANO, HOWARD: by Baldwin, TWO BEDROOM trailer. Car- WANT TO BUY; togs
and even if he had the time.
peted,
matching seat. Excellent conelectric heat, air con- standing timber, Also have
Another thing that can be
for
dition. Couch, extra' length, ditioned. Must have references. sale lumber and sawdust.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray
HELP WANTED
embarrassing is the number of
10'x50' COLONIAL MOBILE matching
pillows. Like new. See Brandon Dillpt Dill's Trailer Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co rival Santas. One girl told him:
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Saturday, while your children see
'me' 1964'fully furnished with Phone 753-8941.
D2C Phone 753-4147.
D3C Court after 5:00 p.m.
the FREE movie at the Capri IMAGINE A NEW YEAR WITH hc
TFC "I saw your brother in another
NO BILLS! Selling for Christmas washer and dryer. Clean exTickets
are
Free
from
store. He looks just like you,
parIf You
Phone
condition.
474cellent
GIFTS FOR Christmas; 11" ONE BEDROOM furnished
••
ticipating stores.
only he's got a longer beard."
D3C now-beautifully designed and =20.
D3C
packaged AVON products. Call
Griddle with Teflon II, $4.00. Hat apartment. Also two bedroom
He usually satisfies their
now after 7 p.m. collect 365-9424
apartment. Nice
rack, $3.00. Bird feeder, $7.00. unfurnished
curiosity by telling them that
Call . .
or write Mrs. Janet Kunick, SPECIAL PRICE on AKC Toy Also birdhouses, dog houses.
the other Santas, in other stores
AUCTION SALE
Manager, Rt. 2 Box 136A Prin- Poodle puppies. Some rare ones, Phone 753-1712 today.
and on street corners, are his
D3NC aPartments Piwne 75.343712C
D3C black and white, one white. Seven
-ceton,Ky.
helpers.
Between 6:00 p.m.
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
Sometimes he's stumped for
weeks old. Dewormed. Price only NICE 8' Pool table, used about
NEATLY FURNISHED two NEW YORK (UPI) -In view
December 4th, 10:00 a.m., rain or TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or $55.00. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00 months, heavy .table with 10 cue
and 7:00 p.m. In The shine
bedroom apartment, located 100 of the oversold condition of the an answer
at the late Claude Rowland Semi) Experience helpful but not p.m.
-The things they ask me to
D1C sticks. In excellent condition South 13th Street. May be seen at market, according to TPO Inc.,
Evening
home,off Highway 641 at sign two necessary. Can earn extremely
bring them,or do for them!" he
Have to move, no place to put it Kelly's Pest Control.
traders
who
missed
selling
D2C
If you know your route
mats north of Murray, Kentucky. high pay after short training, for
said. "Mostly it's a jolly busitheir securities at higher levels
MARLETTE, two Will take half price if sold soon
boy's number, please call
Om to Mr. Relmon Wilson's local and over-the-road hauling. 10'155'
Will
make
nice
Christmas
girt SMALL FAMILY; nearly new are advised to wait for rallies ness and I'm able to arrange
bedroom
trailer.
carpetel
Fully
him first If you get no
retiring, we are combining both Write: Nation. Wide Semi
Phone 489-2154.
D3C two bedroom house with car- to eliminate questionable hol- for them to get the toys they
D7
results then call John
sales. Will offer 1962 Chevrolet Division, 171 New Circle Road, call 753-5226.
want. But occasionally I report, all paneled, has washer and dings. The firm says any cash
Pasco , Jr at the above
Corvair truck, 1967 NA G.M.C., N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
BIRD DOG,6 years old. Pointer, dryer outlets. $70.00 per month. on hand may be held in reserve ceive a request that touches me
and makes me feel helpless number during the hours
both run good. 1959 Chevrolet or call 606-299-6912.
D1C SEVEN ROOM house in Hazel. well trained, steady, easily Phone 489-2595.
D2C for participation in strong like the little boy who thought
listed
Nice garden space, bath, gas handled.Phone 489-2405
Biscayne, clean and in good
D3C
performers when market condi- my magic could make his
condition. A Pontiac GTO, good WANTED: WOMAN to live in as furnace, redecorated. $5,500.00.
tions improve.
BEAUTIFUL
VALARAH
grandma well, or the little girl
Lee
Fuel
oil
heater,
$15.00.
Metal
motor
and a Ferguson 20 tractor, companion to another lady.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerBOOKS:/
1
2 price. Science fiction Apartment, unfurnished,
who asked me to arrange to
2
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.f.1 disc , two 14" plows, good shape, Phone 753-8188.
D2P cabinets and sink, $10.00 Phone 18 Grace Livingston Hill,8 Emilie bedroom,
living room, kitchen, The market apparently wants bring her mommy and daddy
492-8310.
D4C Loring,
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- two rotary tillers, riding mower,
9 Georgette Heyer, and utility, and bath. Carpeted.
Air to go down, according to James back together again. What
mington, Kentucky.
FULL
time
TFC and plenty of clean furniture. WANTED:
others. Phone 753-8941.
D3C conditioned.
Dines & Co., and nobody knows could I do but give them an exDishwasher,
4 Electric stoves, built-in gas babysitter in my home for 15 BELTONE FACTORY fresh
refrigerator, stove, garbage where it will stop. The firm tra warm hug and whisper
stove, nice refrigerators, living, month old girl Must furnish bearing aid batteries for all make
disposal. Across from Westview says it is receiving indications some little word of cheer?"
dining, and bedroom suites, new own transportation. Phone 753- hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D1C I
'1.00
OFF
on
ALL
Nursing Home on South 16th St. the next bull market should be
Further confirmation of condesk and chair, leatherette 7154 afternoons.
D2C
spearheaded by the American tinued widespread belief in
Phone 753-3865 after 6:00 p.m.
recliner and chair, poster bed,
NO REGRET,the best yet, Blue
Stock Exchange, partially be- Santa is in the thousands of lethalf bed, cot, TV, library table, WANTED: LADY to live in with Lustre
D7C
cleans
carpets
LERCH'S
MUSIC
cause negative volume on that ters addressed each year to
&
TV
washing machine, small Warm elderly couple. Phone 753beautifully. Rent new electric
FOUR BEDROOM brick house, exchange still is making new hirn at such places as the North
Dixieland Center
Morning, oil and electric heaters, 6074.
D2C shampooer $1. Western Auto,
electric heat, 11
/
2 baths, full highs daily while the ASE Pole or Santa's Village.
electric skillet, mixer, vacuum
Home of the "Wishing Well." D1C
The nearly million pieces of
asement, partially carpeted. momentum index has been
Contact
cleaner, grinder, lamps, toasters, WANTED: LADY to arrange
- TAPPAN'S BEST electfio-range, Large den.
mail handled during the Christrising in recent weeks.
Near
University.
modern china ware, cake plate, flowers, center pieces and
30" coppertone. Also photo
mas season by the post office at
D3C
Murray Civitan Club
heavy cooking utensils, other Christmas arrangements. STURDY SCHOOL chairs with enlarger and 40' T.V. antenna. Phone 753-8320.
From the present depressed North Pole, N.Y., includes
dishes,
several
old glass dishes, Permanent position. Write P.O. writing arm; excellent for teen- Phone 753-5447 after 5:00p.m.
some 100,000 letters from chilmembers for the Old
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and levels of stock prices, exag- dren.
salts and peppers, sugar bowl Box 32-H, Murray, Kentucky, agers,grade school,T.V. room or
More are received at
D3P
gerated
by
heavy
seasonal
taxsale
at
641
Super
Shell,
Murray,
Fashion, world famous and designed pieces, tin door pie giving full qualifications. DOC telephone bench. Painted $7.50
Sinta Claus, Ind., and other
loss
selling,
a
good
recovery
is
Kentucky.Phone Max at753safe, shaving mug, wood cook
towns with a "Santa's Workeach, or plain, $5.00 each. 409 BEAGLE PUPPY, female. 9131.
1TC a logical expectation, Hoppin, shop." Thanks to the kindly efstove, double barrell shot gun, 12 MAN NEEDED for part time
North 10th Street, phone 753- Phone 753-9416.
1TC
Watson
Inc.
says.
And,
if
the
gauge, a 22 single shot rifle, work, approximately $75.00 per
forts of many letter-answering
8062.
D4C
FURNISHED
APARTMENT; recovery can gain conviction, it volunteers,the children usually
lanterns, old horse drawn tools, week. Full time also available.
STURDY
for
RACKS
Ford
8'
bed
could
turn into something much get a letter back
three rooms and bath. Private
GcT YOURS NOW!
hoes, rakes, old books, and hand See Mr. Lehman, Ramada Inn,
postmarked
pickup truck. $60.00. Phone 436- entrance, garage. One person or better, it adds.
and signed by "Santa Claus."
made cabinet. Linens, quilts and Paducah, Wednesday, December
2113.
D3C
Phone
couple.
753-1293.
D3C
At what age do children stop
ITC
piece goods, several hives of 1,8:30p.m.
Spear and Staff Inc. believes believing in him?
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low bees, wheel barrow, washer,
PROTECTORS
gas
USED
DRUM
set, must sell, NICE 10':40' All electric, air the market should respond
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent dryer, wire, good carpenter
"Generally around six to
Shirley
tools, FEMALE HELP wanted, two
.complete with cymbals, clean conditioned
claim service. When you see the fishing tackle, fruit
mobile home, bullishly to an easing of eight in my experience, though
Garden Center
and cans, permanent positions. Apply in
matched red sparkler. Excellent Available December 21st. $75.00 monetary tensions. The firm some go on believing longer,"
don't think of Insurance, but window fan, 26" girl's
500 N. 4th
bicycle, person to Begley's Drug Store,
for beginner. Cases not included. per month, water furnished.
when you think of Insurance see and loads of other things
No says such a relaxation seems said a kindergarten teacher.
Central
Shopping
Center
between
will be
$200.00. For further information pets, couples only. Phone 753-1203 likely due to conciliatory moves "Much depends on the attitude
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway sold.
1:00-5:00 p.m. Thursday. No LOST bright
carpet color- phone 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m. D7C
Insurance and Real Estate
after 6.00 p.m.
D3C on our part plus global of the parents. Some think it is
1TC s...restore them with Blue
Register early,dress for winter phone calls please.
realization that U.S. demand- wrong to let a child go on beAgency. Phone 753-5842.
D2C and spend the day. Will have food
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
pull inflation is dead and that lieving in fairy tales. Others
SERVICES
'FIVE
ROOM
OFFERED
in
house
Murray,
and drinks, (hot or cold).
$1. Murray Home & Auto
Phase
CARD OF THANKS
Two has pounced on the say it's a pity to spoil their
partly furnished or unfurnished.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
Store.
D4C
childish fantasy sooner than
surviving cost-push variety.
753-2740.
Phone
Gas
floor
heat.
trucking,
sale. lir
BULLDOZER WORK,
# D3C We would like to express
necessary, when they have to
our
D3C
RELAX AND unwind with safe, also bank gravel, fill dirt and
grow up too fast as it is these
apppreciation to our many
WORD TO THE WISE
effective GoTense tablets. Only .topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
days.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE friends and relatives for all the
L. lb. Ground Round
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
D7C FURNISHED OR unfurnished
Some 10 to 12-year-olds who
3544161 after 6:00 p.m.
$.96 Holland Drug Store.
DIP
kindness shown to us during the
charcoal grilled on a
apartment, two bedrooms, cover photograph of the latest had recently
come through the
our
loss
mother,
Grandmother
of
seseme
central
and
seeded
air
Fully
beat.
bun,
edition of the Bulletin of The disillusioning experience were
SMALL FARM: good location: and great grandmother. Mrs. YOU saved and slaved for wall to FOR ALL,our home additions,
dressed to be juicy. use
D3C Allegheny County Medical So- questioned about their reacwall carpet. Keep it new with alterations, remodeling, etc. carpeted.Phone 753-4331.
business or future investment. Laura Geurin.
two napkinsl
ciety, published today, is a tions. Answers were varied.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric FrEc Estimates. Phone 75..3One mile East Murray, ap., A special
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
thanks for all the
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug 0123.
TFC living room, kitchen, bathroom closeup front view of a young Some said they were shocked.
.proximately 10 acres pasture. beautiful flowers,
your visits, Store.
hog with a large snout.
A few admitted they cried. But
„Hog wire fencing, stables, water food, and cards.
D4C
'Swills shower and bath One or two
Also to Bro.
Inside, on page one, was this most took it in their stride.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. Jerrold White, Bro
Thomas
-+BACKHOE OR dozer services. bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- explanation:
Said one 10-year-old girl:
Hazel Road
753-4113
For appointment call 436Perkins for the
comforting'STANDARD REMINGTON Expert work. Reasonable. Phone ments, South 16th Street, phone "Cover. Word
"I'll never forget the day I
to
wise:
2173.
TFC words, the Poplar Springs: typewriter. Good condition. 753-9807
TFC 753-6609.
D7C Beware the temptation of the stopped believing. I was eight.
Singers for the beautiful music' $75.00. Phone 435-5582.
D2P
CHRISTMAS' WHYS not a
holiday season. Or: Moderation First a friend at school told me
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, In all things."
there was no such person. I
Shapemakers Gift Ceetificate. THREE BEDROOM brick, 11,4 and Max Churchill Funeral Home
ROYAL MANUAL typewriter in SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back tipout, nice and clean. Fox
didn't want to believe her but I
Phone 753-2962.
D3ONC baths, carpeted throughout. for the excellent service.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Meadows, South 16th
was troubled. So that evening I
Street.
The family of Mrs. Laura carrying case. In excellent
Carport and fenced in back yard.
5933.
TFC Married couple only. 885.00 per
asked my mother She said, .
condition. $55.00. Phone 753-7802
As of this date, November 29, Financing available to right Geurin.
Lots of roads
'Well, what do YOU think"
month with 12th months rent free. On Jamaica
1TP after 4:00p.m.
D2C
1971, we will not be responsible party. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00
MY DAUGHTER and I will do Phone 753-3254.
D3C
for any debt other than our own. p.m.
D1C
NEW YORK (UPI) - Al.
"I could tell by the funny way
TAPERFLEX WATER skis, house cleaning and ironing.
Leon and Mrs. Eva
WANTED TO BENT
though there are more than she looked and the way she
LOST
pnever
&
FOUND
used
Tachometer,
D2P
Phone
cheap.
753-4369.
Burkeen
D2P
2,500 miles of arterial roads hesitated that something was
NEIN ail> bedroom duplex WANT TO RENT: Efficiency cheap. Also eight track,
and 6,500 miles of second roads not right. Then as I thought
REDBONE
TWO
Coon
Hounds,
apartment, central heat and air, apartment or room near speakers, tapes and box. Cheap.
on the island of Jamaica, the more about it, my COMMCM
HARRY'S
ELECTRIC
&
Pottertown
Irvin
lost
and
Cobb
in
wall to wall carpeting. Low down university for student who is Phone 474-2343.
1)2P .Maintenance
No job is too small. Road community. If found phone American Automobile Associ- sense started asking. 'How can
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
payment with assumable loan. working his way through college.
ation cautions that 95 per cent ;chokers come flying through
Reasonable
rates.
1108 474-2382.
D2C
Thursday
Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C Prefer sleeping room with GE REFRIGERATOR, comof them are "narrow, curving the sky" How can he get to all
Sycamore,
753-2967
phone
J6C
cooking
and
refrigerator pletely frost free, one year old.
All You Can Eat
FOUND: YELISIW-male 15uppy, cand unpredictable." Left-hand the children in the world in one
LOT IN Kingswood Subdivision, privileges. References furnished. Also Tappan electric range, one
about three months old. Mixed drive in the English tradition night, and come down all those
or will trade for anything. Phone Call 767-6706, ask for Mike year old. For information phone WILL DO Interior Painting. breed. Owner please call 753TRIANGLE INN
sometimes makes navigation chimneys'. And it dawned on
D7C 5546.
753-4516 after 5:00 p.m
TFNC 753-6606 or 753-9844
D1C Brandon.
D2P Phone 753-34M
me that it was all a myth."
D2P tricky for Americans.
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'Christmas Carol' to
Be Presented at MSU
Murray State University's 19th
annual Children's Theatre
production-this year a version of
"A Christmas Carol"-will play
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
mornings this week.
Curtain time in the university
auditorium for each presentation
of the play adapted from Charles
Dickens' classic is 9:30 a.m.
Dramatized by Martha B. King
for the stage, the three-act
production includes a cast of 28
Murray State students under the
direction of James I. Schempp,
assistant professor of drama.
Admission is 50 cents plus tax
per person, according to Robert
E. Johnson, chairman of the
drama department. Tickets will
be on sale at the door.
Noting that the story "is one
that appeals to all ages," Johnson
said he hopes children and
parents in the area will take
advantage of the Saturday
performance. He explained that
unless children are in a class that
attends the show on Thursday or
Friday, they will be in school and
JUNIOR VAR.SrrY Cheerleaders at Calloway County High School for the school year'rim are,
cannot see the play except on top row, left to right, Mary Beth Hays,Sheila Adams, Ther sa
Parrish, second row, Juana Stockdale,
Saturday.
Jennifer Lovett, and in front, Vicki Butterworth. Their sponsor is Mrs.Sue Outland.
One of the major productions of
Studio Photo)
the year at Murray State, the
Children's Theatre is a growing
tradition that attracts throngs of
chikirmfrom West Kentueloa
surrounding areas of nearby
states each year.

Eugene Allen
Dies Saturday
In Accident

FormerSountian
Dies at Paducah

Bob Kirks of Paducah Route
One, native of Calloway County,
By United Press International
Eugene Tyler Allen, a na Hier
died Monday at 12:40 p.m. at
HARRISBURG — Michael A.
employee of the Ledger di Times.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
draft
-year-old
18
an
Simmons,
was fatally injured in a car acHe was 78 years of age and a
board member, telling of his
cident on Saturday in Montana
member of the Ledbetter Baptist
attitude when his friends come
Church in Calloway County. He
Reports are he and five other
before the board:
persons
were returning from a
buyer
a
and
retired
tobacco
was
the
"When they come before
a veteran of World War One.
hunting trip when the fatal acboard, they aren't my friends
cident occurred on the snow
The deceased is survived by his
anymore."
wife, Mrs. Evelyn Kirks of
covered roads.
Paducah; two daughters, Miss
Allen received his B.S. degree
SAN FRANCISCO—Mrs. Rose
Norma Jean Kirks of Paducah
from Murray State College in
Edward Brown Ross
Hardy tells why she stabbed
Route One and Mrs. L,orella
1950. He was now president of his
her daughter's teacher 16 times
Ricks, Jr., of Hopkinsville;
own manufacturing firm in
with an icepick
brother, Burley Kirks of Murray;
Memphis, Tenn.
"Our children are not X's,
grandchildren. ,
three
Survivors include his wife,
'Our
dashes.
or
circles
O's,
Mrs. Jacqueline Robertson Allen,
Final rites are being held today
brains don't go in a box. She
at two p.m. at the Lindsey
and four children, of 4513 Ernie
was putting children in little
Funeral Chapel, Paducah, with
Drive, Memphis, Tenn.; his
boxes and pegs and holes."
Rev. Warren Phillips and Rev.
mother, Mrs. Eula Allen of 315W.
Joe Gardner officiating.
Walnut
Street,
Mayfield;
FRESNO, Calif.—San FranActive pallbearers will be Edward Brown Ross who was parents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
ciko Pvt. Don Fatooh, parDavid Beyer, Frank Melber, the oldest living member of the Lubye Robertson of Memphis,
alyzed after being wounded
Charles Dexter, Charles Dallas, Kirksey United Methodist Church Tenn., formerly of Murray.
breaking up a robbery, comWalter Gilliam, and Hale Burks. succumbed Tuesday at five p.m.
Funeral services will be held
menting on the Navy's offer to
Billy at the Westview Nursing Home. Thursday at 11:30 a.m, at the
will
be
pallbeares
Honorary
in
home
his
from
fly him
Obermark, Frank Hale, Jamie He was 90 years of age and a Memphis Funerpl Home, 1177
Fresno to ceremonies honoring
Vaughn, Roscoe Houser, J. retired dairyman of the Kirksey Union, Memphis,Tenn. The body
him in San Francisco:
Ray Herndon, Cliff community. The deceased was was returned to Memphis at
Leidecker,
"People do care about other
Choate, Joe Grif- the son of the late Saphronia eleven p.m. on Tuesday.
L.
Shemwell,
people. I'm thrilled ... and
and Ovie Melugin Ross and Wetzel Louis
Williams,
Harley
fith,
thankful. It's nice to be
Ross.
Williams.
remembered this way.".
Interment will be in the Mt. Mr. Ross and his wife, the
former Birdie Radford, who
Kenton Cesnetary, Paducah.
survives, would tar% c"A•hialatk
their 68th wedding anniversary
on December 15 of this year.
They had lived at their present Funeral services for Elias R.
home since 1913 except for the Robertson of 600 Olive Street will
Federal "State Market News
winter of 1919-1920 in Florida and be held Thursday at three p.m. at
Service
for two or three months in 1929 the chapel of the Blalockan idea or a project and beMonday November 29, Mayfield,
By FRANK MACOMBER
doorbells and distributed thou- lieves in it," Maureen replies
when they lived in Oklahoma. Coleman Funeral Home with Dr.
i Continued from Page 1
A.
Thomas
for
funeral
The
Kentucky.
Samuel R. I/04*k
Jr., of• Copley News Service
ands
of
doorharsers
in
the
last
with a smile.
Brown of Muncie, Ind., is being The had two sons who both. ficiating.
Mayfield Livestock Markett. -between the price and pay
ia
days
of
the
campaign,"
One of her first tasks when held today at one p.m. at the precededtheir father in death.
panels on the coal question.
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Active pallbeares will be J. B.
SAN DIEGO — Kid power, Maureen recalls. "Altogether I
she takes office, Miss O'Connor Poplar Spring Baptist Church in They were Radford Louis Ross
Grayson also announced that the college-age vote, young
Cattle this week 809
Wilson, Laverne Wallis, Joe
had about 750 volunteers.
age
of
46,
in
1951
at
the
who
died
toward
will,,be
to
work
says,
the commission had returned a adults who want to give youth a
Calloway County with Rev.
Calves this week 60
Matt
'A lot of the other 350 were clearing the communications
and Edward Brown (Ted) Ross, Dick, Billy Joe fine, J.
'request for an increase from chance to prove itself in politics college
Thomas Perkins officiating.
Sparkman, and Hafford Rogers.
students, but some channel betweel city officials
Jr.,
the
who
age
died
of
in
1964
at
Barnett
the
be
in
Burial
will
U.S.
Steel
to
get
more and a surprising show of "Es- were elderly people, too,
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Burial will be in the Murray
who . and the citizens1hey serve.
Cemetery in Calloway County 52.
tablishment" support.
All represented
slaughter information.
seemed to want to give young
with the arrangements
Cemetery
youth
with
her
work
In
Swamped With Telegrams
with the arrangements by the Survivors include his wife,
These appear to be the chief people a chance to find out
classes steady, feeders steady to
groups and older people, Miss Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home Mrs. Bertie Radford Ross of by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Grayson
said
he
has
received
ingredients which, mixed to- whether they can govern as
1.00 higher.
O'Connor recalls, she has noted
Kirksey Route One; two Home where friends may call.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility about 500 telegrams from large gether, won a City Council seat well as they can criticize the of- a lack of hope for the future, of Benton.
Mrs. Eva Robertson, age 90, died
daughters-in-law,
Brown, age 69, formerly of
20.50-23.00, Cutter 18.50-20.50, companies he asked to express in this booming port city ( popu- ficials of an earlier generation. along with a lack of confidence
Kirksey
Elkins
Route One Tuesday at 9:25 a.m, at the
Ross
of
Sunday
at
died
County,
lation
772,300)
their
Marshall
for
25-year-old
price
increase
plans.
He
"I really think the college in government.
Canner 16.00-18.50.
of
Detroit, Murray-Calloway County
Gertie
Ross
and
Mrs.
O'Connor.
Muncie,
The
Maureen
bru- vote had a lot to do with my
home in
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility said about 60 per cent of the
"There must be a better way six p.m. at his
nieces
Mich.;
and Hospital. He was preceded in
several
responses said only minimal nette colleen defeated Lou win, too. The students who for government officials to get Ind.
over 1,000 lbs. 24.00-26.50.
death by his wife, the former
nephews.
Ridgeway, an established busi- could vote for the first time I
Mrs.
wife,
his
are
price
Survivors
increases
would
be
sought
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
back to the people," she says.
Gladys Wilson in 1957, and his
be
held
services
than
tivice
nessman
will
Funeral
her
more
Ind.,
and
Muncie,
believe
wanted to prove their "I'm going to try to find it."
IAila Brown of
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. and about 20 per cent said no
daughter, Mrs. Kathleen Kemper
age.
p.m.
at
Thursday
the
Max
at
1:30
elders were wrong when they
69-year-old two sisters, Mrs. C. L. Bryan of
Maureen's
vealers 41.00-44.00, selected high boosts were planned.
on October 8, 1971.
In an interview, the freckle-) predicted young people would
father, Jerome, who worked u Paducah and Mrs. John Baron of Churchill Funeral Home with
Choice tip to 51.00, mixed Good The commission approved the faced high school
The deceased served a term as
physical edu- be too lazy or disinterested to
the
minister
of
John
Jones,
Rev.
Aberdeen,
S.D.
hard as anyone for his daughand Choice 240-350 lbs. calves last of the big four automakers' cation teacher conceded these
City Judge from 1950 to 1954, as
Church
United
go
to
the
Methodist
Kirksey
polls."
ter's victory, sees her election
35.00-38.00.
deputy sheriff from 1926-1929, and
price increase applications late apparently were the elements
Miss O'Connor, like many
officiating.
developing political
Tuesday when it granted the which combined to push her in- others who have studied na- as youth's
also was a city policeman for a
Interment
will
be
in
the
Murray
muscle.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice General. Motors Corp. authority to office. But Maureen believes
Cemetery with the arrangements time. He had operated a cleaning
tionwide
don't
like
election
people
results,
pre"Some
300-400 lbs. 39.00-42.00, high to boost prices on 1972 model an old cliche about "youth shall
dicts the youth vote will have a
by the Max Churchill Funeral and pressing shop in Murray at
bharige, but it's the law of the
Choice up to 4840, 400-500 lbs. cars, trucks and
optional be served" had a lot to do with national impact from this time land now, and the politicians
Home where friends may call. one time, and was a member of
*00-39,00,500-600 lbs. 33.00-36.00, equipment an average of 2.5 her upset victory.
the First United Methodist
forth.
had better wake up and start to By United Press International
mixed Good arid Choice 300-400 per cent.
Church. He was born January 21,
San Diego voters also elected
The same gung-ho corps of entice the young," he says.
The first day of December
lbs. 36.00-39.00,400-500 lbs. 33.001881, in Calloway County and his
a 38-year-old mayor, Pete Wil- youngsters, who helped to win -Maureen's victory? U's a was ushered in on a cold and
Others Given Okay Too
36.00, 500-600 lbs. 30.00-33.00, Earlier, it had given Ford son, and 30-year-old Jim Bates her a surprise primary victory
parents
were the late Elias
dream that has come true for dismal note.
Good 300-400 lbs. 33.00-36.00, 400- Motor Co., permission to
Robertson, Sr., and Sarah Miller
both of us."
raise to the council. Each won over six weeks earlier, provided the
Snow squalls continued in the
500 lbs. 31.00-33.00, 500-600 lbs. prices 2.9 per cent; Chrysler older opponents.
Robertson.
extra push which sent her over
Onty the second woman and Great Lakes area early today
29.00-31.00.
Political analysts looking at the top again. Maureen be- the youngest candidate ever
Corp. 4.5 per cent and
and a mixture of snow and The funeral services for Mrs. Survivors include his son-inFEEDER HEIFERS: Choice American Motors 2.5 per
Nov. 2 election returns around lieves. She spent only $1,900 on
law, C. Wesley Kemper of
elected to the council here, freezing rain fell in much of the
cent.
Ethel Moore Windsor of 1003 Murray; three grand daughters,
300-400 lbs.
33.00-35.00, high Chrysler announced it would the nation also point to election the primary campaign and
Miss O'Connor feels her youth Great Plains.
Poplar Street, Murray, are being
triumphs by a college junior wound up with 15 cents in the
Choice up to 37.25, 400-500 lbs. use only 3 per cent of
may put a little added pressure
its price
Two inches of new snow fell held today at two p.m. at the Miss Kristie Anne Kemper of
who opposed hot-rodchng; an till when it was over.
30.00-33.00,500-600 lbs. 28.00-30.00, boost authority,
on her.
Knoxville, Tenn., Miss Andrea
leaving all four 18-year-old advocate
Bend,
Ind.,
at
and
South
one
of strongDuring the hectic weeks
mixed Good and Choice 300-400 autornakers'
"So I'll have tube twice as Inch at Burlington, Vt., during chapel of the J.H. Churchill Kaye Kemper, and Miss Barbara
prices within one- er discipline in schools and a 24Funeral
Home
with
Dr.
Samuel
leading to Nov. 2, the O'Connor
lbs 30.00-33.00, 400-500 lbs. 28.00- half of
good and twice as sharp," she
Joan Kemper, both of Murray.
1 per cent of the 2.5 per year-old antipollution candia six hour period.
R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
camp had just enough money
30.00, 500-600 lbs. 26.00-28.00.
says.
cent economy-wide ceiling on date.
dampened
the
rain
Cold
for scattered radio spots but
STOCK COWS AND CALVES: price
Sister Carmen, Rosary High
boosts the commission
Serving as pallbearers are
A sort of combination Cin- not enough for billboards or the
principal and Maureen's boss western Gulf Coast states.
Choice pairs 375.00-400.00, Good announced
as its target earlier derella and nice-girl Pied Piper expensive television time her
Pleasant weather was con- Chuck Simons, Walter Waterpersonal friend, sums
close
pairs 180.00-275.00.
and
in November.
who attracted the youngsters in opponent was able to buy. Mauup the election results this fined to Florida and extreme field, Dr. John Quertermous,
Getting less attention but still droves, Miss O'Connor thinks reen estimates the general
southern Texas. Temperature Leon Phillips, Keys Patterson,
way:
vital
to the
anti-inflation of •'kid power" in terms of the election campaign cost another
-This school is the happiest readings were in the 60s and and Keith Brandon. Burial will
be in the South Pleasant Grove The funeral for Mrs. Dan ( Amy
program are pending requests more than 400 girl students at $6,100, for a total of $8,000
place in town. And so are all the 70s this morning.
from about a dozen electric Rosary High School, where she
However, most of Texas Cemetery with the arrangements Osie) Washburn of 1315 Vine
Her twin sister, Mavourneen, people who have worked with
Maureen for so long. Now she suffered from an icy Pacific by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Street, Murray, is being held
dropped out of college temFederal State Market News companies, 11 telephone com- teaches.
panies, 15 gas companies, about
will make us even more proud cold front that pushed its way Home.
today at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel of
"They turned out and rang porarily to manage the O'ConService December 1, 1971
10 pipelines, and 10 or more
into the state Tuesday. The
of her, if that is possible."
nor campaign, and most of the
the Max Churchill Funeral Home
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Panhandle and north Texas Mrs. Windsor, age 80, died with Rev. William McKinney
office help was volunteer.
Market Report Includes 10 steel firms. The commission
Tuesday
at
12:05
a.m.
at
the
has acted on several steel
Mavourneen wants to help her
were hit with chilling rain and
officiating.
buying stations
Murray -Calloway County
sister with her political career
sleet.
Receipts: Act. 1351 Est. 800 applications, but thus far they
but will return to college to preCold and wet weather was Hospital. Her husband, V.E. Pallbearers are Carl Parker,
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents lower have involved only sideline
pare for law school later arid
products
expected
of
to dominate most of Windsor, died October 15, 1970. Joe Blasioli, Gail Tiller, Buel
the
big
mills.
UPI—The
(
Fla.
MELROSE,
Sows steady to 50 cents lower
career
in
her
own
juvenile
and
the
nation
throughout the day. She was a member of the First Stalls, O.T. Stalls, and Willard
Others in Line Too
killer of two women at a
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
criminal
Methodist Church, adce. Burial will be in the
justice.
There
Early
also
morning
temperatures United
are a number of roadside beauty parlor apparhigher in moderate
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 19.75-20-20.25
While many council mem- opened
pending requests from food ently abducted the teen-age
ranged from 3 below zero at Murray Woman's Club, Murray Murray Cemetery with the
today.
trading
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.25-20.50
Senior Rose and Garden Club, arrangements by the Max
processing firms, railroads, and daughter of one of the victims, bers continue their business
Shortly after the opening, Hibbing, Minn., to 75 at Key
US 2-4 200-244 lbs., 19.50-19.75
careers while they serve, Mauand the WSCS of the First Churchill Funeral Home.
West,
Fla
communications
companies.
All possibly because she witnessed
advances led declines, 167 to 64,
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 19.00-19.50
Church.
are in the category of firms the murders, police said today. reen will cut short her teaching among the 319 issues on the
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.50-19.00
chores and get along on the
doing $100 million or more
Mrs. Washburn, age 78, died
Turner,
Bobbie
bodies
chip
of
Jones
The
blue
Dow
The
tape.
Sows
87,200 a year in salary and auto
She
is survived by two Monday at 9:15 a.m. at the
RIRRSEY WOMEN
business annually which must 38, and Pat Marr, 72, were
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 1500-16.00
expenses she will receive as a barometer picked up 1.53 at The Baptist Women of the daughters, Mrs. Elsie Kivett and
notify the commission
Murray-Calloway County
in found Tuesday morning by a councilwoman.
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.50-15.00
832.87.
Kirksey Baptist Church will meet Mrs. James M. Lassiter of Hospital. She is survived by two
of
plans
to
raise
arriving
for
a
customer
to
edged
woman
up
/
1
2
Oil
Superior
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-14.50 few advance
But resignation from her
.
tonight, (Wednesday), and on Murray; one son, Joe Windsor of sons, Louis Washburn and Luther
'prices.
hair dressing appointment at teaching lob won't end Mau- 1461
13.50
/
2 in its group. Occidental
I Through Tuesday, the com- Nell's Style Shop. Miss Marr's reen's affiliation
Thursday
at seven p.m. for the Columbus, Ga.; two sisters, Mrs. Washburn; three sisters, Mrs.
with Rosary was unchanged at '1114, and
Boars 11.50-13.50
special programs in observance W.S. Grogan of Murray and Mrs. Frank Pace, Mrs. Svliil Gregory,
mission had received 303 price body was nude and Mrs. High, where she graduated
be- Phillips dipped % to 29.
of the week of prayer for foreign Toy Brandon of Hazel; one and Mrs. Charlie Tiller; two
increase applications from 255 Turner's body was clad only in fore becoming an instructor.
In the steels, Bethlehem rose
brother , Hezzie Charlton of brothers, Truman Stalls
companies It had approved 11 a bra.
will
head
She
and
the school's v4 to 257,s. Republic and Armco missions. The GAs and RAs will
Millington, Mich; three grand- Ernest Stalls; six grandchildren
applications, some after major
1
4 and 17, meet tonight Wednesday ) at
Police issued an all-points community services activities added 111 apiece at 19/
children.
reductions of the requests, and bulletin for Mrs. Turner's as she has in the past, acting as respectively. U.S. Steel was 6:15 p.m.
fifteen great grandchildren.
turned down two
daughter, Valerie, 16, believed an adviser to a students' com- unchanged at 27.
.The Murray Fire Department
the autos. Ford
to have been "carried away by mittee dedicated to helping the
Among
answered a two alarm fire to the
whoever committed the mur- handicapped and underprivi- picked up % to 66. and White
residence of Mike Ligon at 915
Maureen
leged.
likes to tell the Motor added Ls to 221s.
FORGETS DEBTS
ders," according to police.
North 16th Street on Tuesday at
ROME UPI - Officialdom The only lead police had was story of how this group in a few Chrysler fell Li to 271
/
2'. General
eleven a.m.
days' time organized and
knew when it was licked.
a report that Mrs. Turner, a staged
Motors was steady at 78.
Firemen said CO2 was used to
a
party
to
raise
funds
divorcee, was seen talking late for
Chesapeake & Ohio added %
extinguish the flames in the stove
muscular dystrophy vicIt announ( ed Tuesday it is
Monday night to two men in a tims.
/
2 in the' raiLs, and
to 461
area. The house is owned by Jack ending several
years of expen- Keystone Heights service staNorthern picked up
Burlington
Wilson.
While municipal elections in
sive efforts to collect debts tion.
The station attendant told California are
nonpartisan hy Li to 45%. Penn Central and
from. 99,895 Italians who owe
police he did not get a clear law, Miss O'Connor is a
Southern Pacific were steady at
BUILDING COLLAPSES
registhe government 81.60 or less.
look at the men.
tered Democrat who admires 4% and 42, respectively.
FRATTAMINOR, Italy (UPI)
UAI, Inc. picked up % to 397*
the late President John F. Kenapartment Finance
six-year-old
—A
Minister Luigi Preti UNIQUE XMAS GIFT
nedy more than any other among the airlines American
building in this Naples suburb said he was introducing
a bill LONDON (UPI)—The London American. Yet her favorite climbed us to 39, while KLM
collapsed with a roar and burst in parliament to wipe
such firm of L. Davenport and Co. woman in government is Re- rose a full point to 331-4 Boeing
into flames early today during debts off the books, ending
a Monday offered its own Christ- publican Sen. Margaret Chase picked up Ls to 15L4 in the
a torrential rainstorm.
test Of Wills with some mas gift for the man who has Smith of Maine.
aircrafts, with Lockheed up a
Firemen working by the light taxpayers dating back to 1941 everything:
hand-made
a
Where did she get her crifi like amount at 81
/
2.
recovered
of army searchlights
dence in youth?
strait-jacket.
/
2,
IBM added a point to 3061
five bodies in the first hours of The reason, Preti said, was "We sell about three dozen a
,II to 341
/
2.
and RCA climbed'
digging through the twisted that it costs too much and takes year," said manager Patrick
"I guess it's because I have Westinghouse was up 1 at 841
/
2,
rubble. A team of 11 ambu- up too much time to collect Page. "They go for $32.50 worked with children and
dis- Burroughs L4 higher at 136L4.
Lances took the dead and penny-ante debts which in some apiece, usually as stock escapo- covered nothing can stop the
Scott Downtown
436-2134
National Cash Register dipped
753-7901
cases total exactly one lira
injured to nearby hospitals
young if they are committed to
logists' items."
/
1
4 to 771-s

Nate

Market Report

Coal Price. . .

Rouilly elected wnman
praises gung-ho youth

WEDN

DECEMBI

Brown Ross
Passes Away
On Tuesday

Elias Robertson
iierar irruisday

Thomas Brown
Rites Today

Cold Ushered In
Parts Of Nation

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Windsor

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Washburn

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Assailant Kills
Two, Abducts One

Seci
Tw

Stock Market

Two Alarm Fire Is
Answered Tuesday

,

Hill Photo f4

For All Your Wedding Photo Needs

DAVID HILL, Photographer
Come By and See Samples of Our Work!
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"RED BARN" CARE-Sone 11 Letcher County children, ages
4-12 enter this red barn each day to receive a special type of
care zrid services. The red barn is one of the best-housed day
care centers for rrentally retarded children in the comrronvimalth, operated by the Upper Kentucky River Regional
Mental Health-Mental- Retardation Comprehensive' Clitr-C,erv
ter. The barn v‘kis renovitoct in the summer of 1968.(Richard
Upchurch Photo)

Jeremiah's Red Barn
Serves Retarded Kids

Dear Father Lester:
An Air Force Academy
graduate left the service as a
conscientious objector to war.
The Air Force has now billed
:bin" for $53,575 for the
education he got at government
expense.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
says the bill is an "utter
disgrace," un-American arid
undemocratic
Morally, does the government have the right to collect
for the education?
James T.
Dear James:
The graduate entered a
contractual
voluntary
igrieerffinfwith the Air Force.
The service gave him an
education under the provision
that he would serve after
completing the schooling.
Morally, he is not any more
free to renege on his part of the
contract without restoring.
what he had accepted from the
service than the housewife is
free to walk away with the
lamb chops from the butcher
shop without paying he owes
the Air Force the cost of his
education.

meal
even
FRANKFORT,Ky. —Old barns bands
and
are being used for almost preparation. Many have learned
everything these days, but in nursery rhymes, numerals,
Letcher County there is one that colors, traffic signals and the
is nonetheless unique.
names of all of the children in the
Red Barn, as it is called, is a class
day care center for mentally The Upper Kentucky River
in
retarded children.
Region. headquartered
The facility is operated in the Hazard, is one of 15 regions
Jeremiah community by the covering the entire comEach region is
Upper Kentucky River Regional monwealth.
Mental Health-Mental Retar- operated by a non-profit board of
dation Comprehensive Care local citizens in cooperation with
Center.
the Kentucky Department of
Though a barn seems an im- Mental Health.
probable place for a day care
unit, a massive renovation job
has resulted in one of the besthoused day care centers in the
commonwealth.
The barn bosts room for
housing 20 day care participants.
The concrete floors have inlaid
linoleum and the inside of the
Paulding is paneled throughout.
Local funds and volunteer labor
Were utilized during the
renovation.
The ex-cow palace has a furnished kitchen, bathroom, supply
GIVE THE PERFECT COMBINATION
room and isolation room. It is
heated electrically and had
plenty of room for play areas.
When the Red Barn Day Care
Center held open house Sept. 1,
(968, instructor Bobby Jo Collins
iide Hassie Breeding nerwelcomed the public.
On the first day, seven mothers
their
hesitatingly entered
fnentally retarded children in the
ilay cart facility. Although there
Was some apprehension, the
mothers welcomed the opportunity. The center now serves
AQUA VELVA
il mentally retarded children.
Ice Blue After Shave
and
The children receive training
primarily in self-help, hygiene
AQUA VELVA
and grooming, communication, Ice Blue Spray Fragrance
socialization and economic efSALE
No. 8394
ficiency or independence. They
range in age from four to twelve
years and spend five hours at Red
Barn each school day.
Some of the participants have
shown progress far beyond the
Most optimistic expectations.
One 12-year-old girl had never fed
herself but now does a good job
eating with all the others.
Most of the instruction is in4
dividualized but group activities
are used when feasible. Instruction is geared to results and
every child is expected to
progress to the extent of his
ability.
The children enjoy many of the
activities of normal classrooms
such as singing together, morning inspections, pledge to the
flag, square dancing, rhythm

Insisting that people live up
to their contracts is not an
"utter disgrace," un-American
or undemocratic. It may be
considered in some circles,
though, as unsenatorially
unmagnammous with taxpayers' money
Dear Father Lester:
Isn't it morally wrong that
there' should be a regulated
economy and not a free one'
Didn't our country grow strong
on freedom'
President Nixon's wageprice freeze arid now his Phase

Songs, lights, gifts
honor birth of Christ
By United Press hateriapthastal

recorded in the Bible.
"And it came to pass in those events
However, others argue the
double-barreled approach
days, that there went out a
to the art of time-keeping is decree from Caeser Augustus, date was chosen arbitrarily to
II plan are not the Spirit of '76' via a
contemporary-styled per- that all the world should be schedule it at a time that
Robert R.
petual calendar and battery- taxed. And all to be taxed, matched the pagan festival of
Dear Robert:
operated clock. The clock everyone in his own city. And Natalis Solis Invicti, which
You will undoubtedly agree
operates up to 20 months on a Joseph went up from Galilee, celebrated the passing of the
that antitrust laws are single 1.5
volt flashlight battery. out of the city of Nazareth, into winter solstice. The Greek
necessary and good to keep a The
Armenian
is a suitable
calendar-clock
David, Orthodox and
few potential monopolists from teaching tool for youngsters, if Judea, unto the city of
churches continue to observe
to
Bethlehem,
called
is
which
On
country.
controlling the
parent., want to take the time
Mary his the holiday on Jan. 6.
principle, therefore, some to teach them about time. It be taxed with
Light — the burning of
great with
being
wife,
espoused
regulations and not complete all comes in a one-piece molded
and logs — always has
candles
while
that,
was,
it
so
freedom are essential for a plastic case with the names of child. And
significance in the
special
had
were
they were there, the days
Just, healthy economy.
Christmas. This
of
observance
the months and numbers from
would be
The Pay Board, Price one to 31 and the names of. accomplished that she
ties in with the concept of
brought
she
And
delivered.
Commission and Cost of Living the days of the weeks proJesus,in the eyes of the church,
forth her first-born son, and
Council, which Nixon has truding like so many little
being the "Light of the World."
wrapped him in swaddling
initiated, are, in my judgment, knobs. Red and black rings
Ancient folk carols have
clothes, and laid him in a
clumsy forerunners of an snap on and off the knobs to
many references to candles
no
was
there
because
manger;
agency which will spring from indicate month, day of week.
and torches.
room for them in the inn." St.
the eventual cooperation of and date.
One old Spanish carol reads:
of
birth
the
on
2,
Chapter
\ Like,
labor, management and gov"Torches, torches, run with
(Anibesque, Division of Bur- Jesus Christ,
ernment from the local to the wood Products Co., Traverse
torches
national level. The ageiry will Cat
For Christians_ the tasai.„of
"Ali the ImPitio Bethiebeni'.."
'Mic44tgerec.r
itirtstrnas is- one ef Ate two
There really is net too much
congress,
ment-government
most significant religious difference between the 20th
* * *
whose labor-management deleevents of the year.
Century Americans who use
No preliminary crushing and
It is more than elaborate gaily colored electric lights to
gates represent all general in- preparation of fruit is necessary
dustries.
with a new wine-making kit, decorations, gifts, toys and decorate their trees or to place
Its job will be to review the according to the manufacturer. merry-making.
candles in the windows, and the
It is the commemoration of 14th Century Londoners who
wage-price decisions of each The,kit is designed to make
the birth of a single man who hung lanterns outside.
general industry in relation to delicious winelmin canned or
has influenced the world houses
lYiw teher industriee and She faired'"tares licirri the grocery
the
throughout
perhaps more than any other Christmas feast.
nation's needs and to adjust the shelf. Everything except the
individual.
decisions in this superior light juice is included for making 15
Carols and songs associated
And all those who profess to with Christmas relate much of
when necessary It will be the fifth-size bottles of 12 to 15
believe in Christianity every the religious story of the Christ
final regulator of the national per cent wine. The kit's "everyyear on this occasion feel a child. As an example, "the 12
economic harmony, giving thing" includes a gallon plastic
sense of obligation to par- days of Christmas" relates to
everyone a fair share of the fermentation jug, English wine
ticipate in some form of ritual the duration of the feast, from
country's wealth according to yeast, -nutrient tablets, vinyl
his dignity as a human and his siphoning tube and, thank — an orthodox Christian ser- Christmas to Epiphany.
vice — even though they may
contribution to the common heavens, an instruction book.
The carol "As Joseph Was Anot go to church on any other Walking" tells the Christmas
good and allowing no one to get The piece de resistance? "Persuroccasion. Only Easter
a lion's share at the expense of sonal cellar" labels for 15- botstory in simple terms:
passes Christmas as a day on
his neighbor
"He neither shall be born
which a Christian feels such a
"In house nor in hall
(Larry -kroll Co., 666 Lake
Address your questions to Shore Drive,Chicago, Ill.).
deep sense of obligation to his
"Nor in the place of paradise
Father Lester in care of Copley
faith.
• *
"But in an ox's stall."
to
record
There is nothing of
News Service. P. 0. Box 1*
Christmas is above all a
World's thinnest watch, say
San Diego, Calif. 92112. Enclose the manufacturer,is only 0.465 show that Jesus Christ was family occasion, more so than.
a stamped, self-addressed inches from top of crystal to
born on Dec. 25.
any other date on the calendar.
envelope.
But by A.D. 336, that date Because of the toys and giving
bottom of case. It retails for
was well established in Rome
$850, in case you're thinking
as the date for the comIn Belgium Denmark, Luxhen coat hangers accurmal of considering if for your
memoration of the anniversary embourg and Switzerland cats
list
shopping
fhristmas
tbIAL.,
late in the closet, return
of the Nativity. There are are the stiocipai atelece-tA
(Edward Trauner Inc., 1212
to the cleaner. He can
scholars who believe the date rabies infection, the World
Avenue of the Americas, New
was chosen on the basis of Health Organisation reports.
thew
York. N. Y.).
careful calculations based on

of gifts, a child comes to
recognize it as something
special almost from his first
cognprehension of the world
around him.
Then, as the child grows
older, he goes to special church
services at the time of
Christmas. In many homes,
there is a miniature crib, or a
tiny figures
with
stall
representing Mary,Joseph, the
infant Jesus and others.
In the Roman Catholic faith,
Christmas may begin with
an
in
Mass
Midnight
elaborately decorated church.
It is one of the two occasions of
the year ( Easter is the other )
when the Catholic is obligated
not only to attend Mass, but to
receive Holy Communion after
confessing his sins against God
and violations of the 10 Cam--=.For the Protestant, Christmas means much the same
thing — a time for reviving
one's faith in God.
Those of the Jewish faith
have an important holiday.
Hanukkah, observed at ap.
the same tin!,
Christmas. Thus, the season is
a festive one for persons of all
beliefs, as well as those who
have no orthodox religious
beliefs.
'However, not all church
regarded
have
groups
Christmas with affection. The
reasons were excesses in
drinking, eating and other
earthly pleasures.
The Puritans of England
tried to do away with Christmas but failed.
The Quakers also did not
think the Christmas festival
was in keeping with the truly
Christian religious spirit.
Still, their descendants observe Christmas in places of
worship.
The universality of Christmas transcends convention,
and regenerates at least for a
few days or a week a faith in a
supreme being.

OLD SPICE
GIFT SET
AFTER SHAVE &
DEODORANT

VV[ RESERVE THE RIGHT

$ 1 98

TO LIMIT OUANTITILS

SALE
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New AQUA VELVA

creme rinse

"HOME and AWAY"
SMART SET

children!

MEN'S
WATCH

for

:ULL 17 JEWEL
MOVEMENT

for
Christmas

tairy

LUMINOUS DIAL
MAN'S WATCH

NE
EXECUTIVE SUM
SET WITH

POWERPOINT

Square Shooter

PEN
Available in

Gnu'

This slim, trim man's watch
by Westclos is quality made
inside and out. Full 17-jewel
movement, luminous dial and
hands, sweep second hand
top the list of custom-crafted
features, Has a chromeplated case, with leather
strap. And it's water-resistant,

too!

Reg. '34.95

True To-Light

MAKE-UP
MIRROR

YUGOSLAV FREEZE
BELGRADE (UPI) —The
Yugoslav government today
implemeneted a prize freeze to
last at least until Feb. 28.
The government said the
freeze was necessary "so as to
head off any undesired or
unjustified tendencies in the
market, which has been characterized by a high rise in prices
as well as all-out pressure for
further price boosting.

tight
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Future Not Rosy For College Graduates Looking For A Job
For the 1971 college graduate,
getting his sheepskin did not
automatically provide the job
he had set his sights on - nor even
one in his chosen field
And in some cases, he may still
be driving a taxicab, waiting

CH
5:30
4:00
6:25
6:30
7:00
7:30
COO
0:30
900

a national life insurance co., in its
annual survey of more than 100
colleges and universities found
that jab opportunities In virtually
every field were down from the
previous year

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday Evening *CH. 4
WSM
Dragnet
6 30
7 00 Adam 12
7.343 Movie
900 Night Gal
1000 News
10 10 Tonight

1
WSiL
News
Cactus
Weather
Spts Chat
Bewitched
Father
Ed.
Fam
Smith
Shirley
Man -City

CH 5
WLAC
5 25 News
6 00 News
6 30 Mann
Sing
7:00 Burnett
Ceni.
COO Met.
9,00 Mannix
10:00 News
10 - 30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSO
630 Nash.
7:00 Adam 12
730 Myst. Movie
9.00 Gallery
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

—

i

$:30 LaLannq
The Hod;

tables, clerking or doing unpaid June's college grads.
volunteer work while serching for The year 1971 proved to be even
a job in line with his worse than 1970 - the year the
qualificiations
bottom started to fall out of the
Finding a career job meant a job market for college graduates.
lot of hard work on the part of last The family economics bureau of

CH

b

WSiX
5:30 News
COO Andy Grit
6:30
Make Deal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
7:30 Ed's
111:00 Smith
Fam
8:30 Shirley
Wld
9.00 Man-City
10 00 Takes Thief
11 00 News
11 30 Cavett
—

CH 12
KFVS
5 30 News
6:30 Rollin
7:00 Burnett
8,00 C. Burnett
8:00 Med. Center
900 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffia
12 - 00 News

CM. 29
WDXR
5.57 News
400 Movie
7:27 News
7,30 Theater 29
9- 35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *

Z 00 Today
6.30 McCoys
5:45 Journal
545 Sun. Sem
9.00 Dinah
6:00 News
615 Break. Show
7:00 Bozo
AM 9:30 Concent.
6:30 N'Ville
700 News
Romper
11:30
That Girl
Korn. 10:00 Sale cen. 9:00 Lucy
7:55 Kitc.
t - 00 Kangaroo
9:10 Concert.
Bewitched
Squares
10:30
- 00 Lucy
Kangaroo
8:00
9:30 Hillbillies
1000 Sale-Cen.
Password
11:00 Jeopardy 10:00 Mov. Game 9:30 Hillbillies
9:00 Tell-Truth .
10:30 Squares
My Child.
Affair
10,00 Fam
9:30 T or C
10:30 That Girl
15..3. V44444
11:00 Jeopardy
Make-Deal
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:15 News
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 WWW
1:00 Newlyweds
Heart
Where
11:00
of
Love
10:30
Life
News
12:00
Flipper
11,30
12:00 Noon
1:30 Dating
12:15 Pastor
12:00 My Children 11:25 News
11:00 Heart IS
1:00 Our Lives
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:30 Romp.
Search
11:30
Search
11:30
-Deal
Make
-12:30 Newlyweds
1:10 Doctors
2:30 One Life
Ldd
Pic.
12:00 Farm
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
2:00 An. World
3:00 Love Am
1:00 Lives
12:05 News
12:00
130 Dating
2:30 Promise
3:30 Matinee
Doctors
1:30
-Weather
News
12:25
12:20
Hosp
2:00 Gen
Lewis 3:00 Somerset
5:00 H.X.
12:30 World Turns
12:30 World Turns 2:00 World
2:30 One Life
3:30 Virginian
5:30 News
2:30 Promise
1:00 Love Is
1 00 1-099
Many
3:00 Password
5,00 Mayberry
6:00 Cac. Pete
Somerset
3:00
Gading Light
h1:30
1:30
Guiding Light
3:30 Love Am
6:00 News
6:30 Safaris
3:30 Popeye
Jeannie
2:00
4,00
Secret
Storm
Claus 6:3g primus
7:00 Santa
Gilligan
Acres
'
sn
Eec
dgreetat SNtoirnt I:00
560030
t.4 Room 2c22ouple 711 00 Flip W.silson 2:30 S
::1
I
4:30 Dan Boone
News
Odd
.1n
111949.--.010 News
--%11111fres
5:30 NewS
•,..wr a.a ...2-...
wwwwW•siee,.„.,4 :90416"vie
30 Gold' diggers
e' Altict=1S
1111.--;;;,
43:0009
600 News
7:00 Wilson
10:30 Cavett
10 30 Tonight
S&J
Alias
00
6 30 Primus
8:00 Jim Garner
6:30 Tell-Truth
12:00 News •
.00 Longstreet
7 .00 Bearcats
9:00 Martin
7:00 flearcats
00 Marshall
8.00 Movie
10:00 News
8:00 News
10:00 Takes-Thief
10-00 News
1030 Tonight
1000 News
11 00 News
10 30 Griffin
10.30 Mason
11.30 Cavett
12:00 News
11 30 Movie
_
9:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30

6,00 Mor Show
700 Today
9:00 Dinah

10:00 Movie
11:40 People,
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 On A Match
100 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Game
4:00 Ben
500 Now Expl.
5:30 Bill Dance
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
440 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat Feat
10:30 Movie
200

Sec Storm

Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
4:00 V,,cpritan
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What's in a name?
Extra work for him

With on-campus recruiting addition to accounting firms,
drastically reduced, or even were in banking, insurance,
cancelled by many companies, marketing, and merchandising.
several colleges held workshops Public utilities and manufacjobs
I, AKE SUCCESS, N.Y.(UPI)- Part of Eric Ether's job is toi
to prepare students for job turing also provided some
governof
dream up names for streets, which isn't as easy as it sounds.,
levels
All
year.
this
searching on their own. "In
In most communities, street names develop as does the area
not in the
1970,", said one placement of- ment were hiring, but
the wide wad in Manhattan became Broadway, and the principal
former years.
of
numbers
a
on
held
were
"interviews
ficial,
bureau thoroughfare in countless towns and cities just naturally became"
'let's meet you and hope The family economics
ad- N1,1111 Street.
something opens up later' basis. reported that holders of
especially the
degrees,
vanced
But Feller must start from scratch, naming neighborhoods and
come."
didn't
just
they
1971,
In
much streets in the residential communities built by Levitt and Sons.
The use of college placement PHD, found the going
those with a He's been at it since 1954 and has named more than 2,000
offices for employment coun- rougher than
Generally, streets since then.
seling reached an all-time high bachelor's degree.
as
advantage,
an
had
bachelors
Felter's real joii is as the company's chief draftsman, but
this year. Students waged perad- nights and weekends he dreams up street names.
sonal campaigns, making direct most companies found an
for
expensive
too
contact with employers by mail vanced degree
par"It's much too busy in the office with the telephones ringing
and by door-to-door solicitation. them. However, MBA's
technical and constant interruptions to concentrate on names," he said.
The graduates also made greater ticularly with a
work
use of commercial employment background and some
Naming begins when Felter receives the preliminary road laywell.
fairly
up
held
experience,
agencies and executive search
were out of a Levitt community. First he isolates the neighborhoods there
areas
some
in
And
firms.
ad- sections usually divided by major roads.
The diligent, better-than- more jobs for holders of
in
degrees
education
vanced
average student, who put no
Sections are named, if possible, for local landmarks or historlimiting conditions on where he administration than for teachers ical events. Fountain View, a section in Belair, Md., for
degree.
bachelor's
instance, overlooks a 150-foot fountain.
would work or who he would work with a
Despite the lack of jobs for
for, has a job, but it may not be
Next come the street names, and the usual process is to have
his first or second choice. Some those with advanced degrees, each street in a section begin with the same letter. Felterimust
students, knowing that offers Northwestern National Life keep the size of the area in mind, because there are somee(titit:
would not be abundant, took the found most schools reported an such as "S" that offer wider possibilities than, say, "Z.".
to
first one that came along, even increase in applications
be sure street names are easy to pronounce and offer no aiTernatev
though it might not have been graduate school. Increased spellings to confuse residents. He has to check to be sure a
mean
always
not
did
applications
quite what they wanted.
however, street name he wants to use hasn't already been designated
Many other students explored increased enrollment,
elsewhere in the county, or in another Levitt community (this
at many
funds
of
lack
a
since
areas completely out of their
might confuse billing).
major fields or went into jobs for schools cut down the openings
. over- considerably.
vastly
, which they
trained. A graduate engineeri 5-tarung- gstsarifei Ailed cid has one compensation. There is a street somewhere in a Levi,;
may be repairing appliances, this year, staying relatively the community named after each of his five daughters.
waiting for something better to same as in 1970 or increasing only
And, of course, somewhere among the Levitt coustructions,
develop. Many have stayed on the slightly - one to two percent. In there is a Felter lane.
part-time jobs they held while in many instances, average starting
school, continuing to search for a salaries were down from 1970
More grads were taking jobs with uncertainty over Phase II, the VICIOUS CYCLE
career position.
England
CAMBRIDGE,
wind-down of the war and inAs was the case last year, smaller, lower-paying creased numbers of college (UPI)—More than 450 bicyclists
the
with
than
organizations
liberal aria geotalks were the
graduates all combine to make snarled Cambridge traffic Sunhardest hit. Many schools higher-paying, glamour inday with a protest demonstrg.
finding a job hard work.
reported an 80 to 90 percent dustries with were not hiring as
The job market of the 60's for tion against "Public Enemy
year.
this
many
reduction in the number of jobs
The barriers facing women college graduates shows no signs Number One—the car," poll
available, compared to 1970.
said.
of returning soon.
The demand for engineering graduates seem to be falling
schools
Many
somewhat.
grads continued downward, with
almost all schools reporting reported a strong d desire by
fewer job opportunities this year. more employers to seek, find and
Although accounting still was promote women, and salaries
the brightest field, there weren't were more equitable this year.
as many jobs available and Silaries for female accountants
were equal to those for men, and
competition was stiffer.
The job market remained tight salaires were rising in other
for teachers, and they had to be areas too, bringing them nearer
more willing than others to go the level of male graduates.
where the jobs were - often to The future doesn't look rosy.
1
Scheduling for campus inrural or inner-city schools.
The best sources of jobs, in terviews is off to a slow start this
I fall. The state of the economy,the

1
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25 hauling days
'till Christmas.
Time to get cracking. Move goods. Make
deliveries. Short of Santa's sleigh, there's no
better way than a Datsun Pickup. Torsion
bar front suspension; heavy duty rear.
Overhead cam engine that delivers up to 25
miles per gallon. (Saves more of the money
you're making.) It's America's number one
selling import truck. Need a pickup?.
Drive a Detain...then decide.
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Nationalism spurs U.S.-Canada row
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service

CHRISTMAS PAST-Frontier Christmas as it looked in Kentucky in 1790, will be
the theme of a celebration in Washington, Ky., Dec. 4 and 5. Six historic buildings
will be open to the public, and Kentucky Burgoo, country ham sandwiches and
transparent puddings will be served. Washington is on U.S. 68, four miles south of
various other crafts including

—
Canada
OTTAWA,
"Nationalism," writes
Canadian historian Ramsay
Cook, "is very often the doctrine of the discontented. The
ideology of nationalism, as it
has been utilized in Canadian
history, has contributed more
to disunity than to unity."
The current dispute between
the United States and Canada
over the U.S. 10 per cent
surcharge is clearly the
economic
of
outgrowth
nationalism. The United States
is, for the first time since the
1930s, looking more after its
own national economic interests than those of the world
community.
This fact invoked calls in a
recent North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) annual
meeting here in the Canadian
capital for an end to the U. S. 10
4.

making, broom making,'
Washington, Kentucky, candle
weaving, portrait painting,
quiLting, woodcarving and
Reflects On Christmas
handbasketry.
celebration,
rifle

Kentucky's famous long
will vartit*lat
Christmas
fouith Frontier
open house. The long riflemen,
dressed in authentic clothes of
the Kentucky frontier in the 1
1790's, will be in a parade and will
of
exhibition
an
stage
marksmanship at 2:30 Sunday
Etternoon
On Saturday, December 4,
opening day of Frontier
Christmas, the interesting old
buildings will welcome visitors
with candlelight and the scent of
pine and sound of Christmas
chamber music performed by the
Limestone String Quartet. The
incontinue
will
music
termittently at Paxton Inn during
the event.
As a result of its location, just
south' of the Ohio River (in
present-day Mason County),
Washington was an early seat of
commerce and culture, with
many private schools, many inns.
It was an important "shopping
_ center" where Central Kentuckians came to buy finery from
New Orleans and Europe. In 1795
there were 17 . stores
The tittle coraWashington.
munity grew fast, and thrived so
well, that by the 1800's it had
become Kentucky's second
largest town after Lexington.
It was a springboard to the
settlement of the West.
Travelers left the Ohio River at
Limestone Landing and traveled
four miles south to Washington,
where they were safe from attack
by savage Indians of Southern
Ohio. Here they rested and were
refreshed for their travels to the
South and West. The Ohio River,
often referred to as "the nation's
first highway," allowed room for
travelers to bring their homes
with them down the Ohio and
settle in Washington. Meffords
Fort, believed to be one of the last
existing flatboat houses in the
nation, is now restored and open
to visitors.
While visiting Washington,
Harriet Beecher Stowe saw
lh
slaves being sold and was inspired to write "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." She may have mailed
first drafts of her story from the
busy post office in Wishington, as
Derineo
lb
it was the distributing point for
mail to seven states.
lb
Rind On
A visit to Washington anytime
is enchanting, with a stroll on
original flagstone walks which
lb. are still in use, but a visit during
Christmas
Frontier
the
celebration can be a romantic
trip back into yesterday's way of
life. Kentucky Burns country
ham and transparent pie will be
served to visitors. and if you like
what you taste, you may purchase some of the homemade
delicacies to take home. At 4:45
lb.
on Sunday afternoon all the bells
Cut & Wrapped
in the village will ring, calling
visitors to the beautiful flickering
candle vesper service in the old
Cut & Wrapped
church museum. The Madrigal
Singers from Maysville High
lb. School will participate in this
service, planned by the Mason
County Ministerial Association.
lb The
congregation will join in
Christmas
singing
lb carols, totraditional
bring to a close the
season in historic
lb tourist
Washington for another year.
Highway US-68 to Washington
lb is now open, and though some
No Color Added
detour signs are still up until
guard rails are finished, one may
drive through without delay.
REGULAR
PRICES
OUR
ARE
PRICES
ABOVE
"'THE
During the regular travel season,
—WE PUT ON NO SPECIALS!
Washington is open daily from
May through Labor Day; it is
open weekends only until
WE USE NO TENDERIZING AGENTS'—WE GET
Prospective
December 1.
TENDERNESS BY SLAUGHTERING YOUNG, FAT
visitors can contact the Cane
Brake Shop, WashinKton, KenANIMALS!
tucky 41096, for special tours.

use
4 at,
With
Mintier Christrhis",
Kentucky claims the first town
and activities as they
decorations
named
be
to
States
.tp the United
have been in 1790, two
Mir our first President. That was would
Kentucky became a
before
years
A 1786. Washington,Kentucky, is state.
the
all
with
restored
illnw being
an annual affair,
Ofgadition and history it has Now
Christmas in Ken- ready accumulated in the "Frontier
i
is attended by throngs of
tucky"
and
Kenton
Simon
when
0's,
0
people who enjoy walking
, niel Boone surveyed its land,
the six buildings now
through
*otected it and lived from its
and watching the an.Gounty. There will be a two-day restored,
cient art of arrow making and
ii% Marianne Kohler

pc! ,•crlt Import surcharge.
NATO members clearly expressed strong economic
nationalistic sentiments while
ne.ertheless expecting the
L'ruted States to continue its
rule as an economic internationalist. The Nixon
policy of Aug. 15, so Utterly
resented by NATO delegates
here and the Canadian
government, is in effect a
renunciation of this role and the
adoption of a more nationalistic
outlook.
Pus stark fact of life raises
some basic questions about
where the economies of the
United States and Canada are
headed. And whether, in fact,
both nations' political expressions of nationalism are
not, in fact, being translated
into a move by each toward a
neo-triercantilism in North
America.
Mercantilism in the past was
a system of government control

of the economic livelihood of a
nation, offering government
protection and subsidies to
industry and high tariffs.
In both the Canadian and
U. S. economies we have seen
in recent years, moves in just
such a direction.
asked
columnist
This
Canada's Finance Minister
Edgar Benson whether in fact
both his country and the United
States were moving toward a
neo-mercantilism.
"What you're really asking,"
he replied,"is a basic question:
are we moving away from the
free enterprise systern7 Well
we've been doing that for 20
has
years. Government
become more and more involved in industry, and in
redistribution of the wealth
over the last 20 years. Certainly
Canada has gone further than
the United States. I think in
social welfare Canada is ahead

r 4
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WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 1,1971
government involvement in the
economy. Why?
"We may be finding," he
answered, "that government
has to control and regulate
more than government used to
traditional
the
because
methods of using fiscal and
of the United States."
monetary policy to solve
While voicing support for
free trade, Benson dismisses economic problems don't work
the idea of a U. S., Canadian anymore.
"common
Mexican
"Large labor unions and big
and
market," which would be the
business just don't react to the
concrete expression of free
monetary and fiscal levers. I
would prefer a free market
trade. He admitted to me that
economy, but it doesn't react
Canadian industry must be
the way it used to."
protected, while expressing
concern that in the United
This is the same argument
States there is a growing
advanced in the United States.
protectionist sentiment! —
But the political and economic
perhaps illustrating that
leaders of neither nation are
although both the U. S. and
willing to consider that the
Canadian political leaders, as
reason the free market no
well as those in Europe, talk
longer works as well as it used
about bringing trade barriers
to is because past government
down, they put into practice
policies of control have failed.
sm.
high
protectioni
of
degrees
However, instead of scrapping
However, international free
government controls, both the
trade is only possible if nations
administrations in Washington
are internally free of governand here in Ottawa propose
ment controls.
even more severe controls.
Canada's finance minister
admitted to me that as for the
(St. John is a CBS Radio
future both his country and the "Spectrum"
commentator..1
United States will see greater
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Jews on move
Handicapped schooling lacking
War being waged weaken Judaism
GOOD NEWS TODAY
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Americans understandably want the United States to get out of
Vietnam, in fact out of all Indochina. We hear and read about
corruption in the Vietnam government, young Americiuis who
return home hopelessly addicted to narcotics and a U. S. economy
bent out of shape by the continual flow of tax dollars to support a
war most people think proves nothing.
We read about the homeless Vietnam waifs, victims of a conflict
that has taken the lives of their families. We are a sympathetic
people and we feel sorry about all this.
Most of us, however,can do no more than contribute a few dollars
to the various Vietnam relief funds. We're not even sure then that
the money always will reach its intended targets in that strange,
faraway land.
Yet out of all this seeming hopelessness there is a little hope.
Some Americans in Vietnam are waging their own war, a battle to
save Vietnamese orphans from their greatest enemies - famine
and disease.
One of the Americans is 28-year-old Richard Hughes, a former
actor and for a time drama instructor at Boston University. He
went to Vietnam about three years ago as a civilian, to find out
whether what he read and heard was accurate.
Unfortunately, much of it was. So Dick Hughes, his chief
resource the energy of a young man, set about to do what he could
for thousands of South Vietnamese children - the orphaned, the
Lamed, the diseased.
Dick Hughes has done remarkably well with a meager budget
based primarily on private contributions. Mostly through his efforts some $2,500 a month miraculously has bobbed up to finance
his four homes for some 130 little shot‘ahine boys who freauent the
Streets otl
caaWs
:04 4
,anization
4
toe YtioeShine Boys Foundation, Inc. Its headquarters is in New York City.
Hughes is back in the United States this month to enlist new
sitlport for his project of mercy. The outlook for his "children," he
says, is not hopeful, for the tense political situation in Vietnam
affects their lives. As the Americans continue to pull out, there are
less jobs - and less shoes to shine.
But Dick Hughes thinks he can make it. He believes Americans
will help him with moral and fmancfar siipPort if they learn more
about the homes where a comparative handful of Vietnamese
youngsters is taught, fed and given medical attention.
There's no future in Vietnam for Dick Hughes and he knows it.
Yet he plans to come home for good only when the mission he has
set for himself is accomplished, or it goals have stretched beyond
his reach.

Wives of American war prisoners in Vietnam mask their grief in
a variety of ways. Kathleen Russell's way of putting aside her
sorrow is to work each night on a project she knows her husband
will treasure when he returns home at last.
Kathleen, who hails from Oskaloosa, Iowa, lives at Miramar
Naval Air Station,San Diego, Calif., where her Navy flier husband,
Lt. Cmdr. Kay Russell, was stationed before he went to Vietnam. A
member of Squadron 211, nicknamed "The Checkmates," he was
shot down over North Vietnam in May, 1967.
Nearly every night, when most people are asleep, Kathleen
Russell pulls a chair up to her kitchen table and works on her
scrapbooks and magazine collections. They represent a chronicle
of major news events affecting war prisoners which have occurced
*
'since her 37-year-e1d husband was shot down and captured.
She has gathered eight large scrapbooks of news clippings and
stacks of magazines.
"Every POW wife has her own thing she has worked on," explains Mrs. Russell,'an attractive brunette and the mother of two
children, Todd, 11,and Tracy,9. Some have worked at a variety of
things, like speaking or serving on committees. This is my way, so
Kay will be able to learn what was going on during all the years he
has been a prisoner."

Gal scientist links
fashion and lasers
By KATHLEEN NEU MEYER
PASADENA, Calif.(UPI)Elsa Garmire doesn't really like
fashion shows.
But she had to go to one
pit on by the Wool Bureau
Inc., at the California Institute
of Technology, and to the
dinner preceding it at the
faculty club, because she was
the guest of honor.
The young blonde Cal Tech
physicist used laser beams to
create a swirling multi-colored
print for thr fabric in a spaceage even in gown being modeled
as the climax -of the show.
"I'm anti-fashion," she said
in an interview, "but I've been
working with lasers for 10
years, and I'm interested in
promoting the idea of laser art.
"For one thing, it's organic.
Computer image's look artificial,
but-laser images look organic
and alive."
Dr. Garmire had been photographing. laser beam abstracts
and selling them as wall hangings, and doing laser light
shows for quite some time.
"Then a newswoman interviewed me as one of Cal Tech's
'groovy people'", she said with
a laugh.
"I showed her what I have
been doing with lasers, and
said I thotight it could be
used for ,printing fabric. She
got in touch with the Wool
Bureau and they got in touch
with me about the idea."
Dr. Garmire projected the
red, green, blue and purple
laser image onto a wall and
photographed it. Then Andre
Dorlet made a silk screen of it
and it was printed on wool
jersey in more muted tones.
-I guess they had to do that,
so it wouldn't be too gaudy,"
Dr. Garmire said, with a touch
of regret,
Fashion designer Marion
Kops created a dinky, spaghefti-strap Jong gown from
the fabric.
"I'm a scientist and an
artist," Dr. Ginnie says. "I

don't like things to be put in
boxes - art here, science here.
I Want to combine them, so
anyone can do anything they
want:"
- The Tar, slender native of
Hinsdale, Ill, met her husband,
Gordon, a physics professor
and expert on cosmic x-rays,
when she was studying physics
at Radcliffe and he at Harvard.
"I'm a very unliberated
woman,"she says.
"I got married on the day I
graduated from college, and
I'm just lucky I picked someone I still get along with so
well."
The couple got PhDs at MIT.
where she worked with Dr.
Charles Townes, who won the
Nobel prize for innovative
physics while she was studying
under him. .
Her own field was nonlinear
optical effects - experimental
and theoretical studies of interactions of intense laser light and
matter.
Her elder daughter, Lisa, 6,
was born the day she finished
her thesis.
Now Dr. Garmire is a senior
research fellow in integrated
optics, but she works only parttime, devoting her attention
to Lisa and Marla, 3.
A vice president of the Los
Angeles chapter of the organization, Experiments in Art and
Technology, Dr. Garmire was
a consulting engineer on its
pavilion at Expo 0, and made
two trips to Japan to oversee
the light designs and safety

education.
The Washington meeting
may forecast what the commission will learn about the natice's interest in helping handicapped children. Those at the
session indicated that states
with specific statutes requiring
education of the handicapped
do not provide much more help
than states without such laws.
Existing legislation needs
improvement and made to
work. Many schoolrnen must be
reeducated about the ability of
those handicapped youngsters
who can function in traditional
schools. It is much less expensive, more helpful to the handicapped and more sensible to
build a school and a curriculu.m
that can accommodate all
youngsters, rather than constructing separate facilities
that place the handicapped in
an artificial, false environment.
Daniel Ringelheirn, an assistant education commissioner in
New Jersey, declared that it is
"intolerable" to allow the

youngsters and those with
speech impairments and nearly half the deaf. The situation is
much worse for others.
Federal reports show that
nationwide, only 17 per cent of
the hard of hearing; 35 per cent
of the visually impaired; 13 per

Jews.
With the exception of the
descendants of the small
number of settlers of Colonial
NEW YORK - From the
times, the Jewish community
earliest biblical times, Jews
of the 19th and early 20th
cent of the seriously emotionalhave been a migratory people,
centuries consisted largely of
disturbed; 35 per cent of
ly
usually fleeing from perimmigrants
foreign-speaking
crippled or orthopedically
secution. They are still on the
with little education and few
handicapped; 2 per cent of
move in America today, but
trades. Their grandchildren
those with learning disabilities
largely because of acceptance
and great-grandchildren are
and other problems, and 26 per
rather than rejection.
among the best-educated, most
cent
of the multiply handiFor the individual Jew this is
highly trained professional
capped get public school edugood news. It means that he is
people and are members of the
cation.
at last being mixed into the
most affluent segment of
In mid-October, the Educagreat American melting pot.
American society.
Commission of the States
tion
For organized
Judaism,
Sketching a profile of the
. American Jew today, Goldstein
held the first of six regional
however, social and economic
meetings on educational probintegration is raising some
observed that he is more likely
lems of the handicapped. About
serious questions, because they
to get married - and stay
70 representatives from midhave been accompanied by a
married - than the non-Jew
dle-Atlantic states, the District
lessening of religiosity that is
and probably will live longer.
of Columbia, Puerto Rico and
creating concern about the
He is most likely to be a whitethe Virgin Islands took part in
"vanishing American Jew."
collar or professional person
the three-day session. The fiveEnough time has elapsed
who lives in an urban or
year-old commission brings
since the mass migration of
is
setting
and
suburban
governors, legislators and
millions of Jews from Europe
displaying an increasing
schoolmen from 43 states and
so that the largest proportion of
tendency to marry a non-Jew.
territories together to improve
Jews in the United States today
is either native-born or the
1111.1.11tiantatMiltanlInifratil01.1""warls/
children of parents who have
spent most of their lives here.
Although there has never
been a head count of
Americans of Jewish ancestry
_
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

ons and big
react to the
al levers. I
ree market
xsn't react

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Overdue attention is being
focused this fall on the plight of
the nation's estimated seven
million handicapped children
and parents struggling to educate them.
Less than half get enough
education to permit them to
make their way in the world.
This lack of public schooling of
youngsters who could lead
productive lives if allowed is a
disgrace in many states and
particularly in Uncle Sam's
back yard, the District of
Columbia. It is a hoax in states
whose constitutions guarantee
a public education for all children.
About 12 per cent of the nstion's school-age children are
considered handicapped because of mental retardation,
physical, visual, hearing,
speech, emotional, learning
and other health disabilities
and problems. Public education is provided to only slightly
more than half the nation's retarded trainable or educable

been
educated guesses have lie
made as to their number, and
all of them lead to the coninwith
that,
clusion
termarriages and a decreasing
birthrate, the proportion of
Jews to the total population is
dirrmine.,..ressill continue
to do so.
An effort to draw a
-demographic profile" of
American Jewry has been
made by Sidney Goldstein,
director of population studies in •
the department of sociology at
Brown University. Some of his
conclusions are included in the
recently issued 1971 American
Jewish Yearbook, published by
the American Jewish Committee and the Jewish
Publication
Society
of
America.
Goldstein pointed out that
because of the tradition of
separation of church and state
religious preference has never
been included in the regular
U. S. census taken every 10
years, nor is religion included
in vital statistics in most states
Because there are . only a
score of local surveys from
which to draw precise conclusions, Goldstein and others
are conducting a national
Jewish population survey to
collect data that will lead to the
first comprehensive
assessment
of
Jewish
demography in the United
States.
Meanwhile, tapping his own
research and that of others,
Goldstein has been able to
reach some conclusions about
the estimated total of six
million Jews - practicing or
nominal-in the United States.
Of some significance to him
and others is the fact that
America has the largest concentration of Jews in the world,
more than .2 times those in
Israel and nearly half of the
world Jewish population.
Goldstein finds it of interest ,
also that Judaism is considered
one of the three major religious
grbups in the United States
despite the fact that it embraces less than 3 per cent of
the populace, with the ratio
falling every year.
He said that Judaism owes its
numerical strength not to its
birthrate but to its rate of
immigration, principally
between 1870 and 1924. Since '
then the character of the
American Jewish community
has developed through changes
in the lives of American-born

Help may be on the way The
U.S. commissioner of education, whose offices are in the
District, told the meeting that
one of his major priorities is
provision of educational opportunities for all the nation's
handicapped children - by
1980
A federal district court in
Philadelphia recently ruled
that all retarded people ages
SAJE to 21 in Pennsylvania are
entitled to an appropriate -free
public program of education
and training."
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RADIO

Compact - his easil iii
pocket or purse. With cartying case, earphone and 47:
battery. 85-213

CHANNELMASTER

AM FM Clock RADIO

PHILCO'Clock RADIO

•Easy to read digital clock
24-hr. alarm. Automatic
Sale Price
clock turns radio off or on.
67
Sleep switch. Push-button
cohtrols,earphone jack. walnut trimmed cabinet. 85-137

With 4-in, dynamic
speaker and attractive
white molded cabinet.
85-122-1

WALKIETALKIE

Operates on Batteries Or
House Current

RADIOPHONO

• Morse

Code

\NEc7ci

8-TRACK
CAR

KPY

TAPE
PLAYER

29
"
A neat

pr.

2-in-1
combination.
Featherlight
tone arm
3-speed. ic.sII

Separate tone. volume &
balance controls. Ideal
for glove compartment
installation. ss-295-1

4- 1 t ansistor. With
telescoping antenna, on/off volume
control & battery

29"

Soo our complot• lino of Memo Speakers.

85,300-4

Twin Matching
Walnut Speakers

8-TRACK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
w,th
RADIO

Pla% radio or tape.
1511 Ratter%. Electric or plug% into
cigarette lighter,
C:abinet wparate.
lot' stereo sound

*RIC
AM/FM-FM STEREO RADIO
8-TRACK STEREO TAPE PLAYER
I

1111 1,111.

I ape pi

k.
Attoti that.
I'M stereo indicator light. balance. bass :mil
treble conorrils..,to. 2
tar

mow. sic,"

STEREO
Headphones
For use with
component %NAterns. Padded
ear cup*. tit•151

ler

697

Eureka

SWIVEL
ROCKER

Retired are allowed
to visit West Germany
Well over a million retired
persons from East Germany
visited relatives in West
Germany Last year, making the
total number of visits over 7
million since 1964, when the
practice began.
Over the years some 11,000 of
these visitors chose to remain
in West Germany, thereby
forfeiting their East German
pension rights.

neglect of handicapped children that exists in the shadow
of the White House and the
Capitol.
He said there are no specific
legal requirements in the District for education of the handicapped. Congress governs the
federal city. The District's
"corrupt fiscal policy" on the
handicapped is a "detriment to
children," Ringelheini said. He
noted the District is not receiving money already available.
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5--504-1

House Current or Batteries**

Swivel TV
E11
4 ISPEED QUEEN
4

Automatic WASHER

MeaftUres.

See The New Purple

BASSET- HOUSE
At

GREEiliaRES

,iiced, multi cycle automatic Durablc
press cycle for modern fabrics. Pre-goalcycle for heavy dirt and soil. Three water
temperatures and water level selection.

PHILCO

COLOR TV
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Monolith. looming Stoiill Mali.
I tt 11114t4.1

$29
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Quantity Rights Reserved Prices Good Thru 12/5/71
While Quanties Last

9

4' Scotch Pine
24 Branches 46 Tips
$8 95 Value

.
311
ERZL

DRUG

STORE
T Scotch
Pine

Sunbeam Fastback
Shaver

Zest Soap

54 Branches
138 Tips

Per,o)r)di S te

Value $1995

9C

2/39C Valto

Lim it 4

Tree Ornaments
AV

Vicks Aryiiuft

lethIll

1% Inch
2 Per Box

001111111111111111111 11111111111iii1111111

6oz.

Worth 100 EXTRA
Top Value Stamps
With Any New Prescription

7 Bulb
Indoor
Lite Set
Si 39 VaVue

Pacquins
Lotion

MIDGETL1TES

35 Bulb Midget
Lite Set
$1.98 'value

w Dispenser
$109 Value

Kitchen Magician
A PERFECT KITCHEN
HELPER

Kodak
X15 Instamatic
Camera Outfit

15 Bulb
Outdoor
Lite Set
$4.49 Value

Gift Wrapping Paper

Vaseline
Petroleum
Jelly

80

Square Feet

894i
$109 Value

GE 2-Slice
Toaster
TOAST SELECTOR
LIGHT TO DARK
$14.98 VALUE

Paper 80
Square Feet
Foil 30
Square Feet

Old Spice
Stick
Deodorant

874
$125 Value

Thorobred Gift
Set
AFTER SHAVE
COLOGNE & SOAP
$4.50 VALUE

Worth 1 00 EXTRA
Top Value Stamps
With Purchase of Kitchen
Magician
Coupon good thru

Dec. 6

mnIrmmnrmm,imwrii06

Lensine
Contact Lens
Solution
$179 Value
$1 19

Clairol Happines
Hair Color
$2 50 Value

Pssssst Instant
Formula Shampoo
51 75 Value

Bag of 25
Decorative Bows

1971
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8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

7 DAYS
A WEEK

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 1, 1971

U.S.D.A. Inspected

Pure Vegetable

FRYERS

CRISCO

5

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET

Whole or
Cut-Up
Family Pak

We Reserve The Right To Limit
Prices Good

Dec. 1-7

(Limit: 1)

Store Made PORK

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

Sliced Slab

Bacon
Pori

Pork

BRAINS

NECK BONES

ARMOUR

WIENERS

PORK ROAST
BOSTON BUTT BONELESS

EXTRA LEAN
Sliced, Smoked

PORK STEAK

JOWL

lb.
NESTEA

59;
89t

INST. TEA

3-oz jar

Hyile Park

Delta

3 4401100
pkgs.

TISSUE

idt9

Kelly's

CHILI

*1th
BEANS

15-oz.$1

00

J cans

DOG FOOD

Pride of Illinois

Hungry Jack

2-1b.

PANCAKE MIX box

A

9,

15-oz. cans

WAYNE

8/$1

Wayne
25-lb. bag

DOG FOOD

$279

Cornet

ro„,$ 1 00

Towels
10

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS lb
MAXWELL HOUSE

GRAPEFRUIT

5-111 b"

3

i‘ft

69' RADISHES

BORDEN COFFEE CREAMER

2 "zpkgs.

19

YELLOW

ONIONS

3-1b. bag39t

GOLD MEDAL

MORTON

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

V DINTS

CREMORA

Except
Beef
And
Horn

5-1b. Bag
(Limit: 6)

COUPON
I.w,it 1 Per Family
Maxwell House

99

COFFEE
,0

oz jar

Expires 12-7-71
1,7wo41

mill, at Stnrex ,

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famil,r
Bonlen's

CREMORA

39

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

59t

Giant Size

AJAX

22 oz. ler
Expires 12-7-71

Good only at Store)'s

Exporps 17 7 71

Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famil‘
Ii,,,i..n single wrap

CHEESE ,, 4

HONEY- 9., 39t
COMB
IF sp
,
f.s 12-7-71

F xptrPt '1 '''

J.040d nniv. at ',tor

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Cereal

,

Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family
Giant Size

COMET

19

F- opiros , 7 ' ''

(rood Onls .At Storps

COU1 ON
Limit 1 pe farnils

COFFE
MATE
Fyporp S

2!

(.00t1 Out N At Storeys
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STAR TALK

Flip Wilson true
to life on tube

Corduroy revival
for fall and winter
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — Corduroy has been around forever,
it seems, but now the fashion
designers have rediscovered it
and it has suddenly become a
status fabric. That's-the way it
got its start, of course, for it
used to be worn only by kings.
The main look of fall and
winter is a Levi-styled or other
casual short jacket teamed up
with fitted jeans. But there are
classics, western, workman,
military influences and country
gentleman styling. , There are
even a few suits you could wear
to the office.
The western look is by far
the most dominant and the
jackets are often. lined with
shearling, with shoulder yokes
and snap closings, cowboy
style. The newest have quilted
suede cloth shoulder yokes or
gun and elbow patches. Others
we two colors of ribleas corduroy, such as chamois and
brown, to emphasize jacket detail and the matching split leg
flared pants.
Designer John Paul Goebel
focused on a masculine ranch
look with s new approach.
The difference lies in the use of
a new denim-blue corduroy in
a short jacket with studs on the

friends and admirers.
By HERB STANTON
Saturn is Father Time; he
Copley News Service
gifted ow man with a marvelWere all ous stage presence and sense of
QUESTION:
had
familiar with the lovable TV timing. Harry Houdini also
image of comic Flip Wilson. Saturn here.
Wilson's date with Destiny
What's he really like?"
foretold by the Moon's
was
ANSWER: Judging by this
lucky North Node, which is at
horoscope, Clerow Wilson is
22 degrees of Aquarius, where
coming across the tube loud Torn Edison had the Sun.
life.
and dear — and true to
Flip has had a stormy emoThis is the chart of a lovable
tional life, if we are to judge by
scamp.
the explosive Uranus, which is
Born Dec. 8, 1933, Wilson is a
in his fifth house of romance.
Arthe
native of Sagittarius,
We speculate that Moon is at 20
cher. People born in this Zodiac Leo, which would form a Grand
sign always -tell it like it is,"
Trine to Sun and Uranus. This
and then some. Their wit — and
would fit the pattern of events
We
legendary.
sarcasm — are
his life.
in
write
believe that Flip must
Of itself, this Grand Trine
some of his own material, for
have caused Wilson to
his Sun is at a writer's degree. might
too easily. But the oplife
take
Moon
had
Kilmer
Joyce
Poet
of Jupiter (Luck) to
position
here.
the trigger which
was
Uranus
If you dote on Horatio Alger
Trine spill.
Grand
his
made
stories of self-made men, then
treasures like a Horn of
Flip is for you. He rose from forth
It guaranteed that Flip
obscurity to become America's Plenty.
in the long hours deput
would
of
millions
leading comic. In
his work.
by
manded
homes, Thursday evening is rePluto is prominent in the
served for Flip, who is likely to
saunter onstage in dress and charts of most celebrities: this
ortts qitv,g6fiiirmli
h!ktiVii,,
wtg as Geraldine, his alter e
cuffs and on large breast pockout subject can aehieve'r
....wftevesiings, he-a
as the Bible-thumping Rev. 1..e- happiness only when he looks ets. The cords in the pockets
roy,from the Church of What's beyond himself to the needs of ruithorizontally for contrast.
A new expression in the
humanity.
Happening Now.
workman's look is a brakeman's
Mercury represents the
Last spring this poor-boymade-good climbed into his mind, and we find it in sexy suit in workman blue polyester
spanking new, chauffeur- Scorpio. It comes as no sur- and cotton corduroy. It has a
driven Rolls Royce aixi set off prise, therefore, that his Geral- boxy jacket and there are red
pinwale pocket flaps and epauto see America. In Alabzzug.--CV* comes onstage with her
lets. It closes down the front
the Rolls purred up to a country motor running.
In one hilarious episode, with snaps.The matching slacks
church, where a group of small
Geraldine appeared as a Play- are simply cut and have buckle
boys stood awestricken.
waist closures.
"Are you Flip Wilson?" boy Bunny. Her delighted vicPeter Haspel does a more retim was Bing Crosby.
asked one.
fined workman's look in a
"I am the same," said our
Tapping her. pencil suggesdenim-blue corduroy suit which
hero.
tively, Geraldine said, "You
is distinctive in its loose casual
"No, you ain't."
We're
Whoo!
from out of town?
cut.
The jacket is squared off,
''Now listen," he bellowed in like ships — that pass in the
has big patch pockets and a
his best Rev. Leroy tones, "God night."
deep collar in white stitching.
spoke to me, and He said,'Flip,
Crosby's eyes rolled heavenstop your Rolls and speak to ward. "I see it, but I don't be- It is won over jeancut trousers
which repeat the white stitchthose boys.'"
lieve it."
ing.
Flip
kid
Wilson," the
"You're
The usually unflappable Bing
There is a lot of military, inconceded.
almost fell off his chair Laughcluding many variations of. Air
- A solar chart for his birth remany CPO jackveals that Mars is in sturdy
This, then, is the horoscope of Force jackets,
Capricorn. Because Mars is the a comic genius, and a thor- ets and fatigue pants with army
A
action planet, we may conclude oughly likable man. Laughter style pockets on the thighs.
have
jeans
drab
olive
of
lot
that Flip is a true builder.
is universal. Flip makes us
insignia appliques.
chuckle at ow differences, military
The military look also turns
while subtly underscoring the
up in camouflage prints on a
Venus, planet of affections, is
ways in which we are alike. In
in Aquarius. If you love a per- this sense, he may have done ribless corduroy in a suit that
has four ample bellows pockets
kon with this placement, you
more good for his race than
the longish jacket which is
must reconcile yourself to
thousands of protest marchers. on
double-zipped and snapped
tiaririg him with his many

Down the

Garden Path

and leather hacking flap pockets. Another is • walking suit

of dark brown wide wale with
an oversized quilted suede cloth
gun patch and generous sized
elbow patches. It has big curved
button flap pockets and matching fast back jeans.
The layered look is very important for winter and Dimitri
of Italy designs a handsome
coat in a beige and brown
houndstooth check corduroy
which he closes at the side and
on which he uses a belt over a
third and jeans in a green and
beige birdseye printed midwale.
Bill Blass designed a great
coat in camel color deep pile
corduroy, an updated classic
in its -simple double-breasted
body, button flap pockets and
deep back vent. Designer Manme MandelMandel showed a western
suit with a contrasting quilted
yoke of suede cloth, closed
with metal studs and worn over
jeans with wide belt loops.
Levi's, in a recent allowing
at the Corduroy Council of
America, combined turf brown
and chamois ribless corduroy
in a western suit of contrasts:
The jacket has insets of turf
brown against chamois and the
chamois pants are brown from
the knee down to emphasize
Sy'riett-ria des
-A
Ion who used green and white
birdseye printed mid weight corduroy for a coat designed in a
new vein of soft tailoring with
envelope flap pockets and a
shirred waistband. The coat has
a tartan wool lining and Fallon
paired it with matching stacks.
plus a tartan scarf and green
tweed hat.
Country Gentleman styles
lean toward ,Safari or English
coats. Some have leather but:
tomr, suede yokes and elbow
patches with hi-swing action
backs with half belts. Patch
pockets and fancy pocket treatments are the newer detailing.
A Europeao trend moving
rapidly to the United States is
quilting, usually in ribless corduroy. These styles include batdejacket suits, short and long
coats and even slacks. Where
warmth is desirable the quilting
can be beefed up.
Big details also are important: thick shearing linings that
appear as big collars, big bold
pockets, big industrial zippers,
big snap fasteners, big belts.
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PREMIUM QUALITY
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THE PHONY TENANT
CAIRO ( UPI)--Shawki KhaliJ
returned home to find his
closed. The matching slacks furniture in the middle of the
also havee fatigue style thigh street and the door to his home
pockets.
locked. He told police the
landlord had found a friend to
The hunting look
gone to court
The hunting look is very big impersonate him,
where the bogus Khalil told the
and Franklin Bober designed a magistrate her ouldn't pay the
suit of Gunclub check mid wale rent, and had obtained an order
corduroy which he calls The throwing the real Khalil out.
Hunter. He cuts the jacket like
The landlord is under investia riding coat and adds a glove
gation,
leather collar, elbow patches

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
Thanksgiving has come and in a place where they will
gone but the aroma of turkey receive only natural light?
and carnberry sauce linger with Remember, it is the long nights
us along with the memory of that will bring them into bloom.
being with loved ones for the Give them more water now and
day. I spent a wonderful day a little liquid fertilizer will help.
with my sons family in Murray, They should be in bloom for
Ky. and there was quite a Christmas, although some of
gathering around the festive them may not blossom until a
board with grandchildren and little later.
really
great grandchildren.
leaves are
The
Isn't it a shame that.we can't tumbling down and many of the
keep with us, the whole year Trees are completely, bare. Save
round, that glow of thankfulness those leaves It is not much
to God for all His marvelous trouble to pile them up in a
abundance. We have to have a corner of the yard and they will
day set aside to say Thank You. turn into black gold for your
I think we do feel a grateful plants next year. Maple leaves
thought all along but it is good to will decay so quickly that they
have a special day to express make excellent compost. Oak
our thanks just as a reminder. leaves take longer, but all of I
A man named Lessing wrote them are so valuable in your
"A simple grateful thought flower bed If you ever start !
toward heaven is the most saving them, you will find so
complete prayer" I am not so many uses for them that you will
sure about that, but it is a pile up more and more each fall
wonderful time of the year and it and wonder why you didn't do it
gives a lift to our spirits coming as before.
it does just as the trees are
It's about time to start feeding
dropping their leaves and the the birds. Right now there are
world is beginning to look bare plenty of seed about, but very
and bleak.
soon they will be looking to us
Have you checked over your for sustenance through the
preparations for winter? The winter
cold weather is upon us and
Addle an movie
there isn't much time left to do
outdoor work. The roses should
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
have been already mulched and
Johnny Addle, for 23 years the
all bulbs should be in now. They ring announcer at Madison
cr still be painted but cold
Square Garden for prize fights,
winds will make it an
will play a six-day bicycle' ride
unpleasant task
commentator in "The Gang
rm have your poinsettias
ht,'
That Couldn't Shoot S
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